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Chapter 7: Results 

 

7.1. Introduction 

 

Chapter 4 was devoted to a discussion of a number of hypotheses on the role of different 

feature-related and speaker-related factors in the process of (second) dialect acquisition. In 

section 5.4.5, we set out which statistical analyses are required in order to test these 

hypotheses.  

In this chapter, we present the results of these analyses and discuss the most important 

observations. Section 7.2 presents the results on the success rate with respect to dialect 

knowledge and acquisition. Section 7.3 is devoted to the results with respect to 

overgeneralization. A thorough interpretation of the results is given in chapter 8. 

 

7.2. Success rate with respect to dialect knowledge/acquisition 

 

In this section we deal with the results on the success rate with respect to dialect 

knowledge/acquisition. In some cases, we must confine ourselves to conclusions about the 

level of dialect knowledge that the Maldegem children have reached between the ages of nine 

and fifteen. More specifically, this is the case when there is no significant interaction effect of 

the relevant factors with the factor home language. In such a case, the effect of a particular 

factor is similar for the native dialect speakers and the second dialect learners, so that we can 

only draw conclusions about the effect of the relevant factor on the degree to which children 

(i.e. second dialect learners as well as native dialect speakers) have been successful in 

acquiring dialect features. When there is a significant interaction with home language, 

however, the results indicate that the native dialect speakers and the second dialect learners 

react differently to particular factors. In those cases, we can draw conclusions about second 

dialect acquisition. 

 First, we give an overview of the degree to which the first dialect speakers (i.e. the control 

group), compared to the second dialect learners, realized the different dialect features (i.e. the 

linguistic variables discussed in section 6.4) with the correct dialect variant (section 7.2.1). 

Next, we discuss the effects of the feature-related factors on the degree to which the dialect 

features are known or acquired (section 7.2.2). Finally, we deal with the effects of the 

speaker-related factors on the degree of dialect knowledge and acquisition (section 7.2.3).  

 

7.2.1. Dialect knowledge: native dialect speakers vs. second dialect learners 

 

In this section we discuss the extent to which each dialect feature involved was known to the 

native dialect speakers (home language = 0) on the one hand, and the second dialect learners 
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(home language = 1) on the other. The results are presented in table 7.1. This table gives an 

overview of the dialect features involved, the behaviour of the relevant feature with respect to 

the different feature-related factors, the sum of the ‘correct’ dialect realizations per feature 

(N) for the control group and the dialect learners separately, the total number of ‘possible’ 

realizations of a particular feature (total), the mean score (in percent) for each dialect feature, 

and the F statistic, its significance level (p), and the degrees of freedom, to indicate whether 

there is a significant difference between the control group and the dialect learners.  

  

Dialect 

feature 

Data on the feature-

related factors 

Home 

language 

N Total Mean 

(%) 

F, p, df
1
 

Deletion of l before a  incidence UL = N.A. control 209 252 83 F= 264.5 

pause (postlexical) incidence TL = N.A. 

average freq. = N.A. 

productivity = 1 (yes) 

cond. env. = 1 (yes) 

n DIA variants = 2 

n SD variants = 1 

geogr. distr. = 2 

learners 334 896 37 df = 1146 

p = .000 

 

Deletion of l before a  incidence UL = N.A. control 128 144 89 F= 513.5 

consonant (postlexical) incidence TL = N.A. 

average freq. = N.A. 

productivity = 1 (yes) 

cond. env. = 1 (yes) 

n DIA variants = 2 

n SD variants = 1 

geogr. distr. = 2 

learners 298 512 58 df = 654 

p = .000 

 

Deletion of l before -en incidence UL = N.A. control 64 72 89 F= 181.7 

(postlexical) incidence TL = N.A. 

average freq. = N.A. 

productivity = 1 (yes) 

cond. env. = 1 (yes) 

n DIA variants = 2 

n SD variants = 2 

geogr. distr. = 2 

learners 98 256 38 df = 326 

p = .000 

 

SD �i → DIA e before  incidence UL = 9 control 162 180 90 F= 1090.3 

velar/laryngeal consonant incidence TL = 12 

average freq. = 517 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 1 (yes) 

n DIA variants = 6 

n SD variants = 4 

geogr. distr. = 6 

learners 305 640 48 df = 818 

p = .000 

 

SD �i → DIA ø before  incidence UL = 40 control 330 360 92 F= 627.4 

anterior consonant incidence TL = 51 

average freq. = 263 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 1 (yes) 

n DIA variants = 6 

n SD variants = 5 

geogr. distr. = 1 

learners 877 1280 69 df = 1638 

p = .000 

 

 

                                                 
1
 Levene’s Test for equality of variances. 
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SD œy → DIA ø (all  incidence UL = 86 control 349 360 97 F= 596.5 

environments except for 

the coda) 

incidence TL = 77 

average freq. = 81 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 1 (yes) 

n DIA variants = 5 

n SD variants = 5 

geogr. distr. = 3 

learners 972 1280 76 df = 1638 

p = .000 

SD o� → DIA ø (lexically  incidence UL = 19 control 199 252 79 F= 448.0 

determined) incidence TL = 12 

average freq. = 290 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 0 (no) 

n DIA variants = 3 

n SD variants = 5 

geogr. distr. = 19.3 

learners 457 896 51 df = 1146 

p = .000 

 

SD 	 → DIA �
 (lexically incidence UL = 33 control 202 324 62 F= 108.7 

determined) incidence TL = 35 

average freq. = 71 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 0 (no) 

n DIA variants = 3 

n SD variants = 5 

geogr. distr. = 3 

learners 237 1152 21 df = 1474 

p = .000 

 

SD � → DIA �
 (lexically incidence UL = 11 control 167 288 58 F= 35.8 

determined) incidence TL = 14 

average freq. = 35 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 0 (no) 

n DIA variants = 3 

n SD variants = 5 

geogr. distr. = 2 

learners 309 1024 30 df = 1310 

p = .000 

 

SD �i → DIA i�  incidence UL = 2 control 91 144 63 F= 19.1 

(lexically determined) incidence TL = 12 

average freq. = 488 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 0 (no) 

n DIA variants = 6 

n SD variants = 3 

geogr. distr. = 12 

learners 133 512 26 df = 654 

p = .000 

 

SD e� → DIA i�  incidence UL = 65 control 194 216 90 F= 1327.5 

(lexically determined) incidence TL = 64 

average freq. = 398 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 0 (no) 

n DIA variants = 3 

n SD variants = 3 

geogr. distr. = 16.3 

learners 386 768 50 df = 982 

p = .000 
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SD o� → DIA u�  incidence UL = 82 control 244 288 85 F= 871.8 

(lexically determined) incidence TL = 88 

average freq. = 645 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 0 (no) 

n DIA variants = 3 

n SD variants = 1 

geogr. distr. = 7 

learners 476 1024 46 df = 1310 

p = .000 

 

SD �i → DIA æi  incidence UL = 8 control 190 252 75 F= 24.3 

(lexically determined) incidence TL = 14 

average freq. = 88 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 0 (no) 

n DIA variants = 6 

n SD variants = 2 

geogr. distr. = 6.5 

learners 286 896 32 df = 1146 

p = .000 

 

SD �u → DIA �i before  incidence UL = 5 control 169 180 94 F= 1898.6 

underlying s/t incidence TL = 8 

average freq. = 20 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 1 (yes) 

n DIA variants = 2 

n SD variants = 1 

geogr. distr. = 3.5 

learners 296 640 46 df = 818 

p = .000 

 

SD �u → DIA �u before  incidence UL = 4 control 52 72 72 F= .000 

underlying d/z/w incidence TL = 4 

average freq. = 50 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 1 (yes) 

n DIA variants = 2 

n SD variants = 1 

geogr. distr. = 7 

learners 71 256 28 df = 326 

p = .988 

 

SD e� → DIA �
 before r incidence UL = 9 control 114 144 79 F= 234.5 

 incidence TL = 10 

average freq. = 10 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 1 (yes) 

n DIA variants = 3 

n SD variants = 5 

geogr. distr. = 5.5 

learners 237 512 46 df = 654 

p = .000 

 

SD a� → DIA �
 before r  incidence UL = 7 control 113 144 78 F= 240.9 

+ alveolar consonant (as 

cond. env.) 

incidence TL = 8 

average freq. = 19 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 1 (yes) 

n DIA variants = 3 

n SD variants = 5 

geogr. distr. = 2 

learners 263 512 51 df = 654 

p = .000 
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SD a� → DIA ��c 
before r  incidence UL = 12 control 101 108 94 F= 557.2 

+ alv.consonant (not as 

cond. env.) 

incidence TL = 6 

average freq. = 35 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 0 (no) 

n DIA variants = 3 

n SD variants = 2 

geogr. distr. = 5 

learners 234 384 61 df = 490 

p = .000 

 

SD a� → DIA ��c 
  incidence UL = 153 control 69 72 96 F= 287.0 

(lexically determined) incidence TL = 154 

average freq. = 358 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 0 (no) 

n DIA variants = 3 

n SD variants = 2 

geogr. distr. = 3 

learners 170 256 66 df = 326 

p = .000 

 

SD � → DIA æ� (lexically incidence UL = 8 control 92 180 51 F= 40.0 

determined) incidence TL = 12 

average freq. = 13 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 0 (no) 

n DIA variants = 3 

n SD variants = 3 

geogr. distr. = 13 

learners 183 640 29 df = 818 

p = .000 

 

Deletion of n before vowel  incidence UL = N.A. control 207 216 96 F= 694.8 

+ s/z (postlexical) incidence TL = N.A. 

average freq. = N.A. 

productivity = 1 (yes) 

cond. env. = 1 (yes) 

n DIA variants = 2 

n SD variants = 2 

geogr. distr. = 8.3 

learners 525 768 68 df = 982 

p = .000 

 

Deletion of r before alv.  incidence UL = 12 control 201 324 62 F= 21.8 

fricative in 

monomorphemic words 

incidence TL = 14 

average freq. = 97 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 1 (yes) 

n DIA variants = 2 

n SD variants = 2 

geogr. distr. = 24 

learners 347 1152 30 df = 1474 

p = .000 

 

Laryngealization of k  incidence UL = N.A. control 287 324 89 F= 278.7 

(→ �) (postlexical)  incidence TL = N.A. 

average freq. = N.A. 

productivity = 1 (yes) 

cond. env. = 1 (yes) 

n DIA variants = 2 

n SD variants = 1 

geogr. distr. = 5.5 

learners 814 1152 71 df = 1474 

p = .000 
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SD a� → DIA � before -ts incidence UL = 4 control 2 72 3 F= 8.8 

 incidence TL = 4 

average freq. = 202 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 1 (yes) 

n DIA variants = 3 

n SD variants = 3 

geogr. distr. = no data 

learners 19 256 7 df = 326 

p = .003 

 

Lexical exceptions       

SD �i → DIA i in bij and incidence UL = 2 control 32 72 44 F= 21.2 

tijger incidence TL = 2 

average freq. = 2 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 0 (no) 

n DIA variants = 6 

n SD variants = 4 

geogr. distr. = no data 

learners 64 256 25 df = 326 

p = .000 

 

SD œy → DIA i in kuiken incidence UL = 2 control 16 36 44 F= 27.3 

(also in ruiken) incidence TL = 2 

average freq. = 21 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 0 (no) 

n DIA variants = 5 

n SD variants = 4 

geogr. distr. = 21 

learners 21 128 16 df = 162 

p = .000 

 

SD y → DIA ø in duwen, incidence UL = 3 control 75 108 69 F= 7.5 

schuw, and ruzie incidence TL = 3 

average freq. = 33 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 0 (no) 

n DIA variants = 3 

n SD variants = 5 

geogr. distr. = 3 

learners 142 384 37 df = 490 

p = .006 

 

SD � → DIA æ�� in hart, incidence UL = 3 control 64 108 59 F= 7.5 

slak, and vlag incidence TL = 3 

average freq. = 53 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 0 (no) 

n DIA variants = 4 

n SD variants = 3 

geogr. distr. = 18 

learners 124 384 32 df = 490 

p = .006 

 

SD � → DIA � in korst incidence UL = 1 control 27 36 75 F= 1.3 

 incidence TL = 1 

average freq. = 3 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 0 (no) 

n DIA variants = 3 

n SD variants = 3 

geogr. distr. = no data 

learners 26 128 20 df = 162 

p = .250 
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SD � → DIA � in barst incidence UL = no data control 1 36 3 F= 3.7 

 incidence TL = 1 

average freq. = no data 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 0 (no) 

n DIA variants = 4 

n SD variants = 4 

geogr. distr. = no data 

learners 1 128 1 df = 162 

p = .056 

 

SD u → DIA o in bloem incidence UL = 4 control 28 36 78 F= 56.1 

 incidence TL = 1 

average freq. = 26 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 0 (no) 

n DIA variants = 2 

n SD variants = 4 

geogr. distr. = 10 

learners 63 128 49 df = 162 

p = .000 

 

SD i → DIA �
i in drie incidence UL = 1 control 34 36 94 F= 150.5 

 incidence TL = 1 

average freq. = 1945 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 0 (no) 

n DIA variants = 2 

n SD variants = 2 

geogr. distr. = no data 

learners 82 128 64 df = 162 

p = .000 

 

SD œy → DIA æ�i in spuit incidence UL = 2 control 20 36 56 F= 19.3 

 incidence TL = 2 

average freq. = 12 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 0 (no) 

n DIA variants = 5 

n SD variants = 2 

geogr. distr. = 2 

learners 25 128 20 df = 162 

p = .000 

 

SD � → DIA ��c in arm incidence UL = 2 control 20 36 56 F = 39.2 

 incidence TL = 2 

average freq. = 44 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 0 (no) 

n DIA variants = 4 

n SD variants = 2 

geogr. distr. = no data 

learners 17 128 13 df = 162 

p = .000 

 

Table 7.1: Results for each dialect feature: control group vs. second dialect learners 

 

On the basis of table 7.1, we can conclude that there is almost always a significant difference 

between the degree of dialect knowledge of the native dialect speakers and the second dialect 

learners. This is the case for 31 of the 34 dialect features. In the majority of these cases, the 

difference is highly significant (p = .000). In 30 cases, the control group scores significantly 

better than the second dialect learners. This indicates that our division of the informants into a 

group of children who (have) learn(ed) the Maldegem dialect as a first language and a group 

of children who (have) acquire(d) the local dialect as a second language, is reflected in the 

results.  
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 It should be noted, however, that even the native dialect speakers do not have a ‘perfect’ 

command of the Maldegem dialect, as it was described by Taeldeman (1976) and Versieck 

(1989).
2
 This appears from the fact that the control group does not reach the maximum level 

of dialect proficiency (i.e. 100%) in any of the cases involved. For some features, the native 

dialect speakers have a score of 90% or more, but for other features they have a rather low 

level of proficiency, especially in the case of the lexical exceptions. One possible explanation 

is that even the native speakers are still in a process of dialect acquisition. It might, for 

example, be expected that lexical exceptions are acquired relatively late by native speakers as 

well.  

Dialect loss in the parents and perhaps even the grandparents may be responsible for the 

fact that the native dialect speakers (i.e. the control group) had not successfully acquired all 

dialect features involved. Recall from section 5.3.2 that we cannot exclude the possibility that 

some parents ‘misjudged’ the language variety which they spoke with their children. It can be 

expected that some of the parents involved spoke a less authentic variety of the Maldegem 

dialect themselves, due to ongoing processes of dialect loss. As a result, their children could 

no longer attain to the ‘standard’ (i.e. the authentic dialect). Still, we can deduce from table 

7.1 that there are considerable differences between the home language of the control group 

and that of the dialect learners. Otherwise, there would be no significant differences in the 

extent to which both groups know the dialect.  

 If we take a closer look at the results presented in table 7.1, it is clear that two of the 

features for which the control group scores rather badly, concern the unrounding of vowels, 

i.e. the unrounding of SD /	/ to DIA /�
/ (e.g. in put ‘pit’, dun ‘thin’, vullen ‘to fill’, etc.; 

see section 6.4.15), and the unrounding of SD /�/ to DIA /�
/ (e.g. in vol ‘full’, pop ‘doll’, 

dorst ‘thirst’, etc.; see section 6.4.16). Although the dialect command of the control group is 

not our primary interest in this study, it is interesting to compare the degree to which the 

unrounding of these vowels occurs in the dialect of our native dialect speakers with the results 

of Versieck (1989).  

Versieck (1989:189) observed that unrounding is one of the features of the Maldegem 

dialect which deteriorated strongly between 1886 and 1989. Especially the unrounding of SD 

/y/ to DIA /i/ had decreased enormously (her informants had a score of 22% on this 

variable). For the unrounding of SD /	/ to DIA /�
/ and of SD /�/ to DIA /�
/, however, 

her informants scored very well (96% and 90%, respectively). Our results seem to indicate 

                                                 
2
 Another option would have been to compare the degree of dialect knowledge of the second dialect learners 

with a control group consisting of older (and thus better) dialect speakers. In that case, however, it would have 

been impossible to know whether the children who learn the local dialect as a second language differ from the 

children who acquire it as their mother tongue. 
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that these types of unrounding have declined rapidly during the last two decades: our 

informants scored 62% and 58%, respectively.
3
   

 Another case of dialect loss mentioned by Versieck concerned the vowel in words such as 

schaatsen ‘to skate’ and laatste ‘last one’ (see section 6.4.24). Versieck observed that the 

original vowel (i.e. DIA /�/) was increasingly replaced by the ‘overgeneral’ vowel /��c/. 

This change has become so strong in the last two decades, that at present, even native dialect 

speakers as old as thirty use the vowel /��c/. This explains the extremely low score on this 

variable (3% for the control group, and 7% for the dialect learners; see table 7.1). Strikingly, 

the second dialect learners score better on this variable than the native dialect speakers. Since 

the authentic dialect variant has almost disappeared from the input, the only way in which we 

can account for this result is that the second dialect learners are more inclined to guess at the 

correct dialect variant, so that they may guess correctly by coincidence.
4
 

 Summarizing, we conclude that despite the fact that the native dialect speakers involved 

in this study do not have a perfect dialect proficiency, they score significantly better than the 

second dialect learners. As mentioned before, the fact that the native dialect speakers do not 

reach the maximum level of dialect proficiency may indicate that they are still in a process of 

acquisition themselves (though they have made significantly more progress than the second 

dialect learners). As a result, their dialect knowledge can be influenced by the same factors 

that affect the dialect use and acquisition of second dialect learners. In the next section, we 

discuss the results concerning the effects of the feature-related factors (see chapter 4) on the 

extent to which speakers know or have acquired the Maldegem dialect.  

 

7.2.2. Effects of feature-related factors on dialect knowledge 

 

In section 4.2, we proposed a number of (linguistic and non-linguistic) feature-related factors. 

We hypothesized that these factors might affect the degree of learnability of dialect features 

and thus also the degree of success with which these features are acquired. This section 

presents the results of the analyses testing these hypotheses.  

 The factor home language is present in all the analyses that tested the effects of the 

feature-related factors. The reason is that we wanted to compare the effects of the relevant 

                                                 
3
 The unrounding of SD /y/ to DIA /i/ is one of the variables which were not included in the final analyses. 

The reason is that this Maldegem dialect feature has almost completely disappeared from the dialect of the 

generation of the parents of our informants. So, the feature is (almost) absent from the input and can therefore 

not be acquired. Originally, we elicited this feature in three words of our word list (i.e. vuur ‘fire’, muur ‘wall’, 

and schuur ‘barn’). Only in 5 out of 492 cases (= 1%), the unrounding occurred. However, these correct dialect 

realizations were produced by children whose mother and/or father came from Kleit. In the Kleit dialect, the 

unrounding of SD /y/ to DIA /i/ is much better retained than in the Maldegem dialect. 
4
 One would expect that in this case the second dialect learners produce more overgeneralizations with respect to 

this feature, but this is not the case (see table 7.30). Actually, the native dialect speakers produce most 

overgeneralizations for this feature. However, the overgeneralization of DIA /��c/ in the words schaatsen ‘to 

skate’ and laatste ‘last one’ has become the ‘new’ dialect variant.  
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factors on the dialect knowledge of the second dialect learners with the effects on the dialect 

knowledge of the native dialect speakers. As mentioned before, only the factors which 

significantly interact with home language can reveal something about second dialect 

acquisition as opposed to first dialect acquisition. Factors which do not significantly interact 

with home language, however, can still tell us something about the degree of dialect 

knowledge of the Maldegem children between nine and fifteen years old in general. As we 

will see, the interaction with home language is highly significant in most cases, which 

indicates that such factors have a different effect on the second dialect learners than on the 

native dialect speakers. Home language was coded as follows: ‘0’ = ‘raised in the Maldegem 

dialect’, and ‘1’ = ‘raised in Standard Dutch or substandard’. In our analyses, ‘home language 

=1’ was selected as the reference category. 

 Not only the interaction with home language is taken into account. In order to find out if 

there are any age-related developments with respect to the effects of particular factors on the 

degree of dialect acquisition, the interaction with age should also be considered. However, 

systematically entering age, home language and a third (feature-related) factor as independent 

variables in the analyses did not render significant results. Moreover, most of the two-way 

interactions of age with another factor were not significant either. Therefore, we will only 

report on the interaction with age if it is significant.  

 Next to our analyses of the interactions of feature-related factors with home language and 

age, we will also perform a number of analyses testing for higher-order interactions (i.e. 

interactions between more than two factors) (see section 7.2.2.7). 

 This section is organized as follows. We will successively discuss the results on the 

effects of the factors incidence (section 7.2.2.1), number of competing variants (section 

7.2.2.2), conditioning environment (section 7.2.2.3), (average) token frequency (section 

7.2.2.4), productivity (section 7.2.2.5), and geographical distribution (section 7.2.2.6). Recall 

from chapters 4 and 6 that we have argued that some of these factors together contribute to the 

degree of ‘predictability’ of dialect features and should therefore be considered in interaction. 

In section 7.2.2.7, we discuss the interaction effects between these factors. We conclude with 

an analysis that reveals which of the feature-related factors is the best predictor of the degree 

to which dialect features are acquired (i.e. realized correctly) (section 7.2.2.8). 

 

7.2.2.1. Effects of incidence 

 

In section 4.2.3, we formulated the hypothesis that a dialect feature will be acquired better if 

the incidence or type frequency is relatively high. This implies that we expect a positive effect 

of incidence on the degree to which features are correctly realized. We made use of two 

different methods to operationalize the factor ‘incidence’ (see section 5.2.1.2), viz. we 

calculated the incidence of the dialect features involved on the basis of the Unanimity List 

(abbreviated as UL) and on the basis of Taeldeman’s List (abbreviated as TL). We showed 
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that both methods had their own merits and demerits. Since it is our aim to find the 

operationalization of incidence which best predicts the degree of success in second dialect 

acquisition, we decided to perform two separate analyses: one with incidence UL and the 

other with incidence TL as independent variables. The results of these analyses are presented 

in tables 7.2 and 7.3.  

___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

language(1)      -1.188   .000    

incidenceUL      .025    .000 

language(1)*incidenceUL
5
   -.009   .000 

constant       .190    .353 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  20422.962  

Nagelkerke R
2
  .328 

Model χ2
   5229.116 (df = 154, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.2: Binary logistic regression analysing the effects of incidence UL and home language on the 

probability of realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant 

 

_______________________________________________________ 

predictor      B    Significance  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

language(1)      -1.163   .000    

incidenceTL      .025    .000 

language(1)*incidenceTL   -.009   .000 

constant       .160    .436 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  20520.331 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .323 

Model χ2
   5131.747 (df = 154, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.3: Binary logistic regression analysing the effects of incidence TL and home language on the 

probability of realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant 

 

A comparison of tables 7.2 and 7.3 reveals a striking similarity between the results retrieved 

from the analysis with incidence UL and the results obtained from incidence TL. In both 

cases, there is a highly significant (p = .000), positive effect of incidence on the probability of 

realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant.
6
 Moreover, in both cases (tables 7.2 and 7.3) 

the dependent variable (i.e. the logit) increases with 2.5% (B = .025) for each one-unit 

increase of incidence. This implies that an increase of incidence from, for example, 50 to 60 

(= 10 units), causes an increase of 25% in the logit.
7
 There is a significant interaction between 

                                                 
5
 = interaction between the factors home language and incidence (UL).  

6
 In section 5.4.5, we argued that we use binary logistic regression in order to examine the influence of one or 

more independent variables on the probability that a particular respondent realizes the dialect variant in a 

specific word (i.e. success = 1) or not (i.e. failure = 0).  
7
 The dependent variable in a logistic regression analysis is called the logit. The logit is the natural logarithm of 

the odds, which in its turn is the ratio of the probability of success (Y = 1) to the probability of failure (Y = 0). 
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incidence and home language: the increase is smaller in the case of the second dialect learners 

(language = 1): the logit increases with 1.6% for each one-unit increase of incidence (i.e. B = 

.025 -.009 = .016). Both tables show that home language has a highly significant, negative 

effect on dialect proficiency (i.e. B = -1.188 in table 7.2 and B = -1.163 in table 7.3). This 

means that the dialect learners (i.e. home language = 1) have so far been less successful in 

acquiring the local dialect than the control group (i.e. home language = 0). Furthermore, the 

tables show that the model with incidence UL explains 33% of the variance (Nagelkerke R
2
 = 

.328), whereas the model with incidence TL explains 32% of the variance (Nagelkerke R
2
 = 

.323).
8
 This is an indication that incidence UL is a slightly better predictor of success in 

dialect acquisition. Another indication of this is the fact that the -2 log likelihood of the model 

in table 7.2 is somewhat smaller than the -2 log likelihood in table 7.3: the -2 log likelihood 

increases as the ‘fit’ between the model (i.e. the regression equation) and the data decreases.
9
  

 Apart from the regression coefficients for the independent variables and their interaction, 

tables 7.2 and 7.3 (as well as the other tables presented in this chapter) also contain a 

coefficient for the constant or intercept. This value indicates “the predicted response y� when 

the explanatory variable is x = 0. (…) This prediction is of no statistical use unless x can 

actually take values near 0” (Moore & McCabe 2006:145). The intercept is therefore only 

meaningful if x can be 0 (e.g. in the case of token frequency).  

 Because the notions of ‘logit’ and ‘odds’ mentioned above are rather vague, it is useful to 

compute the probabilities of success. For this purpose, we use the following formulas: 

 

 -For the second dialect learners (home language = 1): 

 

 p(success) = exp (Bconstant+ Blanguage(1)*lang.+ Blanguage(1)*incidence*inc.*lang.) 

    1 + exp (Bconstant+ Blanguage(1)*lang.+ Blanguage(1)*incidence*inc.*lang.) 

 

 -For the native dialect speakers (home language = 0) : 

 

p(success) = exp (Bconstant+ Blanguage(1)*lang.+ Bincidence*inc.) 

    1 + exp (Bconstant+ Blanguage(1)*lang.+ Bincidence*inc.) 

 

For example, the probability that a second dialect learner (home language = 1) realizes the 

correct dialect variant when the incidence (UL) is 50, can be calculated as follows: 

                                                 
8
 The Nagelkerke R

2
 indicates the amount of variance that is explained by all independent variables in the model. 

Its value ranges from .000, indicating that none of the variance is explained, to 1.00, indicating that the 

independent variables explain all variance in the data.   
9
 The -2 log likelihood may also increase with an increasing number of observations, but this is not the case for 

the models represented in tables 7.2 and 7.3. 
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 p(success) = exp (.190 -1.188*1 +(.025 -.009)*50*1)  = .45  

    1+ exp (.190 -1.188*1 +(.025 -.009)*50*1) 

 

So, a dialect learner has a probability of 45% to realize the dialect variant of a feature when 

that feature has an incidence of 50. 

 On the other hand, the probability that a native dialect speaker (home language = 0) 

realizes the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant of a dialect feature with an incidence (UL) of 

50 is calculated as follows: 

 

p(success) = exp (.190 -1.188*0 +.025*50)  = .81 

    1 + exp (.190 -1.188*0 +.025*50) 

 

We can conclude that a native dialect speaker has a probability of 81% of realizing the correct 

dialect variant when the incidence of the relevant feature is 50. These probabilities of the 

second dialect learners and the native dialect speakers are expressed in diagram 7.1. Diagram 

7.2 represents the results for incidence TL. 
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Diagram 7.1: Effects of incidence UL and home language on the probability of realizing the ‘correct’ 

Maldegem dialect variant 
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Diagram 7.2: Effects of incidence TL and home language on the probability of realizing the ‘correct’ 

Maldegem dialect variant 

 

The resemblance between diagrams 7.1 and 7.2 is striking. This indicates that both methods to 

calculate the incidence of dialect features (i.e. Unanimity List and Taeldeman’s List) yield 

comparable predictors of the degree to which different dialect features are acquired.
10

 The 

diagrams also show that the probability that the Maldegem dialect variant is realized is higher 

as the incidence increases. This implies that our hypothesis is confirmed.  

Remarkably, the effect of incidence is stronger in the case of the control group (B = .025 

vs. dialect learners: B = .025-.009 = .016). This can be seen from the fact that the black line 

has a steeper slope than the grey line. In section 7.2.1, we proposed that the native dialect 

speakers may still be in a process of acquisition themselves. The fact that their degree of 

dialect proficiency is influenced by the same factors as that of the second dialect learners 

seems to confirm this assumption. We discuss this result further in chapter 8. 

Diagrams 7.1 and 7.2 further reveal that the difference between the degree of dialect 

knowledge of the control group and the second dialect learners becomes smaller as the 

incidence increases. 

 In order to find out whether the effect of incidence on the degree of dialect 

proficiency/acquisition is moderated by age, we also performed a logistic analysis with age 

and incidence as independent variables. There appeared to be no significant interaction, 

however, between age and incidence (p > .05). We therefore cannot draw conclusions about 

the question whether the importance of incidence in the acquisition process is age-related. 

The interaction of incidence with other (feature-related) factors is discussed later on (see 

section 7.2.2.7). 

 

 

                                                 
10
 Recall from section 5.2.1.2 that there is a very strong correlation between incidence UL and incidence TL (r = 

.987; p < .01), indicating a high degree of overlap between both variables. 
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7.2.2.2. Effects of the number of competing variants  

 

7.2.2.2.1. Effects of the number of competing dialect variants 

 

Recall from section 4.2.2 that we hypothesized that dialect variants which are part of a small 

set of competing dialect variants (preferably with a one-to-one correspondence between 

Standard Dutch segment x and dialect variant y) will be acquired better than dialect variants 

which are part of a large(r) set of competing variants. Put differently, if the number of 

competing dialect variants involved is relatively large, dialect features will be acquired 

relatively badly. This implies that we expect a negative effect of the number of competing 

dialect variants on the degree to which dialect features are correctly realized. The results of a 

logistic regression analysis are given in table 7.4. 

___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

language(1)      -1.267   .000    

n DIAvar      .009    .750 

language(1)*n DIAvar   .024    .410 

constant       .859    .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  26158.057 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .277 

Model χ2
   5275.205 (df = 155, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.4: Binary logistic regression analysing the effects of number of competing dialect variants and 

home language on the probability of realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant 

 

Table 7.4 reveals that there is no significant (p > .05) effect of the number of competing 

dialect variants on the probability of realizing a feature correctly. There is no significant 

interaction effect with home language either (p > .05). Finally, there was no significant 

interaction between number of dialect variants and age (p > .05). In section 7.2.2.7, we will 

show that the number of dialect variants significantly interacts with other feature-related 

factors.  

 

7.2.2.2.2. Effects of the number of competing Standard Dutch variants 

 

In section 4.2.2, we hypothesized that a dialect variant will be acquired better if fewer 

Standard Dutch variants correspond to one dialect variant y. In other words, we assumed that 

a high number of competing Standard Dutch variants interferes with the degree of success in 

the acquisition of a feature. In order to find out whether there is indeed a negative effect of 

this factor on the degree of dialect proficiency, we performed a logistic regression analysis, 

the results of which are given in table 7.5. 
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___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

language(1)      -1.519   .000    

n SDVar       -.107   .000 

language(1)*n SDVar    .105    .000 

constant       1.229   .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  26148.025 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .277 

Model χ2
   5285.238 (df = 155, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.5: Binary logistic regression analysing the effects of number of competing Standard Dutch 

variants and home language on the probability of realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant 

 

Whereas we did not find a significant effect of the factor number of dialect variants (cf. the 

previous section), the number of Standard Dutch variants does have a highly significant (p = 

.000) negative effect on the probability that second dialect learners (home language = 1) 

realize the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant (B = -.107+.105 = -.002): for each one-unit 

increase of the number of Standard Dutch variants, the dependent variable decreases with 

0.2%. This implies that there is only a very weak negative effect of the number of Standard 

Dutch variants on the dialect proficiency of the second dialect learners. A 0.2% decrease of 

the dependent variable per unit increase of the independent variable is very small when 

dealing with an independent variable that has a very small range (1 is the minimum and 5 is 

the maximum number of competing Standard Dutch variants in the present study).
11

 As table 

7.5 shows, the negative effect of SD variants is much stronger in the case of the control group 

(B = -.107) (cf. the effect of incidence).  

The effect of the number of Standard Dutch variants on the probability of realizing the 

Maldegem dialect variant and its interaction with home language is represented in diagram 

7.3. 

 

                                                 
11
 The maximum number of competing Standard Dutch variants involved in the present study is five, the 

minimum number is one. The fact that in our study the values of this variable are limited, does not change the 

fact that we are dealing with a continuous variable. 
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Diagram 7.3: Effects of the number of competing Standard Dutch variants and home language on the 

probability of realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant 

 

The extremely small, negative effect of the number of Standard Dutch variants on the dialect 

proficiency of the second dialect learners is not visible in figure 7.3, whereas the diagram 

clearly reveals the negative effect of the number of Standard Dutch variants on the dialect 

proficiency of the control group: when there is a one-to-one correspondence between 

Maldegem dialect variant x and Standard Dutch variant y (i.e. when there is only one SD 

variant), a native dialect speaker has a probability of 75% of realizing the correct dialect 

variant, whereas this probability decreases to 67% in the case of a one-to-five 

correspondence.
12

  

The interaction of number of SD variants with age did not turn out to have a significant 

effect (p > .05).  

 

7.2.2.3. Effects of conditioning environment 

 

In section 4.2.4 we formulated the hypothesis that dialect features which are restricted to a 

specific conditioning environment will be acquired more successfully than features which are 

not environmentally conditioned. In order to test this hypothesis, we performed a binary 

logistic regression analysis with conditioning environment and home language as independent 

variables. Since the factor conditioning environment is coded ‘1’ if there is a conditioning 

environment and ‘0’ if there is not, we expect a positive effect of this factor on the dependent 

variable. The results of the analysis are given in table 7.6. 

 

 

                                                 
12
 These probabilities were calculated by means of the formulas given in section 7.2.2.1. For the second dialect 

learners, there is a probability of .427 in the case of a one-to-one relationship, and a probability of .425 in the 

case of a one-to-five relationship. So, the difference is negligible: both probabilities are rounded off to 43%. This 

explains why the negative effect of SD variants on the dialect knowledge of the second dialect learners is not 

visible in diagram 7.3.  
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___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

language(1)      -1.224   .000    

condEnv(1)      .929    .000 

language(1)*condEnv(1)   -.034   .700 

constant       .448    .016 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  25295.089 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .316 

Model χ2
   6138.174 (df = 155, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.6: Binary logistic regression analysing the effects of conditioning environment and home 

language on the probability of realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant 

 

Table 7.6 reveals that – as expected – conditioning environment has a highly significant (p = 

.000) positive effect (B = .929) on the odds of realizing the Maldegem dialect variant, both in 

the group of second dialect learners and in the control group: the logit or dependent variable 

increases with 93% for each one-unit increase of the independent variable, which in this case 

means an increase from 0 (i.e. no conditioning environment) to 1 (i.e. conditioning 

environment). Put differently, the probability of realizing the ‘correct’ dialect variant 

increases if there is a conditioning environment.  

Table 7.6 also shows that there is no significant interaction with home language (p > .05), 

which is an indication that the effect of conditioning environment on the dialect proficiency of 

second dialect learners does not differ significantly from that on the dialect proficiency of 

native dialect speakers. As a result, we can only draw conclusions about the effect of 

conditioning environment on the degree of dialect knowledge (i.e. the degree to which the 

dialect has been acquired) of nine- to fifteen-year-old children in Maldegem, but we cannot 

draw any conclusions about the effect on second dialect acquisition. 

The negative effect of language on dialect acquisition is clear from the table as well (B = 

-1.224): the second dialect learners have a lower degree of dialect knowledge than the control 

group. According to the Nagelkerke R
2
, the model explains 32% of the variance (R

2 
= .316). 

Probabilities can be computed by using the formulas given in section 7.2.2.1. Diagram 7.4 

represents these probabilities. 
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Diagram 7.4: Effects of conditioning environment and home language on the probability of realizing 

the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant 

 

Diagram 7.4 shows that home language has a negative effect on dialect proficiency: the bars 

representing the second dialect learners (i.e. lang1cond0 and lang1cond1) are shorter than the 

ones representing the control group (i.e. lang0cond0 and lang0cond1). The bars representing 

[+conditioning environment] (i.e. lang0cond1 and lang1cond1) exceed their counterparts 

representing [-conditioning environment] (i.e. lang0cond0 and lang1cond0, respectively), 

indicating the positive effect of conditioning environment on dialect proficiency. That is, the 

hypothesis is confirmed as far as the effect concerns the degree to which the local dialect has 

been acquired by nine- to fifteen-year-olds in general. Finally, no significant effect was found 

for the interaction between conditioning environment and home language; this is indicated by 

the fact that the difference between ‘lang0cond0’ and ‘lang0cond1’ on the one hand is not 

larger or smaller than the difference between ‘lang1cond0’ and ‘lang1cond1’ on the other 

hand. 

The interaction of conditioning environment with age did not appear to be significant (p > 

.05).   

 

7.2.2.4. Effects of token frequency 

 

In section 4.2.5, we proposed a twofold hypothesis with respect to the factor token frequency. 

In the first part of our hypothesis, we argued that the correct Maldegem dialect pronunciation 

of frequently used words is acquired better than that of infrequently used words. In the second 

part, we proposed that dialect features which, on average, occur mainly in frequently used 

words are acquired better than features which chiefly occur in infrequently used words. Both 

(sub)hypotheses boil down to a positive effect of token frequency on the degree of dialect 

acquisition, but the former concerns the acquisition of individual words, whereas the latter 

concerns the acquisition of dialect features. So, two different implementations of token 

frequency were used in this study (see section 5.2.1.4), resulting in the factors token 
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frequency (at the word level) and average token frequency per feature. Recall from section 

5.2.1.4 that the factor token frequency (on the level of the word) was implemented 

independently from the factor incidence. In fact, there appears to be a weak correlation 

between token frequency and incidence (Pearson correlation: r = .006; p > .05). On the other 

hand, the average token frequency per dialect feature is the average of the individual word 

frequencies corresponding to the words that were involved in the calculation of incidence (see 

appendix 1). However, a strong correlation between incidence and average token frequency 

was prevented by computing the average (r = .280; p < .01).  

 Below, we first discuss the effect of the token frequency of a word on the probability that 

this word is realized correctly (section 7.2.2.4.1). Next, we discuss the effect of the average 

token frequency per feature on the degree to which dialect features are acquired (section 

7.2.2.4.2).  

 

7.2.2.4.1. Effects of token frequency at the level of the word 

 

We expect a positive effect of the token frequency of the words from our word list on the 

degree to which these words were realized with their ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variants. In 

order to test this hypothesis, we performed a binary logistic regression analysis with token 

frequency and home language as independent variables. Because token frequency has an 

extremely large range as compared to the other factors involved in our study (viz. a range of 0 

to 2943), and because the values are not distributed evenly over this range (see appendix 3), 

we use the 10 logarithm (i.e. LG10(frequency)) of the values of this variable in our analysis. 

The results are given in table 7.7. 

___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

language(1)      -1.152   .000    

LG10(frequency)     .317    .000 

language(1)*LG10(frequency)  -.095   .105 

constant       .557    .007 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  24366.570 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .297 

Model χ2
   5408.579 (df = 155, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.7: Binary logistic regression analysing the effects of token frequency (10 logarithm) and home 

language on the probability of realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant 

 

The results in table 7.7 confirm our hypothesis: there is a highly significant, positive effect of 

token frequency. There is no significant interaction effect with home language, however, 

indicating that the effect of token frequency is as strong in the case of the second dialect 

learners as in the case of the native dialect speakers. The results are visualized in diagram 7.5. 
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This diagram clearly reveals the positive effect of token frequency on the degree of dialect 

proficiency of the second dialect learners and the native dialect speakers. 
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Diagram 7.5: Effects of token frequency and home language (10 logarithm) on the probability of 

realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant 

 

We also tested whether there is a significant interaction of token frequency with age, but this 

was not the case (p > .05). 

 

7.2.2.4.2. Effects of average token frequency per feature  

 

We expect a positive effect of the average token frequency per feature on the degree to which 

dialect features are realized correctly. Again, we are dealing with a variable that has a very 

large range as compared to the other factors involved in our study (viz. a range of 0 to 1945), 

whose values are not distributed evenly over this range (see appendix 1). Therefore, we use 

the 10 logarithm (i.e. LG10(average frequency)) of the values of this variable in our analysis. 

The results of a logistic regression analysis are presented in table 7.8. 

___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

language(1)      -.929   .002   

LG10(average frequency)   .619    .000 

language(1)*LG10(av.freq.)  -.195   .010 

constant       -.400   .089 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  21196.232 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .285 

Model χ2
   4455.846 (df = 154, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.8: Binary logistic regression analysing the effects of average token frequency (10 logarithm) 

and home language on the probability of realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant 
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Table 7.8 reveals that, as expected, there is a positive effect of the average token frequency on 

the degree of dialect acquisition of second dialect learners (B = .619-.195 = .424). There is a 

significant (p = .01) interaction with home language: the positive effect of average token 

frequency is stronger (B = .619) in the case of the native dialect speakers.  This becomes clear 

from the fact that in diagram 7.6, the line representing the control group has a steeper slope.  
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Diagram 7.6: Effects of average token frequency (10 logarithm) and home language on the probability 

of realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant 

 

We also tested whether the effect of average token frequency is moderated by age, but the 

interaction with age was not significant (p > .05). 

  

7.2.2.5. Effects of productivity 

 

In section 4.2.6, we formulated the hypothesis that productive dialect features (which in our 

case are all postlexical features), will be acquired better than features which are no longer 

productive (i.e. which are no longer applied to new words). In order to test this hypothesis, we 

performed an analysis with productivity and home language as independent variables. We 

expect a positive effect of the factor productivity on dialect proficiency. Results on the effects 

of this factor are presented in table 7.9. 
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___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

language(1)      -1.165   .000    

productivity(1)     1.109   .000 

language(1)* productivity(1)  -.352   .010 

constant       .725    .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  25755.921 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .295 

Model χ2
   5677.342 (df = 155, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.9: Binary logistic regression analysing the effects of productivity and home language on the 

probability of realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant 

 

As expected, we observe a highly significant, positive effect of productivity on the probability 

of realizing the Maldegem dialect variant. When the feature is productive, there is an increase 

of the dependent variable with 76% (B = 1.109-.352 = .757) in the case of the second dialect 

learners. Further, there is a significant (p = .01) interaction with home language: the positive 

effect of productivity is stronger among the native dialect speakers (B = 1.109) than among 

the second dialect learners. Recall that the effects of incidence, number of Standard Dutch 

variants, and average token frequency (and as we will see, of geographical distribution as 

well) are also stronger in the case of the control group. We will try to account for these results 

in chapter 8. The interaction of productivity with home language is shown in diagram 7.7. 
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Diagram 7.7: Effects of productivity and home language on the probability of realizing the ‘correct’ 

Maldegem dialect variant 

 

Diagram 7.7 shows that productive features are acquired better than unproductive ones: the 

bars representing ‘lang0prod1’ and ‘lang1prod1’ exceed the ones representing ‘lang0prod0’ 

and ‘lang1prod0’, respectively. The fact that productivity has a significantly stronger effect in 

the case of the native dialect speakers cannot easily be seen in the diagram: the difference 
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between the bars representing the control group (i.e. lang0prod0 and lang0prod1) is only a 

little bit larger than that between the bars representing the dialect learners (i.e. lang1prod0 and 

lang1prod1). 

We also tested whether productivity significantly interacts with age, but this was not the 

case (p > .05). 

Note that the levels of the factor productivity (i.e. [+productive] and [-productive]) were 

not evenly distributed over the dialect features that were involved in this study: there were 

only 3 productive (postlexical) features as opposed to 35 unproductive (lexical) features. 

Therefore, we should be cautious in drawing any firm conclusions about the effect of this 

factor. More research should be done to find out if our findings persist when a larger number 

of productive features is involved. 

 

7.2.2.6. Effects of geographical distribution 

 

In section 4.2.7, we suggested that dialect features with a small(er) geographical distribution 

may be acquired better than dialect features which are more widely distributed. We argued 

that one of the reasons for this assumption is the fact that there are indications that dialect 

features with the smallest degree of geographical distribution (cf. primary features) are often 

the most ‘salient’ ones (cf. Schirmunski 1930). We must be aware of the fact that the effects 

of geographical distribution may mask the effects of other (psycholinguistic) factors, such as 

perceptual salience (which, in turn, may be related to phonetic distance towards other dialects 

and Standard Dutch). 

Table 7.10 contains the results of a logistic regression testing the effects of geographical 

distribution on the degree to which dialect features are correctly realized. 

___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

language(1)      -1.399   .000    

geogr. distr.      -.053   .000 

language(1)* geogr. distr.   .017    .010 

constant       1.400   .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  23934.830 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .308 

Model χ2
   5603.483 (df = 155, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.10: Binary logistic regression analysing the effects of geographical distribution and home 

language on the probability of realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant 

 

As we expected, geographical distribution has a highly significant, negative effect on the 

probability of realizing the dialect variant, indicating that dialect features with a large 

geographical spread are less frequently realized with the Maldegem dialect variant. For each 

one-unit increase of geographical distribution, the dependent variable decreases with 4% (B = 
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-.053+.017 = -.036) in the case of the second dialect learners. There is a significant (p = .01) 

interaction effect with home language: the negative effect of geographical distribution is 

stronger in the control group, with a decrease of 5% (B = -.053). The effects are visualized in 

diagram 7.8. 
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Diagram 7.8: Effects of geographical distribution and home language on the probability of realizing 

the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant 

 

From diagram 7.8 we can deduce that the second dialect learners have a probability of 49% of 

correctly realizing the dialect variant in the case of a very small (i.e. 1) geographical 

distribution and a probability of 30% for a feature with a geographical distribution of 24. 

Under the same conditions, native dialect speakers have probabilities of 80% and 53%, 

respectively. So, both groups acquire geographically limited features better than widely 

distributed ones, but the negative effect of geographical distribution is stronger among the 

control group.  

 We also performed a logistic regression with geographical distribution and age as 

independent variables, in order to test whether the effect of geographical distribution on the 

degree to which features are correctly realized is age-related. There appeared to be a 

significant (p < .05) interaction effect between geographical distribution and age on the 

degree of dialect knowledge. This interaction is not significantly moderated by home 

language (i.e. the interaction geographical distribution*age*home language is not significant 

(p > .05)). This implies that we cannot draw conclusions on whether the interaction effects are 

different between second dialect learners and native dialect speakers. 

The results are given in table 7.11 and the interaction effect is visualized in figure 7.9.  
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___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

age        .231    .000    

geogr. distr.      -.060   .000 

age* geogr. distr.     .002    .011 

constant       -2.219   .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  30677.067 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .103 

Model χ2
   1903.101 (df = 3, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.11: Binary logistic regression analysing the effects of geographical distribution and age on the 

probability of realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant 
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Diagram 7.9: Interaction effects of geographical distribution with age on the probability of realizing 

the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant 

 

From figure 7.9, we can deduce that geographical distribution has a negative effect on all 

three age groups, but this effect is slightly weaker in the case of the fifteen-year-olds, which 

can be seen from the fact that the uppermost line is not parallel to the other lines (its slope is 

less steep). This result seems to indicate that the factor geographical distribution is probably 

(slightly) more important to the degree of dialect knowledge of nine- and twelve-year-old 

dialect children than to the dialect knowledge of fifteen-year-olds.  

 

7.2.2.7. Interaction effects between the factors contributing to the degree of 

predictability 

 

A significant interaction (A*B) between two feature-related factors means that the effect of 

one factor A (on the degree of dialect knowledge or acquisition) depends on the levels of the 

other factor B (e.g. the levels of the factor conditioning environment are 0 (= no conditioning 

environment) and 1 (= conditioning environment)). It is not possible to represent a three-way 

interaction in a single diagram, but the comparison of two (or more) relevant diagrams can 
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provide more insight into the nature of three-way interactions. We confine ourselves to 

interpreting three-way interactions, because the interpretation of interactions between more 

than three factors is extremely difficult. Nevertheless, we did calculate whether there are any 

higher-order interactions, in order to find out whether lower-order interactions (such as two- 

and three-way interactions) remain significant when more variables are added to the model. It 

is important to note that the most complex significant interaction provides the most complete 

picture. Some statisticians claim that the highest-order interaction is the only one that should 

be described. Another approach, however, has also been proposed: in this approach the effects 

of each single factor (i.e. the main effects) are described first, then the first order interaction 

(A*B) is described, and then the higher-order interactions (A*B*C, etc.), but only if there are 

specific expectations or hypotheses with respect to these higher-order interactions. The latter 

approach (i.e. describing the main effects first) is particularly useful when specific hypotheses 

about each single factor have been proposed, as is the case in this study.  

We have formulated clear expectations with respect to the main effects (see section 4.2). 

We argued that the factors which together constitute the degree of predictability of dialect 

features (i.e. incidence, number of competing dialect/Standard Dutch variants, conditioning 

environment, productivity, and average token frequency) probably interact with each other 

(cf. section 4.2.1). We suggested that these factors may enhance each other’s effects on the 

learnability of dialect features, but that it may also be the case that one factor interferes with 

the effect of another one. In other words, we did not make any predictions on these interaction 

effects. 

In order to find out if there are any significant interactions between the above variables, 

we performed a logistic regression analysis in which we entered the factors incidence (UL), 

number of competing dialect variants, number of Standard Dutch variants, conditioning 

environment, productivity, average token frequency, and all possible interactions between 

these variables. Since we want to find out whether these (possible) interactions play a role in 

second dialect acquisition, we must also enter the variable home language and all possible 

interactions with this variable in the model.  

The ‘full model’ involved 7 single factors (i.e. main effects), 21 two-way interactions, 35 

three-way interactions, 35 four-way interactions, 21 five-way interactions, 7 six-way-

interactions, and 1 seven-way interaction. Below, we list the interactions that appeared to be 

significant in the ‘full’ model:
13,14

  

 

*11 significant two-way interactions: 

 (a) incidence*home language
15

 

                                                 
13
 Interactions were eliminated from the model when they were not significant at the level of p < .05. 

14
 Since all productive dialect features involved in this study have missing values for incidence and average 

token frequency, there are no significant interactions between productivity on the one hand, and incidence or 

average frequency on the other. 
15
 We use the symbol ‘*’ to indicate the interaction of one variable with another. 
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 (b) n dialect variants*home language 

 (c) n SD variants*home language 

 (d) conditioning environment*home language 

 (e) productivity*home language 

 (f) average frequency*home language 

 (g) conditioning environment*incidence 

 (h) incidence*n SD variants 

 (i) conditioning environment*n dialect variants 

 (j) n dialect variants*n SD variants 

 (k) productivity*n SD variants 

 (l) average frequency*n dialect variants 

 (m) average frequency*conditioning environment 

 

*11 significant three-way interactions: 

 (n) conditioning environment*n dialect variants*home language 

 (o) n dialect variants*n SD variants*home language 

 (p) conditioning environment*n SD variants*home language 

 (q) conditioning environment*n dialect variants*incidence 

 (r) incidence* n dialect variants*n SD variants 

 (s) conditioning environment*incidence*n SD variants 

 (t) conditioning environment*n dialect variants*n SD variants 

 (u) productivity*n SD variants*home language 

 (v) average frequency*n dialect variants*home language 

 (w) average frequency*conditioning environment*home language 

 (x) conditioning environment*average frequency*incidence 

 

*3 significant four-way interactions: 

 (y) conditioning environment*incidence*n SD variants*home language 

 (z) conditioning environment*n dialect variants*n SD variants*home language 

 (a1) conditioning environment*n dialect variants*n SD variants*incidence 

  

The interactions (a)-(f) were already discussed in the previous sections. These interactions 

were discussed separately because we had clearly formulated hypotheses about the effects of 

the factors incidence, number of dialect variants, number of Standard Dutch variants, 

conditioning environment, productivity, and average token frequency on the degree of dialect 

acquisition. It should be noted that these two-way interactions only tell us part of the story, 

since there are also significant higher-order interactions (e.g. the three- and four-way 

interactions above). 
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The most complex significant interactions (i.e. y, z, and a1) give the most complete 

picture. Two of them involve the factor home language (i.e. y and z), which indicates that the 

interaction effects between the other variables involved in the four-way interaction for the 

second dialect learners differ significantly from those for the native dialect speakers. The 

interaction in (a1) does not significantly differ between the control group and the second 

dialect learners, which indicates that this interaction can only reveal something about the 

effect on dialect knowledge in general.  

Unfortunately, it is very difficult to interpret the three four-way interactions. However, we 

can gain more insight into the three-way interactions, by plotting them in two (or more) 

diagrams (see also Rietveld & Van Hout 2005:92-93). Subsequently, we compare these 

diagrams with each other. For example, for the interpretation of the interaction A*B*C, each 

of the diagrams that are compared represents the two-way interaction A*B for a single value 

of C. In the following sections, we use this method to interpret the three-way interactions (i.e. 

the interactions (n) to (x) above, except for (r), which would require the comparison of at least 

five different diagrams, and (x), which would require the comparison of a very large number 

of diagrams). We should be aware of the fact, however, that even these three-way interactions 

do not reveal the whole picture, since there are also significant four-way interactions. 

 

7.2.2.7.1. Conditioning environment*n dialect variants*home language 

 

The three-way interaction between conditioning environment, number of dialect variants, and 

home language can be interpreted by performing binary logistic regressions testing the 

interaction effects of conditioning environment and number of dialect variants separately for 

the native dialect speakers (home language = 0) and the second dialect learners (home 

language = 1). The results of these two analyses are presented in table 7.12.   

 

 Home language = 0 Home language = 1 

predictor B Significance B Significance 

n DIAvar 

condEnv(1) 

n DIAvar*condEnv(1) 

constant 

-.173 

-.569 

.445 

1.799 

.000 

.002 

.000 

.000 

-.251 

-.734 

.479 

.116 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.537 

 -2Log likelihood 

Nagelkerke R
2
  

Model χ2
 

df 

p 

5193.349 

.186 

718.562 

30 

.000 

-2Log likelihood 

Nagelkerke R
2
  

Model χ2
 

df 

p 

21098.971 

.301 

4800.803 

129 

.000 

Table 7.12: Comparison of the interaction effects between n dialect variants and conditioning 

environment for the control group (home language = 0) and the second dialect learners (home 

language = 1) 
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In order to gain more insight into the nature of the three-way interaction, we should compare 

diagrams 7.10A and 7.10B. 
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Diagram 7.10A: Interaction effect of number of dialect variants with conditioning environment for the 

control group 
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Diagram 7.10B: Interaction effect of number of dialect variants with conditioning environment for the 

group of second dialect learners 
 

Diagrams 7.10A and 7.10B show that there is a negative effect of the number of dialect 

variants on the degree of dialect knowledge or acquisition for dialect features without a 

conditioning environment (black line), whereas this factor has a positive effect in the case of 

dialect features with a conditioning environment (grey line). This interaction effect between n 

dialect variants and conditioning environment further depends on the levels of the factor home 

language, in that the opposite effects are stronger in the case of the second dialect learners 

than in the case of the control group (i.e. the slopes are steeper in diagram 7.10B).  

 

7.2.2.7.2. n dialect variants*n SD variants*home language 

 

The three-way interaction between number of dialect variants, number of SD variants, and 

home language, can be interpreted on the basis of the results given in table 7.13, and on the 

basis of a comparison of diagrams 7.11A and 7.11B.   
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 Home language = 0 Home language = 1 

predictor B Significance B Significance 

n DIAvar 

n SDvar 

n DIAvar*n SDvar 

constant 

-.797 

-1.003 

.275 

4.276 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

-.932 

-.929 

.294 

2.318 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

 -2Log likelihood 

Nagelkerke R
2
  

Model χ2
 

df 

p 

5193.619 

.186 

718.292 

30 

.000 

-2Log likelihood 

Nagelkerke R
2
  

Model χ2
 

df 

p 

21178.758 

.297 

4721.016 

129 

.000 

Table 7.13: Comparison of the interaction effects between n dialect variants and n SD variants for the 

control group (home language = 0) and the second dialect learners (home language = 1) 
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Diagram 7.11A: Interaction effect of n dialect variants with n SD variants for the control group 
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Diagram 7.11B: Interaction effect of n dialect variants with n SD variants for the group of second 

dialect learners 
 

The effect of number of dialect variants is moderated by the effect of number of SD variants, 

in the sense that the former factor has a positive effect on dialect knowledge/acquisition when 

the number of SD variants is 4 or 5, whereas it has a negative effect in the case of features 
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involving 1, 2, or 3 competing SD variants. This interaction also depends on the levels of the 

factor home language, in the sense that the effects are more pronounced in the group of 

second dialect learners (cf. the steeper slopes in diagram 7.11B). 

 In both diagrams, the best performance (i.e. the highest percentage of correct dialect 

realizations) occurs when 5 SD variants correspond to 6 dialect variants. The worst 

performance is achieved when 1 SD variant corresponds to 6 dialect variants.  

 Note that the turning point for the native dialect speakers (cf. figure 7.11A) corresponds 

to a higher value for probability of a dialect realization as well as a higher number of 

competing dialect variants, as compared to the turning point for the second dialect learners 

(cf. figure 7.11B).  

 

7.2.2.7.3. Conditioning environment*n SD variants*home language 

 

The three-way interaction between conditioning environment, number of SD variants, and 

home language, can be interpreted on the basis of the results given in table 7.14, and on the 

basis of a comparison of diagrams 7.12A and 7.12B.   

 

 Home language = 0 Home language = 1 

predictor B Significance B Significance 

condEnv(1) 

n SDvar 

condEnv(1)*n SDvar 

constant 

-.383 

-.279 

.389 

2.140 

.017 

.000 

.000 

.000 

-.172 

-.172 

.345 

-.201 

.023 

.000 

.000 

.266 

 -2Log likelihood 

Nagelkerke R
2
  

Model χ2
 

df 

p 

5186.029 

.188 

725.882 

30 

.000 

-2Log likelihood 

Nagelkerke R
2
  

Model χ2
 

df 

p 

21224.570 

.294 

4675.204 

129 

.000 

Table 7.14: Comparison of the interaction effects between conditioning environment and n SD 

variants for the control group (home language = 0) and the second dialect learners (home language =1) 
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Diagram 7.12A: Interaction effect of n SD variants with conditioning environment for the control 

group 
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Diagram 7.12B: Interaction effect of n SD variants with conditioning environment for the group of 

second dialect learners 
 

Diagrams 7.12A and 7.12B reveal that number of SD variants has a negative effect on the 

degree of dialect knowledge/acquisition in the case of dialect features without a conditioning 

environment (black line), but it has a positive effect for dialect features with a conditioning 

environment (grey line). This two-way interaction is further enhanced by the factor home 

language, in that the effects are more pronounced for the second dialect learners (cf. steeper 

slopes in diagram 7.12B). 

 

7.2.2.7.4. Conditioning environment*n dialect variants*incidence 

 

We can gain more insight into the three-way interaction between conditioning environment, 

number of dialect variants, and incidence, by performing two regression analyses testing for 

the interaction effects between incidence and number of dialect variants for features without a 

conditioning environment (= 0) and with a conditioning environment (= 1) separately. The 

results of these analyses are given in table 7.15, and visualized in diagrams 7.13A and 7.13B.   

 

 Without conditioning 

environment = 0 

With conditioning 

environment = 1 

predictor B Significance B Significance 

incidence 

n DIAvar 

incidence*n DIAvar 

constant 

-.140 

-.403 

.050 

.095 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.746 

-.048 

.034 

.014 

-.749 

.000 

.399 

.000 

.032 

 -2Log likelihood 

Nagelkerke R
2
  

Model χ2
 

df 

p 

11769.580 

.335 

3142.941 

155 

.000 

-2Log likelihood 

Nagelkerke R
2
  

Model χ2
 

df 

p 

7401.644 

.431 

2922.292 

155 

.000 

Table 7.15: Comparison of the interaction effects between incidence and n dialect variants for features 

without a conditioning environment (= 0) and with a conditioning environment (= 1) 
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Diagram 7.13A: Interaction effect of incidence and n dialect variants for dialect features without a 

conditioning environment 
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Diagram 7.13B: Interaction effect of incidence and n dialect variants for dialect features with a 

conditioning environment 

 

Diagram 7.13A reveals that for dialect features that are not restricted to a conditioning 

environment, the effect of incidence on the degree of dialect knowledge/acquisition is positive 

in the case of features involving 3, 4, 5 or 6 competing dialect variants. This positive effect 

grows stronger when there is an increasing number of dialect variants. Only in the case of 2 

dialect variants is the effect of incidence negative. This is somewhat different for dialect 

features with a conditioning environment (see figure 7.13B): in this case, there is not only a 

negative effect of incidence for features involving 2 dialect variants, but also for features with 

3 dialect variants. These results are rather difficult to account for (see chapter 8). The most 

important observation that can be made on the basis of a comparison of both diagrams is that 

the positive effects of incidence are more pronounced in the absence of a conditioning 

environment (cf. the steeper slopes in figure 7.13A). Note, furthermore, that there is a highly 

significant main effect of n dialect variants in the case of features without a conditioning 

environment (B = -.403; p = .000), whereas there is no significant main effect in the case of 

features with a conditioning environment (B = .034; p = .399) (see table 7.15). 
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7.2.2.7.5. Conditioning environment*n SD variants*incidence 

 

The three-way interaction between conditioning environment, number of SD variants, and 

incidence, can be interpreted on the basis of the results given in table 7.16, which are 

visualized in diagram 7.14.  

 

 Without conditioning 

environment = 0 

With conditioning 

environment = 1 

predictor B Significance B Significance 

incidence 

n SDvar 

incidence*n SDvar 

constant 

.008 

-.121 

.001 

-.825 

.000 

.000 

.131 

.003 

-.110 

.010 

.027 

-.425 

.000 

.769 

.000 

.223 

 -2Log likelihood 

Nagelkerke R
2
  

Model χ2
 

df 

p 

11864.437 

.326 

3048.084 

155 

.000 

-2Log likelihood 

Nagelkerke R
2
  

Model χ2
 

df 

p 

7416.811 

.429 

2907.125 

155 

.000 

Table 7.16: Comparison of the interaction effects between incidence and n SD variants for features 

without a conditioning environment (= 0) and with a conditioning environment (= 1) 
 

Since the interaction of incidence with number of SD variants is not significant in the case of 

dialect features without a conditioning environment (p > .05), we only represent the results for 

features with a conditioning environment graphically (see diagram 7.14).
16
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Diagram 7.14: Interaction effect of incidence and n dialect variants for dialect features with a 

conditioning environment 

 

Diagram 7.14 reveals that the effect of incidence is (strongly) positive in the case of dialect 

features involving 5 competing SD variants, but the effect becomes increasingly negative as 

                                                 
16
 A diagram of the results for features without a conditioning environment would not display any lines crossing 

each other (i.e. interactions). 
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there are fewer SD variants. The interaction with conditioning environment is based on the 

fact that there is no significant interaction of these two factors in the case of features without a 

conditioning environment. On the other hand, there is a significant (negative) main effect of n 

SD variants for features without a conditioning environment (B = -.121; p = .000), but not for 

features with a conditioning environment (B = .010; p = .769) (see table 7.16). 

 

7.2.2.7.6. Conditioning environment*n dialect variants*n SD variants 

 

The three-way interaction between conditioning environment, number of dialect variants, and 

number of SD variants, can be interpreted on the basis of the results given in table 7.17, which 

are visualized in diagrams 7.15A and 7.15B.  

 

 Without conditioning 

environment = 0 

With conditioning 

environment = 1 

predictor B Significance B Significance 

n DIAvar 

n SDvar 

n DIAvar*n SDvar 

constant 

-.065 

.051 

-.099 

.295 

.343 

.516 

.000 

.401 

-2.104 

-1.297 

.540 

4.503 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

 -2Log likelihood 

Nagelkerke R
2
  

Model χ2
 

df 

p 

11783.712 

.334 

3128.810 

155 

.000 

-2Log likelihood 

Nagelkerke R
2
  

Model χ2
 

df 

p 

12083.333 

.370 

3751.508 

156 

.000 

Table 7.17: Comparison of the interaction effects between n dialect variants and n SD variants for 

features without a conditioning environment (= 0) and with a conditioning environment (= 1) 
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Diagram 7.15A: Interaction effect of n dialect variants and n SD variants for dialect features without a 

conditioning environment 
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Diagram 7.15B: Interaction effect of n dialect variants and n SD variants for dialect features with a 

conditioning environment 

 

Diagram 7.15A reveals that in the case of dialect features without a conditioning environment, 

the number of competing dialect variants has an overall negative effect. This negative effect is 

stronger as the number of SD variants increases.  

 For features with a conditioning environment, however (see figure 7.15B), there is a 

negative effect of number of dialect variants in the case of 1, 2, or 3 SD variants, but the 

effect is positive in the case of 4 or 5 SD variants. These positive effects are not expected and 

are rather difficult to account for.  

 

7.2.2.7.7.  Average token frequency*n dialect variants*home language 

 

The three-way interaction between average token frequency, number of dialect variants, and 

home language, can be interpreted by performing binary logistic regressions testing the 

interaction effects of average token frequency and number of dialect variants separately for 

the native dialect speakers and the second dialect learners. The results of these two analyses 

are represented in table 7.18 and visualized in diagrams 7.16A and 7.16B. 

 

 Home language = 0 Home language = 1 

predictor B Significance B Significance 

LG10(average freq) 

n DIAvar 

LG10(freq)*n DIAvar 

constant 

-.251 

-.302 

.214 

1.486 

.139 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.127 

.007 

.061 

-1.234 

.143 

.886 

.004 

.000 

 -2Log likelihood 

Nagelkerke R
2
  

Model χ2
 

df 

p 

4544.846 

.171 

553.182 

30 

.000 

-2Log likelihood 

Nagelkerke R
2
  

Model χ2
 

df 

p 

17782.832 

.250 

3167.739 

128 

.000 

Table 7.18: Comparison of the interaction effects between average frequency and n dialect variants for 

the control group (home language = 0) and the second dialect learners (home language = 1) 
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Diagram 7.16A: Interaction effect of average frequency and n dialect variants for the native dialect 

speakers (home language = 0) 
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Diagram 7.16B: Interaction effect of average frequency and n dialect variants for the second dialect 

learners (home language = 1) 

 

A comparison of figures 7.16A and 7.16B makes clear that the positive effect of average 

token frequency on the degree of dialect knowledge or acquisition is strongest in the case of 

features involving 6 competing dialect variants (i.e. the blue line has the steepest slope), 

whereas the effect is weakest in the case of features with 2 competing dialect variants. In the 

case of the native dialect speakers (home language = 0), there is a clear turning point: for 

dialect features with a relatively higher average token frequency (i.e. LG10(freq) > 1.4 ~ 

average frequency > 26) it holds that the ones with the highest number of competing dialect 

variants are acquired most successfully, whereas it is the other way around for features with a 

lower average frequency (i.e. LG10(freq) > 1.4 ~ average frequency > 26).  
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7.2.2.7.8. Productivity*n SD variants*home language 

 

Table 7.19 gives the results of logistic regression analyses testing the interaction effect of 

productivity with number of SD variants for the control group and the second dialect learners 

separately.  

 

 Home language = 0 Home language = 1 

predictor B Significance B Significance 

n SDvar 

productivity(1) 

n SDvar*productivity(1) 

constant 

-.005 

-.113 

.980 

1.426 

.848 

.753 

.001 

.000 

.135 

.954 

.086 

-.921 

.000 

.000 

.319 

.000 

 -2Log likelihood 

Nagelkerke R
2
  

Model χ2
 

df 

p 

5309,537 

.157 

602,375 

30 

.000 

-2Log likelihood 

Nagelkerke R
2
  

Model χ2
 

df 

p 

21786,421 

.263 

4113,352 

129 

.000 

Table 7.19: Comparison of the interaction effects between productivity and n SD variants for the 

control group (home language = 0) and the second dialect learners (home language = 1) 

 

Table 7.19 reveals that there is only a significant interaction between productivity and n SD 

variants in the case of the native dialect speakers (home language = 0), but not in the case of 

the second dialect learners. On the other hand, n SD variants and productivity have no 

significant main effects in the case of the native speakers, whereas the main effects are 

significant in the case of the dialect learners. The interaction between productivity and n SD 

variants for the control group is represented in figure 7.17.  
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Diagram 7.17: Interaction effect of productivity and n SD variants for the native dialect speakers 

(home language = 0) 
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Diagram 7.17 reveals that number of competing SD variants has a significant positive effect 

on the degree of knowledge of productive dialect features. However, in the case of 

unproductive features, the effect of n SD variants is slightly negative (i.e. B = -.005; see table 

7.19). 

 

7.2.2.7.9. Average token frequency*conditioning environment*home language 

 

With regard to the interaction between average token frequency and conditioning 

environment, we had specific expectations (see section 4.2.4). We argued that the 

conditioning environment of a dialect feature, as implemented in this study, can be 

represented by ‘A_B’ in a traditional rule-based framework, such as X → Y/A_B. From an 

exemplar-based perspective, the concept of a conditioning environment can be related to the 

concept of phonological neighbourhoods. The basic prediction of rule-based and exemplar-

based models was that features which are restricted to a conditioning environment are 

acquired better than features without a conditioning environment. However, we argued that 

the exemplar-based prediction is complicated by a number of factors, one of which is average 

token frequency. We suggested that phonological neighbourhoods which mainly consist of 

frequently used words may have a stronger positive effect on acquisition than neighbourhoods 

which mainly consist of infrequently used words. Therefore, we argued that it would be 

appropriate to analyse interaction effects between average token frequency and conditioning 

environment.  

 The expectation with regard to this interaction is that the positive effect of conditioning 

environment on the degree of dialect acquisition (see section 7.2.2.3) is stronger as the 

average token frequency per feature is higher, i.e. as the phonological neighbourhood 

determined by the relevant conditioning environment tends to contain a higher proportion of 

frequently used words.  

 From section 7.2.2.7, it appeared that there was a significant interaction between average 

token frequency and conditioning environment, which was further moderated by the effect of 

home language (conditioning environment*average frequency*home language is significant 

(p < .01)), and by the effect of incidence (conditioning environment*average 

frequency*incidence(UL) is highly significant (p = .000)).
17

 For practical reasons, we cannot 

graphically display the latter interaction (i.e. conditioning environment*average 

frequency*incidence), and as a result, we cannot interpret it. So, we confine ourselves to a 

discussion of the three-way interaction between average token frequency, conditioning 

environment, and home language. For this purpose, we performed regression analyses testing 

for the interaction of token frequency with conditioning environment, for the control group 

(home language = 0) and the second dialect learners (home language = 1) separately. The 

                                                 
17
 The two-way interaction between incidence and average token frequency, however, is not significant (p > .05). 
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results of these analyses are given in table 7.20 and represented graphically in diagrams 7.18A 

and 7.18B. 

 

 Home language = 0 Home language = 1 

Predictor B Significance B Significance 

LG10(average frequency) 

condEnv(1) 

LG10(av.freq.)*condEnv(1) 

Constant 

.808 

2.252 

-.836 

-.342 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.019 

.544 

1.454 

-.340 

-1.915 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

 -2Log likelihood 

Nagelkerke R
2
  

Model χ2
 

df 

p 

4473.599 

.191 

624.429 

30 

.000 

-2Log likelihood 

Nagelkerke R
2
  

Model χ2
 

df 

p 

17408.139 

.277 

3542.432 

128 

.000 

Table 7.20: Comparison of the interaction effects between average token frequency (10 logarithm) and 

conditioning environment for the control group (home language = 0) and the second dialect learners 

(home language = 1) 
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Diagram 7.18A: Interaction effect between average token frequency and conditioning environment for 

the control group 
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Diagram 7.18B: Interaction effect between average token frequency and conditioning environment for 

the group of second dialect learners 
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Diagram 7.18A reveals that, among the native dialect speakers, average token frequency has a 

positive effect on the degree to which dialect features without a conditioning environment 

(grey line) are known. However, in the case of dialect features with a conditioning 

environment (black line), there is a (very weak) negative effect of token frequency. This latter 

finding contradicts the exemplar-based prediction that phonological neighbourhoods which 

largely consist of frequently used words have stronger positive effects on acquisition than 

neighbourhoods which mainly consist of infrequently used words.  

The interaction between token frequency and conditioning environment depends on the 

levels of the variable home language, in that the effects are different when home language = 

1, i.e. in the group of second dialect learners. In that case, the effect of average token 

frequency is positive for features without a conditioning environment as well as for features 

with a conditioning environment. The positive effect of average token frequeny is even 

stronger in the case of dialect features that are not environmentally conditioned (cf. the 

steeper slope of the grey line). In the case of the second dialect learners, the exemplar-based 

prediction that the conditioning environment can have a stronger positive effect when the 

average token frequency is high, is therefore confirmed. However, when the average token 

frequency is high, the dialect features without a conditioning environment are also acquired 

better (and even to a larger extent than the features with a conditioning environment). We 

discuss these effects in more detail in chapter 8. 

 

The interaction effects discussed in the previous sections are often rather difficult to account 

for. This will become clear in chapter 8. The problems of interpretation are partly due to the 

fact that the three-way interactions are not the highest-order interactions. Only the four-way 

interactions observed in section 7.2.2.7 can give a complete insight into the way in which the 

feature-related factors interact with each other.  

 In the following sections, we discuss the effects of the other feature-related factors on the 

degree of dialect knowledge/acquisition, i.e. (average) token frequency, productivity, and 

geographical distribution. 

 

7.2.2.8 Which feature-related factor is the best predictor of success in dialect 

proficiency?  

 

In the previous sections it was demonstrated that almost all feature-related factors involved in 

this study (except for number of dialect variants) have significant effects on the degree to 

which the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant was realized by our respondents. Not all of these 

factors interacted significantly with home language. In these cases, the relevant factor had a 

similar effect on the acquisition of a dialect as a first and as a second language. 

In this section, we try to establish which of the feature-related factors has the largest 

relative effect on the degree of dialect proficiency. Therefore, we performed a stepwise 
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logistic regression (Forward Wald). By this procedure, the independent variables are entered 

in the model step by step and in order of importance. For all variables in the model, it is tested 

whether their contribution is significant after a new variable has been added.
18

 The 

significance criterion for inclusion in the model was set at .05 (i.e. p < .05).  

Given the object of our study, we would want to know which factor is most important to 

the degree of second dialect acquisition in particular. In order to be able to draw conclusions 

about the relative weight of the feature-related factors on the degree of success in second 

dialect acquisition (and not merely the degree of dialect knowledge), we should enter the 

interactions of the feature-related factors with home language (e.g. incidence*home language, 

frequency*home language, etc.) in the stepwise analysis. However, this leads to the following 

problem(s). Including the interaction terms requires that we include the main effects (e.g. 

home language, incidence, etc.) as well, since otherwise the product terms are not really 

interaction terms and are uninterpretable. The problem is that the inclusion of main effects 

and their interactions leads to problems of multicollinearity, i.e. a bias in the results due to a 

very strong interdependence between two independent variables (i.e. strong correlations 

between independent variables).
19

 Multicollinearity may result in wrong signs and magnitudes 

of regression coefficients (i.e. B). When entering the interactions with home language, there 

appeared to be, for example, multicollinearity between incidence and the interaction 

incidence*language, between home language and n SD variants*language, and between 

conditioning environment and conditioning environment*language. Because of this problem, 

we decided to perform a stepwise analysis for the main effects alone.
20

 Consequently, this 

analysis can only be relied upon to say something about the relative effect of factors on the 

degree of dialect proficiency in general. In order to gain some insight into the differences 

between the native dialect speakers and the second dialect learners, we performed two 

separate analyses while keeping the factor home language constant: one for home language = 

0 (i.e. native speakers), and one for home language = 1 (i.e. second dialect learners), i.e. for 

each of the two groups separately. 

The following main effects were entered as independent variables in the stepwise 

analyses: incidence, number of dialect variants, number of Standard Dutch variants, 

conditioning environment, average token frequency (10 logarithm), and geographical 

distribution. We chose to enter the average token frequency (and not token frequency at the 

level of the word), because this variable concerns the level of dialect features, just like all 

other variables included in the analyses. We also had to decide whether to enter incidence UL 

or incidence TL in the models, because the inclusion of both variables in one model would 

                                                 
18
 This may result in the elimination of a variable that had first been selected, if this variable had become 

redundant because of its relationship to the other variables in the model. 
19
 We tested for multicollinearity by using multicollinearity diagnostic statistics produced by linear regression 

analysis. If the value for Tolerance is smaller than .400 and if the Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) is high, we 

may conclude with certainty that there is a problem of multicollinearity. 
20
 Actually, automatic stepwise regression is not a very suitable method to analyse the relative effect of main 

effects and interactions.  
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also cause problems of multicollinearity. Because incidence UL and incidence TL exhibit a 

very strong overlap (r = .987, p < .01), one of the two variables had to be left out of the 

stepwise regression analyses.
21

 We decided to remove incidence TL from the models, since 

we obtained a slightly better fit with incidence UL (see section 7.2.2.1).  

We also excluded the factor productivity from the analyses, because the inclusion of this 

variable in a model which also contains the variables incidence and average token frequency 

is useless. The reason is that only the postlexical features involved in this study are 

productive, but these postlexical features have missing values for incidence (see section 

5.2.1.2), as well as for average token frequency. So, when entering incidence and average 

token frequency in the models, the data on the postlexical features were automatically left out 

because of missing values. Since productivity has constant values for the remaining 

(lexicalized) features (namely 0 = not productive), this variable was excluded from the 

analysis. The exclusion of productivity from the model is the most obvious option, since the 

levels of this variable (i.e. [+ productive] and [-productive]) are not evenly distributed over 

the dialect features involved: there is a distorted proportion of productive features (i.e. only 3, 

as opposed to 31 unproductive features). 

The results of the stepwise analyses for the native dialect speakers and the second dialect 

learners are given in tables 7.21A and 7.21B, respectively.  

_________________________________________________________________________ 
Step   predictor   B     Wald    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1   incidence   .019     145.532    .000    

constant    .733     216.181    .000 

 

2   incidence   .019     142.780    .000 

   cond.env.   .763     88.185    .000 

   constant    .452     62.422    .000 

 

3   incidence   .019     141.068    .000 

   cond.env.   .785     90.604    .000 

   n DIAvar   .167     33.882    .000 

   constant    -.156    1.724    .189 

 

4   incidence   .018     129.853    .000 

   cond.env   .779     88.346    .000 

   n DIAvar   .144     23.402    .000 

   geogr.distr.   -.018    11.806    .001 

   constant    .111     .593     .441 

 

5   incidence   .018     122.698    .000 

   cond.env.   .754     82.040    .000 

   n DIAvar   .144     23.502    .000 

   geogr.distr.   -.021    15.097    .000 

   n SDvar    -.058    4.497    .034 

   constant    .357     3.728    .054 

                                                 
21
 The other variables in the model are not strongly correlated and hence do not cause multicollinearity. 
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Step 1  -2 Log likelihood  4298.869 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .067 

   Model χ2
   189.451  (df = 1, p = .000) 

Step 2  -2 Log likelihood  4205.804 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .099 

   Model χ2
   282.515  (df = 2, p = .000) 

Step 3  -2 Log likelihood  4170.284 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .111 

   Model χ2
   318.035  (df = 3, p = .000) 

Step 4  -2 Log likelihood  4158.556 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .115 

   Model χ2
   329.763  (df = 4, p = .000) 

Step 5  -2 Log likelihood  4154.015 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .117 

   Model χ2
   334.305  (df = 5, p = .000) 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Table 7.21A: Stepwise logistic regression (Forward Wald) analysing the effects of the feature-related 

factors on the probability of realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant for the group of native 

dialect speakers alone 

 

_________________________________________________________________________ 
Step   predictor   B     Wald    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1   incidence   .013     552.535    .000    

constant    -.611    684.764    .000 

 

2   incidence   .013     559.276    .000 

   cond.env.   .673     382.294    .000 

   constant    -.905    1017.045   .000 

 

3   incidence   .012     519.464    .000 

   cond.env.   .625     319.243    .000 

   n DIAvar   .115     90.775    .000 

   constant    -1.299    662.245    .000 

 

4   incidence   .012     533.015    .000 

   cond.env   .609     299.774    .000 

   n DIAvar   .095     55.705    .000 

   n SDvar    .070     36.070    .000 

   constant    -1.470    .635.958    .000 

 

5   incidence   .013     441.932    .000 

   cond.env.   .598     281.662    .000 

   n DIAvar   .108     57.190    .000 

   n SDvar    .063     26.541    .000 

   LG10(av.freq.)  -.082    4.182    .041 

   constant    -1.345    254.139    .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Step 1  -2 Log likelihood  19805.746 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .052 

   Model χ2
   589.724  (df = 1, p = .000) 

Step 2  -2 Log likelihood  19418.829 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .085 
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   Model χ2
   976.641  (df = 2, p = .000) 

Step 3  -2 Log likelihood  19328.256 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .093 

   Model χ2
   1067.215 (df = 3, p = .000) 

Step 4  -2 Log likelihood  19292.130 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .096 

   Model χ2
   1103.341 (df = 4, p = .000) 

Step 5  -2 Log likelihood  19287.947 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .096 

   Model χ2
   1107.524 (df = 5, p = .000) 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Table 7.21B: Stepwise logistic regression (Forward Wald) analysing the effects of the feature-related 

factors on the probability of realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant for the group of second 

dialect learners alone 

 

In tables 7.21A and 7.21B, the relative weight of each variable can be deduced from the order 

in which the variables are entered in the model (the best predictor is entered first), as well as 

from the Wald statistic (the best predictor has the highest Wald statistic).  

A comparison of the stepwise analyses for the native dialect speakers (7.21A) and the 

second dialect learners (7.21B) reveals that the relative importance of the feature-related 

factors to the degree of dialect proficiency is roughly similar for both groups: for both groups, 

incidence is the most important factor in determining the degree of dialect proficiency 

(entered on step 1, highest Wald statistic), the second most important factor is conditioning 

environment (entered on step 2), followed by the number of competing dialect variants (step 

3). With respect to steps 4 and 5, however, the second dialect learners deviate from the native 

dialect speakers: on step 4, number of Standard Dutch variants is included in the model for the 

dialect learners, whereas geographical distribution is included in the model for the native 

speakers. On step 5, average token frequency is entered for the dialect learners, whereas 

number of Standard Dutch variants is entered for the native speakers. In the final model for 

the native speakers (7.21A), average token frequency is not included, whereas geographical 

distribution is not included in the model for the second dialect learners. This indicates that the 

significance criterion for inclusion of this factor (i.e. p < .05) was not fulfilled.  

 Note that the variable entered on step 3 (in both models), i.e. number of competing dialect 

variants, did not turn out to have a significant effect when entered in a regression model with 

home language (see section 7.2.2.2.1). However, we have shown that this factor significantly 

interacts with some of the other factors that are supposed to determine the degree of 

predictability of dialect features (see section 7.2.2.7). As appears from the above stepwise 

analyses, number of dialect variants has a significant effect when entered in a model with the 

other feature-related variables.  

The Nagelkerke R
2
 values in tables 7.21A and 7.21B are lower in the stepwise analyses 

than in the models discussed in the previous sections. This is due to the fact that the 163 

dummy variables, which indicated that we are dealing with data of 164 different informants, 

could not be entered in the stepwise models because of practical reasons. Still, the R
2
 values 
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of the stepwise models give some impression of the relative amount of explained variance 

added in each step: the variance explained by the model for the native dialect speakers runs 

from 6.7% to 11.7%, whereas the variance explained by the model for the second dialect 

learners runs from 5.2% to 9.6%. 

Summarizing, we may say that the stepwise analyses reveal that the internal directionality 

of second dialect acquisition does not deviate very much from the internal directionality of 

first dialect acquisition, in that the three most important factors determining the degree of 

proficiency in the usage of lexicalized (i.e. unproductive) dialect features are similar (i.e. 

incidence, conditioning environment, and n dialect variants). 

 

In this section, we have discussed the effects of feature-related factors on the degree to which 

dialect features are correctly realized. In the next section, we concentrate on the effects of 

speaker-related factors on the degree of dialect knowledge and/or acquisition. 

 

7.2.3. Effects of speaker-related factors on the individual degree of dialect 

knowledge/acquisition 

 

In section 4.3, we argued that not only feature-related but also speaker-related factors play a 

role in the process of (second) dialect acquisition. We proposed hypotheses on the roles of 

age, gender, attitude, and origin of the mother and father. In this section, we present the 

results of the analyses involving these variables. We discuss the results on age (section 

7.2.3.1), gender (section 7.2.3.2), attitude (section 7.2.3.3) and origin of the parents (section 

7.2.3.4). Again, we conclude (section 7.2.3.5) by analysing which of the speaker-related 

factors is the best predictor of the degree of dialect knowledge/acquisition.  

 

7.2.3.1. Effects of age  

 

In section 4.3.1, we suggested that the degree to which children are successful in (second) 

dialect acquisition is age-related, in the sense that there may be a critical age after which the 

degree of acquisition slows down. We believe that until this critical age, the degree of 

proficiency in the target variety increases. We want to find out whether the degree of dialect 

proficiency of the second dialect learners and the native dialect speakers continues to increase 

(at the same rate) between the ages of nine and fifteen.
22

 The results of a logistic regression 

analysis are represented in table 7.22.  

                                                 
22
 Recall that all informants had lived in Maldegem for their entire lives.  
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___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

language(1)      -1.354   .000 

age        .202    .000 

age*language(1)     .009    .602 

constant       -1.201   .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  31718,574 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .151

23
 

Model χ2
   3009,105 (df = 3, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.22: Binary logistic regression analysing the effects of age and home language on the 

probability of realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant 

 

Table 7.22 makes clear that there is a highly significant, positive effect of age on the degree of 

dialect knowledge of the native dialect speakers as well as the second dialect learners. This 

means that the degree of dialect proficiency (i.e. the number of ‘correct’ realizations per 

informant) continues to increase between the ages of nine and fifteen.  

 The interaction of age with home language is not significant (p > .05), which implies that 

the effect of age on the degree of dialect knowledge of the second dialect learners does not 

deviate significantly from the effect of age on the degree of dialect knowledge of native 

dialect speakers. Therefore, we cannot draw any conclusions that are specific for second 

dialect acquisition alone. The effect of age is visualized in figure 7.19. 
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Diagram 7.19: Effects of age and home language on the probability of realizing the ‘correct’ 

Maldegem dialect variant 

 

Figure 7.19 clearly shows that the degree of dialect proficiency continues to increase between 

the ages of nine and fifteen, both in the case of the native dialect speakers and of the second 

                                                 
23
 The R

2 
value is low because the dummy variables to indicate that we are dealing with data from 164 

informants could not be entered in the model because of technical reasons. Therefore, this R
2
 value should not be 

compared to the values of the models presented in section 7.2. 
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dialect learners. A closer look at the figure reveals that the increase of the degree of dialect 

proficiency of the second dialect learners (grey line) is a little bit larger between the ages of 

twelve and fifteen than between the ages of nine and twelve. The opposite holds for the 

degree of dialect proficiency of the native dialect speakers (black line), which increases a little 

less between the ages of twelve and fifteen than between the ages of nine and twelve. 

However, these findings are negligible since there was no significant interaction between age 

and home language (see table 7.22). Actually, one might have expected that the native dialect 

speakers would have made significantly less progress between the ages of twelve and fifteen 

than the second dialect learners, because the native speakers are expected to reach their 

ceiling sooner than the second dialect learners. Probably, the results indicate that the native 

dialect speakers involved in our study were still in the process of acquiring the local dialect 

(i.e. they did not have a ‘perfect’ knowledge of the Maldegem dialect (yet)). Note that there 

are no indications that there is a critical age after which acquisition drastically slows down, at 

least not between the ages of nine and fifteen. We should be careful in drawing any firm 

conclusions concerning a critical age, however, since we measured the effect of age cross-

sectionally and not longitudinally (as would be desirable).  

  

7.2.3.2. Effects of gender 

 

Recall from section 4.3.2 that we hypothesized that girls are less successful in (second) dialect 

acquisition than boys. However, there was evidence from the literature (cf. Vousten 1995) 

that gender does not affect the process of second dialect acquisition. Since Vousten was the 

only one to investigate the effect of gender on second dialect acquisition, we decided to test 

whether we could support (or refute) his findings. For this purpose, we performed a logistic 

regression analysis testing the effect of gender. The results are shown in table 7.23. 

___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

language(1)      -1.210   .000    

gender(1)      .133    .054 

language(1)*gender(1)   -.454   .000 

constant       1.177   .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  32767.417 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .100 

Model χ2
   1960.262 (df = 3, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.23: Binary logistic regression analysing the effects of gender and home language on the 

probability of realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant 

 

Table 7.23 reveals that there is a highly significant, negative effect of gender on the degree  of 

dialect acquisition of the second dialect learners (B = .133 -.454 = -.321; p = .000), which 

implies that the dialect learning girls (i.e. gender = 1) are less successful in dialect acquisition 
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than the boys (i.e. gender = 0). These results therefore contradict Vousten’s findings. The 

interaction with home language is significant, indicating that gender has a different effect on 

the degree of dialect acquisition of the second dialect learners than on the degree of dialect 

proficiency of the control group. Actually, the effect of gender is not significant (p > .05) in 

the case of the native dialect speakers.
24

 

The effects are represented graphically in diagram 7.20.  
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Diagram 7.20 Effects of gender and home language on the probability of realizing the ‘correct’ 

Maldegem dialect variant 

 

Diagram 7.20 shows that gender has a negative effect on the degree of dialect acquisition of 

the second dialect learners: the bar representing the dialect-learning girls (lang1gender1) is 

shorter than the one representing the dialect-learning boys (lang1gender0). The small 

difference between the boys and girls from the control group (lang0gender0 and 

lang0gender1, respectively) is, according to table 7.23, not significant.  

There appeared to be a significant interaction between gender and age, as can be seen 

from table 7.24. 

                                                 
24
 These results were checked by performing logistic regression analyses testing for the effect of gender for the 

native dialect speakers and the second dialect learners separately. From these analyses, we obtained exactly the 

same results as in table 7.23: gender has a highly significant negative effect among the second dialect learners (B 

= -.321, p = .000), but has no significant effect among the native dialect speakers (B = .133, p = .054). 
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___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

age        .262    .000    

gender(1)      .015    .913 

age*gender(1)     -.037   .002 

constant       -2.712   .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  32819.620 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .098 

Model χ2
   1908.059 (df = 3, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.24: Binary logistic regression analysing the effects of gender and age on the probability of 

realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant 

  

Table 7.24 reveals that the positive effect of age on dialect acquisition is significantly stronger 

for boys (i.e. gender = 0) (B = .262; p = .000) than for girls (i.e. gender = 1) (B = .262-.037 = 

.225). This interaction effect is visualized in diagram 7.21. 
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Diagram 7.21: Interaction effect of gender with age on the probability of realizing the ‘correct’ 

Maldegem dialect variant 

 

The fact that age has a stronger (positive) effect on the dialect proficiency of boys than on that 

of girls is clear from the fact that the black line (representing the boys) has a slightly steeper 

slope than the grey line (representing the girls).  

 

7.2.3.3. Effects of attitudinal factors 

 

We proposed (see section 4.3.3) the hypothesis that a positive attitude towards dialect 

(speakers) and a strong motivation to learn the local dialect enhances the degree of success in 

second dialect acquisition. This means that we expect a positive effect of attitude/motivation 

on the probability of realizing the dialect variant. The results on the effect of this variable are 

given in table 7.25.  
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___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

language(1)      -1.422   .000    

attitude/motivation    .098    .000 

language(1)*attitude/motivation .024    .103 

constant       .297    .019 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  31350.182 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .123 

Model χ2
   2344.565 (df = 3, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.25: Binary logistic regression analysing the effects of attitude/motivation and home language 

on the probability of realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant 

 

Table 7.25 reveals that attitude/motivation has a positive effect on the degree of dialect 

knowledge of second dialect learners and native dialect speakers (the interaction with home 

language is not significant (p > .05)): a one-unit increase of attitude/motivation causes an 

increase of the dependent variable with 10% (B = .098). Since there is no significant 

interaction of attitude/motivation with home language (p > .05), we cannot draw any 

conclusions about the effect of attitude/motivation on the degree of success in second dialect 

acquisition specifically. The fact that attitude/motivation has an equally strong effect on the 

degree of dialect knowledge of the second dialect learners and the native dialect speakers is 

rather surprising, since we would expect that attitudinal factors are more decisive in the case 

of second language learning. We will try to account for this result in chapter 8. Diagram 7.22 

illustrates the effects.  
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Diagram 7.22: Effects of attitude/motivation and home language on the probability of realizing the 

‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant 

 

From diagram 7.22 it is clear that speakers’ knowledge of the dialect is positively correlated 

with their attitude towards the Maldegem dialect and dialect use in general and the strength of 

their motivation to learn this dialect.  
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 There was no significant interaction between attitude and age (p > .05). 

 

7.2.3.4. Effects of origin of the parents 

 

In section 4.3.4, we hypothesized that children whose mother or father was born and raised in 

Maldegem will acquire the Maldegem dialect better than children whose parents come from 

elsewhere. Since we coded both ‘origin mother’ and ‘origin father’ as ‘1’ if the mother or 

father is from Maldegem, we expect positive effects of ‘origin mother’ as well as of ‘origin 

father’.  

We had to leave out the data of the control group for the logistic regressions analysing 

‘origin mother’ and ‘origin father’, since these variables have constant values among the 

control group: all native dialect speakers have two Maldegem parents. Since the control group 

scores significantly better than the second dialect learners, adding the data of this group would 

cause bias in the results on the effects of the origin of the parents. The results are presented in 

tables 7.26 and 7.27. 

___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

origin mother(1)     -.151   .000 

constant       -.117   .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  26956.258 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .002 

Model χ2
   27.256 (df = 1, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.26: Binary logistic regression analysing the effect of origin of the mother on the probability of 

realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant in the group of second dialect learners alone 
 

___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

origin father(1)     .226    .000 

constant       -.291   .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  26921.914 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .004 

Model χ2
   61.600 (df = 1, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.27: Binary logistic regression analysing the effect of origin of the father on the probability of 

realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant in the group of second dialect learners alone 

 

The factors ‘origin mother’ and ‘origin father’ both have highly significant effects. Rather 

surprisingly, the effect of ‘origin mother’ is negative (see table 7.26, B = -.151, p = .000). 

This implies that second dialect learners whose mother comes from Maldegem have lower 

probabilities (i.e. an average decrease of the dependent variable with 15%) of realizing the 
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‘correct’ dialect variant than learners whose mother comes from elsewhere. The origin of the 

father, however, does have the expected positive effect (B = .226, p = .000). When the dialect 

learner’s father comes from Maldegem, the dependent variable increases with 23% on 

average. 

 There was no significant interaction of origin mother with age (p > .05), and neither was 

there a significant interaction between origin father and age (p > .05). 

 In section 4.3.4, we argued that there is reason to assume that the origin of the mother will 

be more important to the child’s degree of dialect proficiency than that of the father, since 

mothers generally play a more important role in the raising of their children (cf. Taeldeman 

1986; Labov 1990; Roberts 2001). In order to examine the relative importance of the 

independent variables origin mother and origin father, we entered these variables in a 

stepwise logistic regression model (Forward Wald). The results are given in table 7.28. 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

Step   predictor   B     Wald    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1   father    .226     61.525    .000    

constant    -.291    215.319    .000 

 

2   father    .238     67.985    .000 

   mother    -.169    33.693    .000 

   constant    -.222    92.462    .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Step 1  -2 Log likelihood  26921.914 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .004 

   Model χ2
   61.600 (df = 1, p = .000) 

Step 2  -2 Log likelihood  26888.162 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .006 

   Model χ2
   95.351 (df = 2, p = .000) 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

Table 7.28: Stepwise logistic regression (Forward Wald) analysing the effects of origin of the mother 

and father on the probability of realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant in the group of second 

dialect learners alone 

 

Recall that in a forward stepwise analysis, the relative weight of the factors is indicated by the 

order in which these factors are entered in the model, as well as by the Wald statistic. Table 

7.28 reveals that the factor ‘origin of the father’ is entered on the first step, whereas ‘origin 

mother’ is entered on the second step. This indicates that origin of the father explains a larger 

amount of variance than origin of the mother. So, the (positive) effect of having a father who 

was born in Maldegem is more important to a child’s degree of dialect knowledge than the 

(negative) effect of having a mother who was born in Maldegem. This result refutes our 

hypothesis that the mother exerts more influence than the father on the child’s degree of 

dialect proficiency. Together, both factors only explain a very small amount of variance (R
2
 = 

.006), which indicates that they are certainly not the most important speaker-related factors.  
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 We should note, however, that in the case of a strong correlation between origin of the 

father and origin of the mother, a small deviation in the population of the fathers would lead 

to a more significant influence of the origin of the father. We therefore had to test whether 

origin father and origin mother are strongly correlated. The correlation between two nominal 

variables is indicated by the Phi coefficient (cf. the option Phi and Cramér’s V in a Crosstabs 

analysis). For the correlation between origin father and origin mother, we obtained a Phi 

coefficient of .072 (�2
 = 101.129, df = 1, p = .000). Hence, there is a positive correlation 

between the two variables, but this correlation is very weak (Phi = .072 approximates 0).
25

 

Therefore, it is not very plausible that this correlation will affect the results given in table 

7.28, and we may thus conclude that the origin of the father does have a more important effect 

than the origin of the mother. 

 

7.2.3.5. Which speaker-related factor is the best predictor of the degree of dialect 

proficiency? 

 

In the previous sections, we showed that all speaker-related variables involved have 

significant effects on the degree of dialect proficiency of second dialect learners and native 

dialect speakers. We found that the factor gender significantly interacts with home language, 

but that this is not the case for the factors age and attitude/motivation.  

In order to find out which of the speaker-related factors is the best predictor of the degree 

of dialect knowledge for the native dialect speakers and the second dialect learners, 

respectively, we carried out two stepwise logistic regression analyses (Forward Wald) with 

age, gender, and attitude/motivation as independent variables. Because origin mother and 

origin father are only relevant factors in the case of the second dialect learners (these variables 

have constant values as far as the control group is concerned, in that all native dialect speakers 

have two parents from Maldegem), we performed an extra stepwise analysis including these 

factors for the second dialect learners alone. The results of the stepwise analyses for the native 

speakers and the dialect learners are presented in tables 7.29A and 7.29B, respectively. Table 

7.29C represents the results of the analysis including origin mother and origin father. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Step   predictor   B     Wald    Significance 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

1   age     .209     167.305    .000    

constant    -1.279    44.971    .000 

 

2   age     .193     133.798    .000 

   attitude/motivation .056     16.374    .000 

   constant    -1.600    60.240    .000 

 

                                                 
25
 Like the Pearson correlation coefficient (r), the Phi coefficient indicates a weak correlation as it approximates 

0, and a strong correlation as it approximates 1. 
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3   age     .192     130.478    .000 

   attitude/motivation .056     16.189    .000 

   gender    .157     4.603    .032 

   constant    -1.636    62.433    .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Step 1  -2 Log likelihood  5453.917 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .050 

   Model χ2
   174.874  (df = 1, p = .000) 

Step 2  -2 Log likelihood  5437.570 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .055 

   Model χ2
   191.221  (df = 2, p = .000) 

Step 3  -2 Log likelihood  5432.917 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .056 

   Model χ2
   195.874  (df = 3, p = .000) 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Table 7.29A: Stepwise logistic regression (Forward Wald) analysing the effects of the speaker-related 

factors on the probability of realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant in the group of native 

dialect speakers alone 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Step   predictor   B     Wald    Significance 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

1   age     .210     878.735    .000    

constant    -2.545    1000.217   .000 

 

2   age     .183     637.195    .000 

   attitude/motivation .091     273.390    .000 

   constant    -2.939    1193.067   .000 

 

3   age     .190     660.068    .000 

   attitude/motivation .076     148.865    .000 

   gender    -.171    24.957    .000 

   constant    -2.824    1031.820   .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Step 1  -2 Log likelihood  25396.706 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .063 

   Model χ2
   918.026  (df = 1, p = .000) 

Step 2  -2 Log likelihood  25119.318 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .081 

   Model χ2
   1195.414 (df = 2, p = .000) 

Step 3  -2 Log likelihood  25094.360 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .083 

   Model χ2
   1220.372 (df = 3, p = .000) 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Table 7.29B: Stepwise logistic regression (Forward Wald) analysing the effects of the speaker-related 

factors on the probability of realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant in the group of second 

dialect learners alone 
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______________________________________________________________________ 

Step   predictor   B     Wald    Significance 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

1   age     210     878.735    .000    

constant    -2.545    1000.217   .000 

 

2   age     .183     637.195    .000 

   attitude/motivation .091     273.390    .000 

   constant    -2.939    1193.067   .000 

 

3   age     .186     650.451    .000 

   attitude/motivation .090     264.995    .000 

   origin father   .287     90.804    .000 

   constant    -3.097    1262.214   .000 

 

4   age     .191     662.980    .000 

   attitude/motivation .079     157.389    .000 

   origin father   .272     80.483    .000 

   gender    -.132    14.558    .000 

   constant    -3.000    1095.777   .000 

 

5   age     .195     650.846    .000 

   attitude/motivation .077     149.499    .000 

   origin father   .267     76.842    .000 

   gender    -.146    17.256    .000 

   origin mother  .072     5.249    .022 

   constant    -3.058    1053.306   .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Step 1  -2 Log likelihood  25396.706 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .063 

   Model χ2
   918.026  (df = 1, p = .000) 

Step 2  -2 Log likelihood  25119.318 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .081 

   Model χ2
   1195.414 (df = 2, p = .000) 

Step 3  -2 Log likelihood  25028.262 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .087 

   Model χ2
   1286.470 (df = 3, p = .000) 

Step 4  -2 Log likelihood  25013.706 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .088 

   Model χ2
   1301.026 (df = 4, p = .000) 

Step 5  -2 Log likelihood  25008.453 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .088 

   Model χ2
   1306.279 (df = 5, p = .000) 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Table 7.29C: Stepwise logistic regression (Forward Wald) analysing the effects of the speaker-related 

factors (including origin mother and origin father) on the probability of realizing the ‘correct’ 

Maldegem dialect variant in the group of second dialect learners alone 

 

A comparison of tables 7.29A and 7.29B reveals that the relative importance of the speaker-

related factors for the native dialect speakers and the second dialect learners is exactly the 

same: for both groups, age is the most important variable in determining the degree of dialect 
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proficiency (entered on step 1), followed by the factor attitude/motivation (entered on step 2), 

and then followed by gender (entered on step 3).  

 Recall that gender did not have a significant effect in the case of the control group (see 

section 7.2.3.2). However, the factor is included (and thus significant at the level of p < .05) 

in the model represented in table 7.29A (the factor is not highly significant, however: p = 

.032). This indicates that gender does have a significant effect on the degree of dialect 

knowledge of the native speakers when included in a model that also contains the variables 

age and attitude. 

 When the variables origin mother and origin father are included in the model for the 

second dialect learners (see table 7.29C), the order in which the variables are entered changes 

just a little. Instead of gender, origin father is entered on step 3. Gender follows on step 4, and 

finally, origin mother is included (step 5). So, age and attitude remain the two most important 

factors. 

 Again we can conclude that the factors that guide second dialect acquisition generally act 

in the same way for first dialect acquisition: age and attitude are the most decisive factors 

influencing the degree of dialect proficiency in both groups. 

 

So far, we have discussed the effects of the factors which play a role in the degree to which 

dialect features are correctly realized by the Maldegem children. As we argued in previous 

chapters, a relatively large number of overgeneralization errors were found in our data. In the 

next section, we discuss the degree to which different overgeneralizations occurred, as well as 

the effects of feature-related factors on the degree to which features are overgeneralized.  

 

7.3. Degree of overgeneralization 

 

In this section, we discuss the results with respect to overgeneralization. In section 4.4.4, we 

formulated a number of hypotheses with respect to the effects of feature-related factors on the 

degree to which dialect features are overgeneralized. In section 7.3.2, the results of the 

analyses testing these hypotheses will be discussed. In section 7.3.3, we briefly discuss the 

role of speaker-related factors in the process of overgeneralization. First, we give an overview 

of the degree to which the second dialect learners and the native dialect speakers produced 

overgeneralizations of different types (section 7.3.1). 

 

7.3.1. Degree of overgeneralization: native dialect speakers vs. second dialect learners 

 

In this section we discuss the degree to which each type of overgeneralization occurred in the 

dialect of the native dialect speakers (home language = 0) on the one hand, and the second 

dialect learners (home language = 1) on the other. The results are presented in table 7.30. This 

table gives an overview of the types of overgeneralization that occurred in our data, the 
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number of times each type occurred (N) for the control group and the dialect learners 

separately, the total number of times that the relevant overgeneralization would have been 

possible (total), the mean score (in percent) for each overgeneralization type, and the F 

statistic, its significance level (p), and the degrees of freedom, to indicate whether there is a 

significant difference between the degree of overgeneralization of the control group and of the 

second dialect learners.
26

 

 

Overgeneralization of feature X at 

the expense of  (i.e. ‘>>’) feature Y 

Home 

language 

N Total Mean 

(%) 

F, p, df 

 

�i-paradigm 

 

     

�i → ø >> �i → e control 12 180 7 F = 202.5 

 learners 164 640 26 df = 818 

p = .000 

�i → ø >> �i → i� control 4 144 3 F = 16.8 

 learners 37 512 7 df = 654 

p = .000 

�i → ø >> �i → æ�i control 9 252 4 F = 7.4 

 learners 51 896 6 df = 1146 

p = .007 

�i → ø >> �i → i (in lex. exc. control 0 36 0 F = 12.6 

tijger) learners 9 128 7 df = 162 

p = .001 

�i → e >> �i → i� control 10 144 7 F = 2.5 

 learners 46 512 9 df = 654 

p = .117 

�i → e >> �i → i (in lex. exc. control 0 36 0 F = 12.6 

tijger) learners 9 128 7 df = 162 

p = .001 

�i → e >> �i → ø control 3 360 1 F = 30.0 

 learners 45 1280 4 df = 1638 

p = .000 

�i → e >> �i → æ�i control 6 252 2 F = .792 

 learners 26 896 3 df = 1146 

p = .374 

�i → æ�i >> �i → �
i control 6 72 8 F = 4.1 

 learners 32 256 13 df = 326 

p = .044 

�i → æ�i >> �i → i (in lex. exc. control 4 36 11 F = .822 

bij) learners 11 128 9 df = 162 

p = .366 

                                                 
26
 When testing the effects of the feature-related factors on the degree of overgeneralization (see section 7.3.2), it 

is the incidence, number of competing variants, average frequency, etc. of the dialect feature which is 

overgeneralized that is taken into account. The behaviour of each dialect feature with respect to these factors was 

already discussed in table 7.1. 
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�i → æ�i >> �i → i� control 5 144 3 F = 2.1 

 learners 25 512 5 df = 654 

p = .149 

�i → æ�i >> �i → ø control 8 360 2 F = 5.5 

 learners 44 1280 3 df = 1638 

p = .019 

�i → æ�i >> �i → e control 1 180 1 F = 2.5 

 learners 8 640 1 df = 818 

p = .113 

�i → i� >> �i → ø control 1 360 0 F = 6.3 

 learners 12 1280 1 df = 1638 

p = .012 

�i → æ�i >> �i → i (in lex. exc. control 1 36 3 F = 2.7 

tijger) learners 8 128 6 df = 162 

p = .099 

�i → i� >> �i → e control 1 180 1 F = 5.4 

 learners 11 640 2 df = 818 

p = .021 

�i → e >> �i → �
i control 0 72 0 F = 2.3 

 learners 2 256 1 df = 326 

p = .131 

Overall difference between control control 71 2844 2 F = 168.0 

group and dialect learners with 

respect to overgeneralizations in the 

/�i/-paradigm 

learners 540 10112 5 df = 12954 

p = .000 

Other paradigms 

 

     

a� → ��c >> a� → �  control 66 72 92 F = 196.0 

(in laatste, schaatsen) learners 165 256 64 df = 326 

p = .000 

œy → ø >> œy → i control 19 36 53 F = .843 

(in kuiken) learners 75 128 59 df = 162 

p = .360 

œy → ø >> œy → æ�i control 16 36 44 F = .190 

(in spuit) learners 74 128 58 df = 162 

p = .663 

o� → u� >> o� → ø control 31 252 12 F = 8.5 

 learners 82 896 9 df = 1146 

p = .004 

o� → ø >> o� → u� control 3 288 1 F = 21.1 

 learners 37 1024 4 df = 1310 

p = .000 

a� → ��c >> a� → �
 control 24 144 17 F = 7.1 

 learners 110 512 21 df = 654 

p = .008 

a� → �
 >> a� → ��c control 2 108 2 F = 38.4 

 learners 40 384 10 df = 490 

p = .000 
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�u → �i >> �u → �u control 5 108 5 F = 11.8 

 learners 37 384 10 df = 490 

p = .001 

Overall difference between control control 166 1044 16 F = 1.5 

group and dialect learners with 

respect to overgeneralizations in the 

other paradigms 

learners 620 3712 17 df = 4754 

p = .215 

Overall difference between control control 237 3888 6 F = 91.3 

group and dialect learners in general learners 1160 13824 8 df = 17710 

p = .000 

Table 7.30: Degree of overgeneralization per type: control group vs. second dialect learners 

 

Table 7.30 reveals that there are 25 different types of overgeneralization in our data, 17 of 

which concern the /�i/-paradigm. In 16 cases, there is a significant difference between the 

control group and the second dialect learners.  

Within the /�i/-paradigm, there are 10 cases in which the control group produces 

significantly fewer overgeneralizations than the dialect learners, whereas there are 7 cases in 

which the difference between both groups is not significant (p > .05). A t-test for all the 

overgeneralizations within the /�i/-paradigm together reveals that the overall difference 

between the degree of overgeneralization of the control group and that of the dialect learners 

is highly significant (F = 168.0, df = 12954, p = .000). Within the other paradigms, there are 6 

cases in which the difference between the control group and the second dialect learners is 

significant. However, a t-test for all the overgeneralizations within the other paradigms 

together reveals that the overall difference between the control group and the dialect learners 

is not significant (F = 2.5, df = 5574, p = .112). In general, there is a highly significant 

difference between the degree to which the control group produces overgeneralizations and 

the degree to which the dialect learners produce them (F = 91.3, df = 17710, p = .000). 

In section 4.4.3, we argued why we only focus on the overgeneralizations within the 

/�i/-paradigm. The fact that the overall difference between the control group and the native 

dialect speakers with respect to the overgeneralizations within this paradigm is highly 

significant, whereas the overall difference between both groups is not significant with respect 

to the other overgeneralizations, is an additional argument to focus only on the  

overgeneralizations within the /�i/-paradigm. The analyses in the following sections are 

therefore solely based on these overgeneralizations.
27

 

  

                                                 
27
 By selecting only the overgeneralizations within the /�i/-paradigm, there is less variation between the 

feature-related factors than if all overgeneralizations had been analysed. This may result in fewer significant 

effects of these feature-related factors. However, in section 4.4.3, we argued that the six dialect features which 

are involved in the /�i/-paradigm differ from each other with respect to incidence, conditioning environment, n 

SD variants, (average) token frequency, and geographical distribution. The only variable that has a constant 

value for all six features is n dialect variants. 
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7.3.2. Role of feature-related factors in the process of overgeneralization 

 

7.3.2.1. Introduction 

 

In section 4.4, we hypothesized that some of the feature-related factors affecting the degree to 

which dialect features are acquired also play a role in the production of overgeneralization 

errors. We suggested that between the point at which a child has no knowledge of a dialect 

feature and the point at which it has a perfect knowledge of it, there is a transitional phase in 

which overgeneralization of such a feature is possible. We have also made clear that it is 

perfectly possible that some dialect features score well for dialect acquisition, in the sense that 

they are applied where they must be applied, and at the same time are overgeneralized (at the 

expense of other features) in words where they should not be applied. Suppose, for example, 

that a particular child applies the feature SD /�i/ ~ DIA /e/ in all words from our word list 

where it should be applied, i.e. in strijken ‘to iron’, kijken ‘to look’, slijk ‘mud’, rijk ‘rich’, 

and zwijgen ‘to be silent’. However, this does not exclude the possibility that this child also 

applies this feature overgenerally, in the words reiger ‘heron’ (at the expense of the feature 

SD /�i/ ~ DIA /æi/) and tijger ‘tiger’ (at the expense of the feature SD /�i/ ~ DIA 

/i/). It is therefore plausible that a factor which enhances the degree to which a feature is 

correctly realized at the same time enhances the degree to which that feature is 

overgeneralized, or vice versa. However, we do not necessarily expect parallel effects of the 

feature-related factors on the degree of dialect knowledge/acquisition on the one hand, and on 

the degree of overgeneralization on the other. 

 Under these assumptions, we proposed a number of hypotheses with respect to the effects 

of feature-related factors on overgeneralization (see section 4.4.4). In this section, we test 

these hypotheses by performing a number of logistic regression analyses. 

 Recall from section 4.4.3 that we performed these analyses only on a selection of the data, 

i.e. all overgeneralizations within the /�i/-paradigm (which are rather numerous; see table 

7.30). The /�i/-paradigm is the set of competing dialect variants which all correspond to 

Standard Dutch /�i/. This paradigm contains six competing dialect variants. This implies 

that it is useless to test the effect of the factor ‘number of dialect variants’, since this factor is 

constant in all instances of overgeneralizations involved. However, in section 4.4.3 we 

suggested that this factor most likely plays a role in the production of overgeneralizations. An 

argument in favour of this assumption is that within the /�i/-paradigm, which is the 

paradigm consisting of the highest number of competing variants (in the present study), 17 

different overgeneralizations occur.  

 A second factor which is not taken into account when analysing the degree of 

overgeneralization is productivity. This is because the only productive features involved in 
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this study are postlexical features. Typical of postlexical features, however, is that they cannot 

be overgeneralized. Hence, no overgeneralizations involving productive features occur in our 

data. As a result, all overgeneralizations that are analysed involve dialect features which have 

a constant value for productivity, i.e. [-productive]. 

In each analysis, we systematically tested for the interaction effect with home language, 

in order to be able to distinguish between the effect of the relevant factor on the group of 

second dialect learners and on the control group. The overall effect of home language on the 

degree of overgeneralization is positive (B = .790; df = 1; p = .000), indicating that second 

dialect learners (home language = 1) produce significantly more overgeneralizations (within 

the /�i/-paradigm) than native dialect speakers (home language = 0). ‘Home language = 1’ 

was thus selected as the reference category.  

We also performed analyses testing the interaction of the feature-related factors with age. 

Because in most cases there was no significant interaction of the relevant feature-related 

factor with age, it was useless to systematically include age in the analyses. We only report 

the analyses testing the interaction between the feature-related factor and age in the case of 

significant interaction effects.  

 In the next sections, we test the effects of the following factors on the process of 

overgeneralization: incidence (section 7.3.2.1), conditioning environment (section 7.3.2.2), 

number of Standard Dutch variants (7.3.2.3), geographical distribution (section 7.3.2.4), and 

(average) token frequency (section 7.3.2.5). Finally, we will discuss which feature-related 

factor is the best predictor of the degree of overgeneralization (section 7.3.2.6).  

 

7.3.2.2. Effects of incidence  

 

In section 4.4.4.2, we hypothesized that – under the assumption that dialect features are likely 

to be overgeneralized before they are acquired perfectly – dialect features with a high 

incidence (i.e. type frequency) are more frequently overgeneralized (at the expense of other 

features) than features with a low incidence. So, we expect a positive effect of incidence on 

the degree to which dialect features are overgeneralized. Note that we are concerned with the 

incidence of the ‘winning’ feature, and not of the feature which is repressed by the 

overgeneralization of another feature.  

In order to test this hypothesis, we performed a binary logistic regression with incidence 

and home language as independent variables, and with the binary variable 

‘overgeneralization: yes (= 1) or no (= 0)’ as dependent variable. Because of the high degree 

of overlap between incidence UL and incidence TL (see section 7.2.2.1), we only performed 

an analysis with incidence UL as an independent variable. The results of this analysis are 

given in table 7.31. 
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___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

language(1)      .442    .027    

incidence (UL)     .025    .001 

language(1)*incidence   .017    .028 

constant       -4.179   .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  4790.406 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .068 

Model χ2
   294.370  (df = 3, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.31: Binary logistic regression analysing the effects of incidence UL and home language on the 

probability of producing an overgeneralization 

 

Table 7.31 shows that incidence (UL) has a positive effect on the degree to which a dialect 

feature is overgeneralized by the second dialect learners as well as the native dialect speakers. 

This positive effect is much stronger in the case of the second dialect learners, i.e. there is an 

increase of 4% (B = .025 + .017 = .042; p < .05) of the dependent variable for each one-unit 

increase of incidence, as opposed to an increase of 3% among the native dialect speakers (B = 

.025; p = .001). So, the effect of incidence on the degree of overgeneralization is different for 

the second dialect learners than for the control group (i.e. there is a significant interaction 

term). On the whole, we may conclude that dialect features with a high(er) incidence are more 

frequently overgeneralized than ones with a low(er) incidence. This confirms our hypothesis. 

 As far as the interaction home language*incidence is concerned, diagram 7.23 shows the 

effects of incidence UL on the probability of producing an overgeneralization. 
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Diagram 7.23: Effects of incidence and home language on the probability of producing an 

overgeneralization 

 

From diagram 7.23, it is clear that incidence has a positive effect on the production of 

overgeneralizations. The effect is stronger in the case of the second dialect learners: the line 
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representing the second dialect learners has a steeper slope than the one representing the 

control group.  

 We also tested whether there is a significant interaction effect of incidence with age on 

the degree of overgeneralization. This is, however, not the case (p > .05). The three-way 

interaction incidence*home language*age is not significant either (p > .05). 

 

7.3.2.3. Effects of conditioning environment 

 

In section 4.4.4.3, we argued that rule-based theory eventually predicts a negative effect of 

conditioning environment on the degree to which features are overgeneralized. The idea is 

that knowing the restrictions on the applicability of a dialect feature (i.e. its conditioning 

environment) leads to a lower degree of overgeneralization of the feature. However, under the 

assumption that the environmental restrictions on a feature are not acquired right away, a 

positive effect of conditioning environment on the degree of overgeneralization may be 

initially expected, as a result of trial and error. 

Exemplar-based models more straightforwardly predict a positive effect of conditioning 

environment on the degree of overgeneralization. Such models predict that dialect features 

with a conditioning environment are overgeneralized more frequently than features without a 

conditioning environment, because the former generally involve (strong) phonological 

neighbourhoods, which can attract new words and thus create overgeneralization errors.  

In order to find out whether conditioning environment has a significant effect on the 

degree of overgeneralization we performed a binary logistic regression. The results are 

represented in table 7.32.  

___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

language(1)      .463    .028  

condEnv (1)      .546    .027 

language(1)*condEnv(1)   .504    .058 

constant       -4.078   .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  4904.250 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .042 

Model χ2
   180.527  (df = 3, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.32: Binary logistic regression analysing the effects of conditioning environment and home 

language on the probability of producing an overgeneralization 

 

Table 7.32 reveals that the effect of conditioning environment on the probability of producing 

overgeneralizations is positive (B = .546; p < .05).
28

 Dialect features with a conditioning 

environment are therefore overgeneralized more frequently than features without a 

                                                 
28
 The interaction term is not modelled since it is not significant (p > .05).  
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conditioning environment. The table also shows that home language has a significant (p < 

.05), positive effect on the degree of overgeneralization (i.e. second dialect learners 

overgeneralize more frequently), but that there is no significant interaction effect of home 

language with conditioning environment (p > .05), which implies that the effect of 

conditioning environment does not differ between the second dialect learners and the control 

group. The effects are represented in diagram 7.24. 
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Diagram 7.24: Effects of conditioning environment and home language on the probability of 

producing an overgeneralization 

 

Diagram 7.24 visualizes the probabilities of the dialect learners and control group to 

overgeneralize dialect features with and without a conditioning environment. The positive 

effect of conditioning environment on the degree to which features are overgeneralized 

(among the second dialect learners as well as the control group) is indicated by the fact that 

the bars representing the overgeneralization of dialect features with a conditioning 

environment (i.e. lang0cond1 and lang1cond1) are longer than the bars representing the 

overgeneralization of features without a conditioning environment (i.e. lang0cond0 and 

lang1cond0, respectively). The fact that the difference between the two bars representing the 

second dialect learners (i.e. lang1cond0 and lang1cond1) is larger than the difference between 

the bars representing the control group (i.e. lang0cond0 and lang0cond1) must not be 

interpreted as a significant difference (p > .05; see table 7.32). 

 So, the positive effect of conditioning environment on the degree of overgeneralization 

can, in principle, be accounted for from an exemplar-based as well as a rule-based 

perspective. However – as was argued in section 4.4.4.3 – rule-based models only predict this 

positive effect with respect to the initial stages of acquisition. Since the rule-based prediction 

is that a feature will be less often overgeneralized if the restrictions on the application of a 

feature (i.e. the conditioning environment) are better known (and integrated into a 

correspondence rule), we might expect that conditioning environment starts to have a weaker 

(positive) effect on the degree of overgeneralization as children grow older. Therefore, we 
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tested for the main effect of conditioning environment for the nine-, twelve-, and fifteen-year-

olds separately. The results of these analyses are given in tables 7.33A, 7.33B, and 7.33C, 

respectively. 

___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

condEnv(1)      .601    .000  

constant       -3.052   .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  2312.446 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .013 

Model χ2
   25.197  (df = 1, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.33A: Binary logistic regression analysing the effect of conditioning environment on the 

probability of producing an overgeneralization for the nine-year-olds 

 

___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

condEnv(1)      1.125   .000  

constant       -3.810   .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  1863.780 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .037 

Model χ2
   60.417  (df = 1, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.33B: Binary logistic regression analysing the effect of conditioning environment on the 

probability of producing an overgeneralization for the twelve-year-olds 
 

___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

condEnv(1)      1.223   .000  

constant       -4.484   .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  581.639 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .036 

Model χ2
   19.282  (df = 1, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.33C: Binary logistic regression analysing the effect of conditioning environment on the 

probability of producing an overgeneralization for the fifteen-year-olds 

 

A comparison of tables 7.33A, 7.33B and 7.33C reveals that the positive effect of 

conditioning environment is stronger among the fifteen-year-olds (B = 1.223) than among the 

twelve-year-olds (B = 1.125), which in turn is stronger than the effect among the nine-year-

olds (B = .601). So, the positive effect of conditioning environment grows stronger as 

acquisition proceeds. This contradicts the rule-based idea that the positive effect of 

conditioning environment on the degree of overgeneralization will weaken as children gain an 

increased command of the environmental restrictions on features. 
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There appeared to be a significant interaction effect of age with conditioning 

environment, as can be seen from table 7.34. 

___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

age        -.244   .000  

condEnv(1)      -.489   .327 

age*condEnv(1)     .126    .007 

constant       -.859   .043 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  4760.243 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .040 

Model χ2
   164.732  (df = 3, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.34: Binary logistic regression analysing the effects of conditioning environment and age on 

the probability of producing an overgeneralization 
 

Table 7.34 shows that there is a significant interaction effect between age and conditioning 

environment on the degree of overgeneralization (p < .01).
29

 This interaction effect is 

visualized in figure 7.25.  
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Diagram 7.25: Interaction effect of conditioning environment with age on the probability of producing 

an overgeneralization 

 

From diagram 7.25 we can conclude that the negative effect of age on the degree of 

overgeneralization (i.e. as the child gets older, fewer overgeneralizations are made) is equally 

strong (cf. parallel lines) for features with and without a conditioning environment between 

the ages of nine and twelve. Between the ages of twelve and fifteen, the negative effect of age 

starts to weaken. This effect is stronger in the case of features without a conditioning 

environment. After the age of twelve, the number of overgeneralizations decreases to a 

smaller extent in the case of features without a conditioning environment than for features 

                                                 
29
 The three-way interaction conditioning environment*home language*age is not significant (p > .05). 
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with a conditioning environment. Note that diagram 7.25 reveals something about the way in 

which the (negative) effect of age depends on the value of the factor conditioning 

environment (i.e. 0 or 1), but it does not say anything about the basic effect of conditioning 

environment, since this factor has no significant main effect in the model (p = 327), according 

to table 7.34.  

 

7.3.2.4. Effects of number of Standard Dutch variants 

 

With respect to the factor ‘number of Standard Dutch variants’, we did not formulate a 

hypothesis (see section 4.4.4.4). Still, we tested for the effect of this factor by performing a 

binary logistic regression. The results of this analysis are given in table 7.35. 

___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

language(1)      -.474   .294  

n SDvar       .151    .171 

n SDvar*language(1)    .336    .005 

constant       -4.307   .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  4899.195 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .043 

Model χ2
   185.582  (df = 3, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.35: Binary logistic regression analysing the effects of number of Standard Dutch variants and 

home language on the probability of producing an overgeneralization 
 

Table 7.35 reveals that there is a significant positive effect of the number of Standard Dutch 

variants on the degree to which dialect features are overgeneralized by the second dialect 

learners (i.e. language = 1) (B = .151+.336 = .487; p = .005). This indicates that dialect 

features involving a large(r) number of competing SD variants are overgeneralized more often 

than features with a small(er) number of competing SD variants. The interaction with home 

language is significant, indicating that the effect of number of SD variants is different for the 

second dialect learners than for the control group. Actually, the effect of this variable is not 

significant in the case of the native dialect speakers (p = .171).
30

 The effects are visualized in 

diagram 7.26. 

 

                                                 
30
 These results were checked by testing for the effect of number of SD variants on overgeneralization for the 

second dialect learners and the native dialect speakers separately. We obtained exactly the same results from 

these analyses: SD variants has a highly significant positive effect in the case of the second dialect learners (B = 

.487, p = .000), but has no significant effect in the case of the native dialect speakers (B = .151, p = .171). 
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Diagram 7.26: Effects of number of competing Standard Dutch variants and home language on the 

probability of producing an overgeneralization 

 

Diagram 7.26 clearly shows a strong positive effect of the number of SD variants on the 

degree of overgeneralization among the second dialect learners. However, the positive effect 

of this factor on the degree of overgeneralization among the native dialect speakers should not 

be considered as significant (see table 7.35).  

 Neither the two-way interaction of number of Standard Dutch variants with age, nor the 

three-way interaction n SD variants*home language*age are significant (p > .05). 

 

7.3.2.5. Effects of geographical distribution  

 

In section 4.4.4.5, we suggested that there may be an effect of geographical distribution on the 

degree to which features are overgeneralized. This suggestion was (partly) based on the 

assumption that geographically limited (or primary) dialect features are generally the more 

salient ones. We assumed that children may be inclined to overgeneralize the more salient 

features of a dialect at the expense of other (less salient) features. Under this account, it might 

be expected that geographical distribution has a negative effect on the degree to which 

features are overgeneralized. We tested this assumption by performing a logistic regression 

analysis. The results are presented in table 7.36.  
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_______________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

language(1)      1.102   .000 

geogr. distr.      -.153   .000 

language(1)*geogr. distr.   -.068   .072 

constant       -2.935   .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  4728.099 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .082 

Model χ2
   356.678  (df = 3, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.36: Binary logistic regression analysing the effects of geographical distribution and home 

language on the probability of producing an overgeneralization 

 

As can be seen from table 7.36, there is indeed a highly significant negative effect of 

geographical distribution on the probability of overgeneralizing dialect features: for each one-

unit increase of geographical distribution, the dependent variable decreases with 15% (B = 

-.153). This result is in accordance with the assumption made in section 4.4.4.5. The 

interaction of geographical distribution with home language is not significant (p > .05), 

indicating that both groups react similarly on this variable. This implies that we cannot draw 

any conclusions which are specific for second dialect acquisition.  

Diagram 7.27 illustrates the effects. 
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Diagram 7.27: Effects of geographical distribution and home language on the probability of producing 

an overgeneralization 

 

An obvious conclusion that can be drawn from diagram 7.27 is that a feature is less often 

overgeneralized if it has a wider geographical distribution. It is the most local dialect features 

(and probably the most salient ones) that have the highest probabilities of overgeneralization.  

Since table 7.36 shows that the interaction effect between geographical distribution and 

home language is not significant, we should not interpret the steeper slope of the line 

representing the dialect learners as significant.  
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The interaction of geographical distribution with age did not turn out to be significant (p > 

.05), and neither did the three-way interaction geographical distribution*home language*age 

(p > .05). 

 

7.3.2.6. Effects of token frequency 

 

7.3.2.6.1. Token frequency at the level of the word 

 

In section 4.4.4.6.1, we hypothesized that infrequently used words are more liable to 

overgeneralization than frequently used words. This would imply that the overgeneralization 

of a particular dialect feature (at the expense of another feature) occurs more often in 

infrequently used words. So, we expect a negative effect of the token frequency of individual 

words to the degree to which the relevant words display overgeneralization errors. This 

hypothesis was tested by means of a logistic regression with the factors ‘token frequency’ (on 

the level of the word) and ‘home language’ as independent variables.
31

 The results are given 

in table 7.37. 

_______________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

language(1)      .838    .001  

LG10(frequency)     -.170   .209 

language(1)*LG10(frequency)  .041    .774 

constant       -3.526   .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  4604.524 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .016 

Model χ2
   62.252  (df = 3, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.37: Binary logistic regression analysing the effects of token frequency (10 logarithm) and 

home language on the probability of producing an overgeneralization 

 

Table 7.37 shows that token frequency does not have a significant effect on the probability of 

an overgeneralization error (p > .05). The interaction of token frequency with home language 

is not significant either (p > .05). Finally, the interaction of token frequency with age did not 

turn out to be significant (p > .05).  

 

7.3.2.6.2. Average token frequency per feature 

 

In section 4.4.4.6.2, we hypothesized that dialect features which mainly apply to frequently 

used words are overgeneralized more often than features which mainly apply to infrequently 

used words, because dialect learners are exposed more often to the former features in the 

                                                 
31
 Because of the large range of token frequencies as compared to the range of the other variables in this study, 

we used the 10 logarithm of the values of token frequency. 
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input. We tested this hypothesis by performing a binary logistic regression analysis with 

average token frequency (the 10 logarithm) and home language as independent variables. The 

results of this analysis are given in table 7.38.  

_______________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

language(1)      -.141   .871  

LG10(averagefrequency)   -.721   .034 

language(1)*LG10(av.freq.)  .392    .282 

constant       -1.937   .017 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  4868.177 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .014 

Model χ2
   56.798  (df = 3, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.38: Binary logistic regression analysing the effects of average token frequency (10 logarithm) 

and home language on the probability of producing an overgeneralization 

 

As can be seen from table 7.38, average token frequency has a significant (p < .05) effect on 

the degree of overgeneralization. However, against our expectations, this effect is negative (B 

= -.721). This means that dialect features which mainly apply to frequently used words are 

overgeneralized less often than features which mainly apply to infrequently used words.
32

 In 

chapter 8, we will try to account for this result. 

 The interaction with home language is not significant (p = .282), which means that the 

negative effect of average frequency on the degree of overgeneralization is as strong among 

the second dialect learners as among the native dialect speakers.  

 The results are visualized in figure 7.28. 
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Diagram 7.28: Effects of average token frequency and home language on the probability of producing 

an overgeneralization 

 

                                                 
32
 Note that we are only concerned here with the dialect features (either with a high or a low average token 

frequency) that are involved in the /�i/-paradigm. 
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Diagram 7.28 clearly shows that there are fewer overgeneralizations as the average token 

frequency becomes higher. The fact that there is no interaction with home language is clear 

from the fact that the line representing the control group and the one representing the second 

dialect learners are almost parallel.  

 There was no significant interaction of average token frequency with age (p > .05). 

 

7.3.2.7. Which factor is the best predictor of the degree of overgeneralization? 

 

In the preceding sections, we showed that the factors incidence, conditioning environment, 

number of Standard Dutch variants, geographical distribution, and average token frequency 

all play a role in the production of overgeneralization errors. Only one of these factors, 

however, significantly interacted with home language, viz. incidence. This implies that this is 

the only factor about which we can draw conclusions that are specific for the second dialect 

learners only. All other factors can only reveal something about the degree of 

overgeneralization by the Maldegem children in general (i.e. native dialect speakers and 

second dialect learners).  

 In this section, we try to determine which of the feature-related factors is the best 

predictor of the degree to which dialect features are overgeneralized. For this purpose, we 

performed separate stepwise logistic regression analyses (Forward Wald) for the native dialect 

speakers (home language = 0) and for the second dialect learners (home language = 1), 

respectively. However, there appeared to be problems of multicollinearity when incidence and 

geographical distribution were entered in the same model.
33

 Therefore, we had to perform 

separate stepwise analyses, i.e. analyses from which we excluded geographical distribution, 

and analyses from which we excluded incidence. The results of the stepwise analyses 

excluding geographical distribution are given in tables 7.39A (native speakers) and 7.39B 

(dialect learners), and the results of the analyses excluding incidence are given in tables 7.40A 

and 7.40B. 

_________________________________________________________________________ 
Step   predictor   B     Wald    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1   incidence   .024     10.296    .001    

constant    -4.064    467.145    .000 

 

2   incidence   .025     10.451    .001 

   LG10(av.freq.)  -.815    4.609    .032 

   constant    -2.125    5.635    .018 

 

3   incidence   -.012    .561     .454 

   LG10(av.freq.)  -2.955    7.329    .007 

                                                 
33
 Note that the problem of multicollinearity, caused by the interdependence of incidence and geographical 

distribution, did not occur in the analyses discussed in section 7.2.2. Hence, there is only overlap between both 

variables in the case of the overgeneralizations within the /�i/-paradigm. 
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   cond.env.   2.109    5.252    .022 

   constant    2.375    1.074    .300 

 

4   LG10(av.freq.)  -2.350    14.303    .000 

   cond.env.   1.536    13.766    .000 

   constant    1.066    .702     .402 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Step 1  -2 Log likelihood  654.680 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .016 

   Model χ2
   9.553  (df = 1, p = .002) 

Step 2  -2 Log likelihood  650.101 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .024 

   Model χ2
   14.132  (df = 2, p = .001) 

Step 3  -2 Log likelihood  642.118 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .037 

   Model χ2
   22.115  (df = 3, p = .000) 

Step 4  -2 Log likelihood  642.710 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .036 

   Model χ2
   21.523  (df = 2, p = .000) 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Table 7.39A: Stepwise logistic regression (Forward Wald) analysing the effects of the feature-related 

factors (except for geographical distribution) on the probability of producing an overgeneralization in 

the group of native dialect speakers alone 
 

_________________________________________________________________________ 
Step   predictor   B     Wald    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1   incidence   .042     233.664    .000    

constant    -3.630    2267.312   .000 

 

2   incidence   .042     232.009    .000 

   LG10(av.freq.)  -.354    5.208    .022 

   constant    -2.774    53.862    .000 

 

3   incidence   .019     11.913    .001 

   LG10(av.freq.)  -1.625    23.001    .000 

   cond.env.   1.268    20.089    .000 

   constant    -.083    .013     .910 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Step 1  -2 Log likelihood  4656.894 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .065 

   Model χ2
   268.081  (df = 1, p = .000) 

Step 2  -2 Log likelihood  4648.300 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .067 

   Model χ2
   276.675  (df = 2, p = .000) 

Step 3  -2 Log likelihood  4614.361 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .075 

   Model χ2
   310.614  (df = 3, p = .000) 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Table 7.39B: Stepwise logistic regression (Forward Wald) analysing the effects of the feature-related 

factors (except for geographical distribution) on the probability of producing an overgeneralization in 

the group of second dialect learners alone 
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The comparison of tables 7.39A and 7.39B reveals that the relative importance of the factors 

determining the degree of overgeneralization is comparable for the second dialect learners and 

the native dialect speakers. For both groups, incidence is the most important factor (entered 

on step 1), followed by average token frequency (step 2), and by conditioning environment 

(step 3). However, also in both groups, the effect of incidence becomes less important or even 

redundant when the variable ‘conditioning environment’ is included in the model. In the case 

of the control group (7.39A), incidence is removed from the model after the factor 

conditioning environment has been added, because it is no longer significant at the level of p 

< .05. The inclusion of conditioning environment causes the effect of incidence to lose its 

significance (p > .05). This is possible in a stepwise regression, because on each step all 

variables are tested again. If the contribution of a variable that was already included is no 

longer significant after a new variable has been added, the former variable becomes 

redundant. This is the case for incidence. In the case of the second dialect learners, incidence 

is retained in the model after conditioning environment has been added, but its Wald value 

decreases, indicating that the relative effect of incidence declines by adding conditioning 

environment.  

 The variable n SD variants was not included in the stepwise model, which indicates that 

the effect of this factor on the degree of overgeneralization is not significant at p < .05, when 

entered in a model that also contains the variables incidence, average frequency, and 

conditioning environment. 

 

Tables 7.40A and 7.40B represent the results of stepwise regression including geographical 

distribution but excluding incidence. 

_________________________________________________________________________ 
Step   predictor   B     Wald    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1   geo     -.146    15.125    .000    

constant    -2.885    187.247    .000 

 

2   geo     -.246    14.592    .000 

   n SDvar    -.324    4.780    .029 

   constant    -1.220    2.337    .126 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Step 1  -2 Log likelihood  648.477 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .027 

   Model χ2
   15.756  (df = 1, p = .000) 

Step 2  -2 Log likelihood  643.717 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .035 

   Model χ2
   20.516  (df = 2, p = .000) 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Table 7.40A: Stepwise logistic regression (Forward Wald) analysing the effects of the feature-related 

factors (except for incidence) on the probability of producing an overgeneralization in the group of 

native dialect speakers 
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_________________________________________________________________________ 
Step   predictor   B     Wald    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1   geo     -.220    228.242    .000    

constant    -1.764    564.794    .000 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Step 1  -2 Log likelihood  3964.783 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .072 

   Model χ2
   250.155  (df = 1, p = .000) 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Table 7.40B: Stepwise logistic regression (Forward Wald) analysing the effects of the feature-related 

factors (except for incidence) on the probability of producing an overgeneralization in the group of 

second dialect learners 

 

Tables 7.40A and 7.40B reveal that geographical distribution is the most important factor 

determining the degree of overgeneralization both in the group of second dialect learners and 

native dialect speakers. In the case of the control group (7.40B), the factor n SD variants is 

included in the model as well. However, the factors average token frequency and conditioning 

environment are not included in stepwise analyses which contain the factor geographical 

distribution. Note that these factors were included in the models represented in tables 7.39A 

and 7.39B. 

 Since we cannot include incidence and geographical distribution in one model (because of 

multicollinearity), we cannot conclude that geographical distribution is the best predictor of 

the degree of overgeneralization, but neither can we conclude that incidence has the largest 

relative effect. 

 

7.3.3. Role of speaker-related factors in the process of overgeneralization 

 

In chapter 4, we did not propose any hypotheses with respect to the effects of the speaker-

related factors on the degree of overgeneralization, since it is difficult to predict whether these 

factors have an effect on the degree of overgeneralization and if this is the case, which effects 

might be expected. Still, we performed logistic regression analyses with the speaker-related 

factors as independent variables. The only factor which turned out to have a significant effect 

on the degree of overgeneralization was age. There were no significant effects of gender (p > 

.05), attitude (p > .05), origin of the mother (p > .05), or origin of the father (p > .05), and 

neither were there significant interaction effects of these factors with home language. The 

results on the effects of age and home language on overgeneralization are given in table 7.41.  
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___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

age        -.328   .000 

language(1)      -1.834   .010 

age*language(1)     .223    .001 

constant       .118    .860 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  4821.458 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .025 

Model χ2
   103.517  (df = 3, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.41: Binary logistic regression analysing the effects of age and home language on the 

probability of producing an overgeneralization 

 

Table 7.41 reveals that age has a significant negative effect on the degree of 

overgeneralization among the native dialect speakers (B = -.328) as well as the second dialect 

learners (B = -.328+.223 = -.105), indicating that as children become older, they produce 

fewer overgeneralizations. This negative effect is stronger among the native speakers than 

among the dialect learners. The effects are visualized in figure 7.29.  
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Diagram 7.29: Effects of age and home language on the probability of producing an overgeneralization 

 

Figure 7.29 clearly shows that there is a negative effect of age on the degree of 

overgeneralization: the fifteen-year-olds make fewer overgeneralization errors than the 

twelve-year-olds, who in turn make fewer errors than the nine-year-olds. It can also be seen 

that the negative effect of age is stronger in the case of the native dialect speakers: the black 

line descends more strongly than the grey line. Note that in the case of the native dialect 

speakers, the negative effect of age is stronger between the ages of nine and twelve than 

between the ages of twelve and fifteen. This is not the case for the second dialect learners: 

there is a steady decrease of the number of overgeneralizations between the ages of nine and 

fifteen. Recall from table 7.22 and figure 7.19 that we did not find – as might have been 

expected – that the native dialect speakers reach their ceiling sooner than the second dialect 
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learners with respect to dialect acquisition. However, the results (cf. figure 7.29) indicate that 

there is a significant discrepancy between the native speakers and the dialect learners with 

respect to overgeneralization errors. 

 

7.4. Summary 

 

In this chapter, we have presented the results of binary logistic regressions analysing the 

effects of feature-related and speaker-related factors on the degree of success in dialect 

proficiency and/or acquisition and on the degree of overgeneralization. The aim of performing 

these analyses was to test the hypotheses and assumptions proposed in chapter 4. In this 

chapter, only a brief description of the results was given. A more detailed discussion of the 

results can be found in chapter 8. 

 In section 7.2.2, we discussed the effects of several feature-related factors on the degree 

to which dialect features are realized with the ‘correct’ dialect variant, and in section 7.2.3 we 

concentrated on the effects of speaker-related factors. The main findings from these sections 

are summarized in table 7.42.
34

 

 

Factor Significant? 

 

Direction 

of the 

effect 

 

Nature of the 

effect 

Significant 

interaction 

with home 

language? 

Nature of the 

interaction 

effect 

Incidence (UL) yes + high inc. > low inc. yes stronger for 

control group 

Incidence (TL) yes + high inc. > low inc. yes stronger for 

control group 

n dialect variants no N.A. N.A. no N.A. 

n SD variants yes - fewer SD variants 

> more SD var. 

yes stronger for 

control group 

Conditioning 

environment 

yes + with cond.env. > 

without cond. env. 

no N.A. 

Token frequency yes + high freq. > low 

freq. 

no N.A. 

Average 

frequency 

yes + high freq. > low 

freq. 

yes stronger for 

control group 

Productivity yes + productive > 

unproductive 

yes stronger for 

control group 

Geographical 

distribution* 

yes - narrow distribution 

> wide distr. 

yes stronger for 

control group 

Age 

 

yes + older > younger no N.A. 

Gender*  yes - boys > girls yes no significant 

effect on control 

group 

                                                 
34
 In table 7.42, the symbol ‘>’ is used to indicate ‘more correct dialect realizations than …’ (i.e. known/acquired 

better than …). The asterisk (*) is used to indicate a significant interaction with age. ‘N.A.’ means ‘not 

applicable’. 
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Attitude  yes + positive attitude > 

negative attitude 

no N.A. 

Origin mother yes - mother elsewhere > 

mother Maldegem 

N.A. N.A. 

Origin father yes + father Maldegem > 

father elsewhere 

N.A. N.A. 

Home language yes - control group > 

dialect learners 

N.A. N.A. 

Table 7.42: Main findings with respect to the factors affecting the degree of dialect 

proficiency/acquisition 
 

As indicated in table 7.42, geographical distribution was the only feature-related factor which 

significantly interacted with age. This interaction was such that the negative effect of 

geographical distribution was stronger in the case of nine- and twelve-year-olds than in the 

case of fifteen-year-olds (see section 7.2.2.6).  

 We have also shown that there are significant two-, three- and four-way interactions 

between the feature-related factors (and home language). The most complex interactions (i.e. 

four-way interactions) yield the most complete picture of the nature of the effects and the way 

in which these factors interact with each other. However, the interpretation of interactions 

between more than three variables appeared to be extremely difficult. 

Table 7.42 shows that in most cases the feature-related factors significantly interacted 

with home language. A significant interaction with home language is a prerequisite to be able 

to draw conclusions about the effect of the relevant factor on the second dialect learners as 

opposed to the native dialect speakers. In all cases where there was a significant interaction, 

there were similar effects for both groups, except that the relevant effects were stronger in the 

case of the control group. This may indicate that the native dialect speakers are still in a 

process of dialect acquisition themselves and that the effects of the feature-related factors are 

relevant to typical characteristics of language learners in general, independent of the task at 

hand (i.e. acquisition of a dialect as a first or as a second language). We return to this issue in 

chapter 8.  

A stepwise analysis proved that incidence had the largest relative effect in determining 

the degree of dialect proficiency, both for the second dialect learners and for the native dialect 

speakers. 

Of the speaker-related factors, only gender exhibited a significant interaction with home 

language. This means that the effects of the other factors only reveal something about the 

level of dialect knowledge that has been achieved by the Maldegem children in general (i.e. 

native speakers and learners), but that nothing can be said that is specific for second dialect 

acquisition alone. Gender was also the only speaker-related factor that significantly interacted 

with age, in the sense that the positive effect of age on the degree of dialect 

knowledge/acquisition was stronger for boys than for girls. 

A stepwise analysis also showed that age has the largest relative effect on the degree of 

dialect knowledge. With respect to the effect of age, we found that there was a steady increase 
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of the level of dialect knowledge between the ages of nine and fifteen. Hence, there were no 

indications of a critical age of dialect acquisition. 

In section 7.3, we discussed the effects of feature-related and speaker-related factors on 

the degree of overgeneralization. In table 7.43, we summarize the main findings from this 

section.
35

 

 

Factor Significant? 

 

Direction of 

the effect 

 

Nature of the 

effect 

Significant 

interaction 

with home 

language? 

Nature of the 

interaction 

effect 

Incidence yes + high inc. > 

low inc. 

yes stronger for 

dialect 

learners 

Conditioning 

environment* 

yes + with cond. 

env. > 

without cond. 

env. 

no N.A. 

n SD variants yes + more SD 

variants > 

fewer SD 

variants 

yes no significant 

effect on 

control group 

Geographical 

distribution 

yes - narrow 

distribution > 

wide distr. 

no N.A. 

Token frequency 

 

no N.A. N.A. no N.A. 

Average token 

frequency 

yes - low average 

freq. > high 

average freq. 

no N.A. 

Age yes - younger 

children > 

older children 

yes stronger for 

control group 

Gender 

 

no N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 

Attitude/motivation 

 

no N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 

Origin mother 

 

no N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 

Origin father 

 

no N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 

Home language yes + learners > 

control group 

N.A. N.A. 

Table 7.43: Main findings with respect to the factors affecting the degree of overgeneralization 

 

There was one feature-related factor which displayed a significant interaction with age, i.e. 

conditioning environment: the negative effect of age on the degree of overgeneralization 

weakened after the age of twelve, and this effect appeared to be stronger in the case of dialect 

features with a conditioning environment.  

                                                 
35
 In table 7.43, the symbol ‘>’ indicates ‘more overgeneralizations than …’. 
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 Age appeared to be the only speaker-related factor which significantly affected the degree 

of overgeneralization: as children become older, they make fewer overgeneralization errors. 

 Stepwise regression analyses revealed that again, there is a large degree of similarity 

between the control group and the dialect learners with respect to the importance of feature-

related factors to the degree of overgeneralization. The stepwise analyses excluding 

geographical distribution made clear that incidence was the most important factor determining 

the degree of overgeneralization, both in the case of the native dialect speakers and in the case 

of the second dialect learners. Finally, geographical distribution had the largest relative effect 

on the degree of overgeneralization among the native speakers as well as the dialect learners 

in a model excluding incidence. Because of multicollinearity problems, however, we could 

not compare the relative weight of the factors incidence and geographical distribution.  

 Perhaps the most important conclusion that can be drawn from this chapter is the fact that 

second dialect acquisition and first dialect acquisition generally follow the same direction. 

 A further discussion of the results and possible explanations are presented in chapter 8. 
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Chapter 7: Results 

 

7.1. Introduction 

 

Chapter 4 was devoted to a discussion of a number of hypotheses on the role of different 

feature-related and speaker-related factors in the process of (second) dialect acquisition. In 

section 5.4.5, we set out which statistical analyses are required in order to test these 

hypotheses.  

In this chapter, we present the results of these analyses and discuss the most important 

observations. Section 7.2 presents the results on the success rate with respect to dialect 

knowledge and acquisition. Section 7.3 is devoted to the results with respect to 

overgeneralization. A thorough interpretation of the results is given in chapter 8. 

 

7.2. Success rate with respect to dialect knowledge/acquisition 

 

In this section we deal with the results on the success rate with respect to dialect 

knowledge/acquisition. In some cases, we must confine ourselves to conclusions about the 

level of dialect knowledge that the Maldegem children have reached between the ages of nine 

and fifteen. More specifically, this is the case when there is no significant interaction effect of 

the relevant factors with the factor home language. In such a case, the effect of a particular 

factor is similar for the native dialect speakers and the second dialect learners, so that we can 

only draw conclusions about the effect of the relevant factor on the degree to which children 

(i.e. second dialect learners as well as native dialect speakers) have been successful in 

acquiring dialect features. When there is a significant interaction with home language, 

however, the results indicate that the native dialect speakers and the second dialect learners 

react differently to particular factors. In those cases, we can draw conclusions about second 

dialect acquisition. 

 First, we give an overview of the degree to which the first dialect speakers (i.e. the control 

group), compared to the second dialect learners, realized the different dialect features (i.e. the 

linguistic variables discussed in section 6.4) with the correct dialect variant (section 7.2.1). 

Next, we discuss the effects of the feature-related factors on the degree to which the dialect 

features are known or acquired (section 7.2.2). Finally, we deal with the effects of the 

speaker-related factors on the degree of dialect knowledge and acquisition (section 7.2.3).  

 

7.2.1. Dialect knowledge: native dialect speakers vs. second dialect learners 

 

In this section we discuss the extent to which each dialect feature involved was known to the 

native dialect speakers (home language = 0) on the one hand, and the second dialect learners 
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(home language = 1) on the other. The results are presented in table 7.1. This table gives an 

overview of the dialect features involved, the behaviour of the relevant feature with respect to 

the different feature-related factors, the sum of the ‘correct’ dialect realizations per feature 

(N) for the control group and the dialect learners separately, the total number of ‘possible’ 

realizations of a particular feature (total), the mean score (in percent) for each dialect feature, 

and the F statistic, its significance level (p), and the degrees of freedom, to indicate whether 

there is a significant difference between the control group and the dialect learners.  

  

Dialect 

feature 

Data on the feature-

related factors 

Home 

language 

$ Total Mean 

(%) 

F, p, df
1
 

Deletion of l before a  incidence UL = N.A. control 209 252 83 F= 264.5 

pause (postlexical) incidence TL = N.A. 

average freq. = N.A. 

productivity = 1 (yes) 

cond. env. = 1 (yes) 

n DIA variants = 2 

n SD variants = 1 

geogr. distr. = 2 

learners 334 896 37 df = 1146 

p = .000 

 

Deletion of l before a  incidence UL = N.A. control 128 144 89 F= 513.5 

consonant (postlexical) incidence TL = N.A. 

average freq. = N.A. 

productivity = 1 (yes) 

cond. env. = 1 (yes) 

n DIA variants = 2 

n SD variants = 1 

geogr. distr. = 2 

learners 298 512 58 df = 654 

p = .000 

 

Deletion of l before -en incidence UL = N.A. control 64 72 89 F= 181.7 

(postlexical) incidence TL = N.A. 

average freq. = N.A. 

productivity = 1 (yes) 

cond. env. = 1 (yes) 

n DIA variants = 2 

n SD variants = 2 

geogr. distr. = 2 

learners 98 256 38 df = 326 

p = .000 

 

SD �i → DIA e before  incidence UL = 9 control 162 180 90 F= 1090.3 

velar/laryngeal consonant incidence TL = 12 

average freq. = 517 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 1 (yes) 

n DIA variants = 6 

n SD variants = 4 

geogr. distr. = 6 

learners 305 640 48 df = 818 

p = .000 

 

SD �i → DIA ø before  incidence UL = 40 control 330 360 92 F= 627.4 

anterior consonant incidence TL = 51 

average freq. = 263 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 1 (yes) 

n DIA variants = 6 

n SD variants = 5 

geogr. distr. = 1 

learners 877 1280 69 df = 1638 

p = .000 

 

 

                                                 
1
 Levene’s Test for equality of variances. 
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SD œy → DIA ø (all  incidence UL = 86 control 349 360 97 F= 596.5 

environments except for 

the coda) 

incidence TL = 77 

average freq. = 81 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 1 (yes) 

n DIA variants = 5 

n SD variants = 5 

geogr. distr. = 3 

learners 972 1280 76 df = 1638 

p = .000 

SD o� → DIA ø (lexically  incidence UL = 19 control 199 252 79 F= 448.0 

determined) incidence TL = 12 

average freq. = 290 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 0 (no) 

n DIA variants = 3 

n SD variants = 5 

geogr. distr. = 19.3 

learners 457 896 51 df = 1146 

p = .000 

 

SD 	 → DIA �
 (lexically incidence UL = 33 control 202 324 62 F= 108.7 

determined) incidence TL = 35 

average freq. = 71 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 0 (no) 

n DIA variants = 3 

n SD variants = 5 

geogr. distr. = 3 

learners 237 1152 21 df = 1474 

p = .000 

 

SD � → DIA �
 (lexically incidence UL = 11 control 167 288 58 F= 35.8 

determined) incidence TL = 14 

average freq. = 35 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 0 (no) 

n DIA variants = 3 

n SD variants = 5 

geogr. distr. = 2 

learners 309 1024 30 df = 1310 

p = .000 

 

SD �i → DIA i�  incidence UL = 2 control 91 144 63 F= 19.1 

(lexically determined) incidence TL = 12 

average freq. = 488 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 0 (no) 

n DIA variants = 6 

n SD variants = 3 

geogr. distr. = 12 

learners 133 512 26 df = 654 

p = .000 

 

SD e� → DIA i�  incidence UL = 65 control 194 216 90 F= 1327.5 

(lexically determined) incidence TL = 64 

average freq. = 398 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 0 (no) 

n DIA variants = 3 

n SD variants = 3 

geogr. distr. = 16.3 

learners 386 768 50 df = 982 

p = .000 
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SD o� → DIA u�  incidence UL = 82 control 244 288 85 F= 871.8 

(lexically determined) incidence TL = 88 

average freq. = 645 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 0 (no) 

n DIA variants = 3 

n SD variants = 1 

geogr. distr. = 7 

learners 476 1024 46 df = 1310 

p = .000 

 

SD �i → DIA æi  incidence UL = 8 control 190 252 75 F= 24.3 

(lexically determined) incidence TL = 14 

average freq. = 88 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 0 (no) 

n DIA variants = 6 

n SD variants = 2 

geogr. distr. = 6.5 

learners 286 896 32 df = 1146 

p = .000 

 

SD �u → DIA �i before  incidence UL = 5 control 169 180 94 F= 1898.6 

underlying s/t incidence TL = 8 

average freq. = 20 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 1 (yes) 

n DIA variants = 2 

n SD variants = 1 

geogr. distr. = 3.5 

learners 296 640 46 df = 818 

p = .000 

 

SD �u → DIA �u before  incidence UL = 4 control 52 72 72 F= .000 

underlying d/z/w incidence TL = 4 

average freq. = 50 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 1 (yes) 

n DIA variants = 2 

n SD variants = 1 

geogr. distr. = 7 

learners 71 256 28 df = 326 

p = .988 

 

SD e� → DIA �
 before r incidence UL = 9 control 114 144 79 F= 234.5 

 incidence TL = 10 

average freq. = 10 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 1 (yes) 

n DIA variants = 3 

n SD variants = 5 

geogr. distr. = 5.5 

learners 237 512 46 df = 654 

p = .000 

 

SD a� → DIA �
 before r  incidence UL = 7 control 113 144 78 F= 240.9 

+ alveolar consonant (as 

cond. env.) 

incidence TL = 8 

average freq. = 19 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 1 (yes) 

n DIA variants = 3 

n SD variants = 5 

geogr. distr. = 2 

learners 263 512 51 df = 654 

p = .000 
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SD a� → DIA ��c 
before r  incidence UL = 12 control 101 108 94 F= 557.2 

+ alv.consonant (not as 

cond. env.) 

incidence TL = 6 

average freq. = 35 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 0 (no) 

n DIA variants = 3 

n SD variants = 2 

geogr. distr. = 5 

learners 234 384 61 df = 490 

p = .000 

 

SD a� → DIA ��c 
  incidence UL = 153 control 69 72 96 F= 287.0 

(lexically determined) incidence TL = 154 

average freq. = 358 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 0 (no) 

n DIA variants = 3 

n SD variants = 2 

geogr. distr. = 3 

learners 170 256 66 df = 326 

p = .000 

 

SD � → DIA æ� (lexically incidence UL = 8 control 92 180 51 F= 40.0 

determined) incidence TL = 12 

average freq. = 13 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 0 (no) 

n DIA variants = 3 

n SD variants = 3 

geogr. distr. = 13 

learners 183 640 29 df = 818 

p = .000 

 

Deletion of n before vowel  incidence UL = N.A. control 207 216 96 F= 694.8 

+ s/z (postlexical) incidence TL = N.A. 

average freq. = N.A. 

productivity = 1 (yes) 

cond. env. = 1 (yes) 

n DIA variants = 2 

n SD variants = 2 

geogr. distr. = 8.3 

learners 525 768 68 df = 982 

p = .000 

 

Deletion of r before alv.  incidence UL = 12 control 201 324 62 F= 21.8 

fricative in 

monomorphemic words 

incidence TL = 14 

average freq. = 97 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 1 (yes) 

n DIA variants = 2 

n SD variants = 2 

geogr. distr. = 24 

learners 347 1152 30 df = 1474 

p = .000 

 

Laryngealization of k  incidence UL = N.A. control 287 324 89 F= 278.7 

(→ �) (postlexical)  incidence TL = N.A. 

average freq. = N.A. 

productivity = 1 (yes) 

cond. env. = 1 (yes) 

n DIA variants = 2 

n SD variants = 1 

geogr. distr. = 5.5 

learners 814 1152 71 df = 1474 

p = .000 
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SD a� → DIA � before -ts incidence UL = 4 control 2 72 3 F= 8.8 

 incidence TL = 4 

average freq. = 202 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 1 (yes) 

n DIA variants = 3 

n SD variants = 3 

geogr. distr. = no data 

learners 19 256 7 df = 326 

p = .003 

 

Lexical exceptions       

SD �i → DIA i in bij and incidence UL = 2 control 32 72 44 F= 21.2 

tijger incidence TL = 2 

average freq. = 2 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 0 (no) 

n DIA variants = 6 

n SD variants = 4 

geogr. distr. = no data 

learners 64 256 25 df = 326 

p = .000 

 

SD œy → DIA i in kuiken incidence UL = 2 control 16 36 44 F= 27.3 

(also in ruiken) incidence TL = 2 

average freq. = 21 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 0 (no) 

n DIA variants = 5 

n SD variants = 4 

geogr. distr. = 21 

learners 21 128 16 df = 162 

p = .000 

 

SD y → DIA ø in duwen, incidence UL = 3 control 75 108 69 F= 7.5 

schuw, and ruzie incidence TL = 3 

average freq. = 33 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 0 (no) 

n DIA variants = 3 

n SD variants = 5 

geogr. distr. = 3 

learners 142 384 37 df = 490 

p = .006 

 

SD � → DIA æ�� in hart, incidence UL = 3 control 64 108 59 F= 7.5 

slak, and vlag incidence TL = 3 

average freq. = 53 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 0 (no) 

n DIA variants = 4 

n SD variants = 3 

geogr. distr. = 18 

learners 124 384 32 df = 490 

p = .006 

 

SD � → DIA � in korst incidence UL = 1 control 27 36 75 F= 1.3 

 incidence TL = 1 

average freq. = 3 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 0 (no) 

n DIA variants = 3 

n SD variants = 3 

geogr. distr. = no data 

learners 26 128 20 df = 162 

p = .250 
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SD � → DIA � in barst incidence UL = no data control 1 36 3 F= 3.7 

 incidence TL = 1 

average freq. = no data 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 0 (no) 

n DIA variants = 4 

n SD variants = 4 

geogr. distr. = no data 

learners 1 128 1 df = 162 

p = .056 

 

SD u → DIA o in bloem incidence UL = 4 control 28 36 78 F= 56.1 

 incidence TL = 1 

average freq. = 26 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 0 (no) 

n DIA variants = 2 

n SD variants = 4 

geogr. distr. = 10 

learners 63 128 49 df = 162 

p = .000 

 

SD i → DIA �
i in drie incidence UL = 1 control 34 36 94 F= 150.5 

 incidence TL = 1 

average freq. = 1945 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 0 (no) 

n DIA variants = 2 

n SD variants = 2 

geogr. distr. = no data 

learners 82 128 64 df = 162 

p = .000 

 

SD œy → DIA æ�i in spuit incidence UL = 2 control 20 36 56 F= 19.3 

 incidence TL = 2 

average freq. = 12 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 0 (no) 

n DIA variants = 5 

n SD variants = 2 

geogr. distr. = 2 

learners 25 128 20 df = 162 

p = .000 

 

SD � → DIA ��c in arm incidence UL = 2 control 20 36 56 F = 39.2 

 incidence TL = 2 

average freq. = 44 

productivity = 0 (no) 

cond. env. = 0 (no) 

n DIA variants = 4 

n SD variants = 2 

geogr. distr. = no data 

learners 17 128 13 df = 162 

p = .000 

 

Table 7.1: Results for each dialect feature: control group vs. second dialect learners 

 

On the basis of table 7.1, we can conclude that there is almost always a significant difference 

between the degree of dialect knowledge of the native dialect speakers and the second dialect 

learners. This is the case for 31 of the 34 dialect features. In the majority of these cases, the 

difference is highly significant (p = .000). In 30 cases, the control group scores significantly 

better than the second dialect learners. This indicates that our division of the informants into a 

group of children who (have) learn(ed) the Maldegem dialect as a first language and a group 

of children who (have) acquire(d) the local dialect as a second language, is reflected in the 

results.  
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 It should be noted, however, that even the native dialect speakers do not have a ‘perfect’ 

command of the Maldegem dialect, as it was described by Taeldeman (1976) and Versieck 

(1989).
2
 This appears from the fact that the control group does not reach the maximum level 

of dialect proficiency (i.e. 100%) in any of the cases involved. For some features, the native 

dialect speakers have a score of 90% or more, but for other features they have a rather low 

level of proficiency, especially in the case of the lexical exceptions. One possible explanation 

is that even the native speakers are still in a process of dialect acquisition. It might, for 

example, be expected that lexical exceptions are acquired relatively late by native speakers as 

well.  

Dialect loss in the parents and perhaps even the grandparents may be responsible for the 

fact that the native dialect speakers (i.e. the control group) had not successfully acquired all 

dialect features involved. Recall from section 5.3.2 that we cannot exclude the possibility that 

some parents ‘misjudged’ the language variety which they spoke with their children. It can be 

expected that some of the parents involved spoke a less authentic variety of the Maldegem 

dialect themselves, due to ongoing processes of dialect loss. As a result, their children could 

no longer attain to the ‘standard’ (i.e. the authentic dialect). Still, we can deduce from table 

7.1 that there are considerable differences between the home language of the control group 

and that of the dialect learners. Otherwise, there would be no significant differences in the 

extent to which both groups know the dialect.  

 If we take a closer look at the results presented in table 7.1, it is clear that two of the 

features for which the control group scores rather badly, concern the unrounding of vowels, 

i.e. the unrounding of SD /	/ to DIA /�
/ (e.g. in put ‘pit’, dun ‘thin’, vullen ‘to fill’, etc.; 

see section 6.4.15), and the unrounding of SD /�/ to DIA /�
/ (e.g. in vol ‘full’, pop ‘doll’, 

dorst ‘thirst’, etc.; see section 6.4.16). Although the dialect command of the control group is 

not our primary interest in this study, it is interesting to compare the degree to which the 

unrounding of these vowels occurs in the dialect of our native dialect speakers with the results 

of Versieck (1989).  

Versieck (1989:189) observed that unrounding is one of the features of the Maldegem 

dialect which deteriorated strongly between 1886 and 1989. Especially the unrounding of SD 

/y/ to DIA /i/ had decreased enormously (her informants had a score of 22% on this 

variable). For the unrounding of SD /	/ to DIA /�
/ and of SD /�/ to DIA /�
/, however, 

her informants scored very well (96% and 90%, respectively). Our results seem to indicate 

                                                 
2
 Another option would have been to compare the degree of dialect knowledge of the second dialect learners 

with a control group consisting of older (and thus better) dialect speakers. In that case, however, it would have 

been impossible to know whether the children who learn the local dialect as a second language differ from the 

children who acquire it as their mother tongue. 
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that these types of unrounding have declined rapidly during the last two decades: our 

informants scored 62% and 58%, respectively.
3
   

 Another case of dialect loss mentioned by Versieck concerned the vowel in words such as 

schaatsen ‘to skate’ and laatste ‘last one’ (see section 6.4.24). Versieck observed that the 

original vowel (i.e. DIA /�/) was increasingly replaced by the ‘overgeneral’ vowel /��c/. 

This change has become so strong in the last two decades, that at present, even native dialect 

speakers as old as thirty use the vowel /��c/. This explains the extremely low score on this 

variable (3% for the control group, and 7% for the dialect learners; see table 7.1). Strikingly, 

the second dialect learners score better on this variable than the native dialect speakers. Since 

the authentic dialect variant has almost disappeared from the input, the only way in which we 

can account for this result is that the second dialect learners are more inclined to guess at the 

correct dialect variant, so that they may guess correctly by coincidence.
4
 

 Summarizing, we conclude that despite the fact that the native dialect speakers involved 

in this study do not have a perfect dialect proficiency, they score significantly better than the 

second dialect learners. As mentioned before, the fact that the native dialect speakers do not 

reach the maximum level of dialect proficiency may indicate that they are still in a process of 

acquisition themselves (though they have made significantly more progress than the second 

dialect learners). As a result, their dialect knowledge can be influenced by the same factors 

that affect the dialect use and acquisition of second dialect learners. In the next section, we 

discuss the results concerning the effects of the feature-related factors (see chapter 4) on the 

extent to which speakers know or have acquired the Maldegem dialect.  

 

7.2.2. Effects of feature-related factors on dialect knowledge 

 

In section 4.2, we proposed a number of (linguistic and non-linguistic) feature-related factors. 

We hypothesized that these factors might affect the degree of learnability of dialect features 

and thus also the degree of success with which these features are acquired. This section 

presents the results of the analyses testing these hypotheses.  

 The factor home language is present in all the analyses that tested the effects of the 

feature-related factors. The reason is that we wanted to compare the effects of the relevant 

                                                 
3
 The unrounding of SD /y/ to DIA /i/ is one of the variables which were not included in the final analyses. 

The reason is that this Maldegem dialect feature has almost completely disappeared from the dialect of the 

generation of the parents of our informants. So, the feature is (almost) absent from the input and can therefore 

not be acquired. Originally, we elicited this feature in three words of our word list (i.e. vuur ‘fire’, muur ‘wall’, 

and schuur ‘barn’). Only in 5 out of 492 cases (= 1%), the unrounding occurred. However, these correct dialect 

realizations were produced by children whose mother and/or father came from Kleit. In the Kleit dialect, the 

unrounding of SD /y/ to DIA /i/ is much better retained than in the Maldegem dialect. 
4
 One would expect that in this case the second dialect learners produce more overgeneralizations with respect to 

this feature, but this is not the case (see table 7.30). Actually, the native dialect speakers produce most 

overgeneralizations for this feature. However, the overgeneralization of DIA /��c/ in the words schaatsen ‘to 

skate’ and laatste ‘last one’ has become the ‘new’ dialect variant.  
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factors on the dialect knowledge of the second dialect learners with the effects on the dialect 

knowledge of the native dialect speakers. As mentioned before, only the factors which 

significantly interact with home language can reveal something about second dialect 

acquisition as opposed to first dialect acquisition. Factors which do not significantly interact 

with home language, however, can still tell us something about the degree of dialect 

knowledge of the Maldegem children between nine and fifteen years old in general. As we 

will see, the interaction with home language is highly significant in most cases, which 

indicates that such factors have a different effect on the second dialect learners than on the 

native dialect speakers. Home language was coded as follows: ‘0’ = ‘raised in the Maldegem 

dialect’, and ‘1’ = ‘raised in Standard Dutch or substandard’. In our analyses, ‘home language 

=1’ was selected as the reference category. 

 Not only the interaction with home language is taken into account. In order to find out if 

there are any age-related developments with respect to the effects of particular factors on the 

degree of dialect acquisition, the interaction with age should also be considered. However, 

systematically entering age, home language and a third (feature-related) factor as independent 

variables in the analyses did not render significant results. Moreover, most of the two-way 

interactions of age with another factor were not significant either. Therefore, we will only 

report on the interaction with age if it is significant.  

 Next to our analyses of the interactions of feature-related factors with home language and 

age, we will also perform a number of analyses testing for higher-order interactions (i.e. 

interactions between more than two factors) (see section 7.2.2.7). 

 This section is organized as follows. We will successively discuss the results on the 

effects of the factors incidence (section 7.2.2.1), number of competing variants (section 

7.2.2.2), conditioning environment (section 7.2.2.3), (average) token frequency (section 

7.2.2.4), productivity (section 7.2.2.5), and geographical distribution (section 7.2.2.6). Recall 

from chapters 4 and 6 that we have argued that some of these factors together contribute to the 

degree of ‘predictability’ of dialect features and should therefore be considered in interaction. 

In section 7.2.2.7, we discuss the interaction effects between these factors. We conclude with 

an analysis that reveals which of the feature-related factors is the best predictor of the degree 

to which dialect features are acquired (i.e. realized correctly) (section 7.2.2.8). 

 

7.2.2.1. Effects of incidence 

 

In section 4.2.3, we formulated the hypothesis that a dialect feature will be acquired better if 

the incidence or type frequency is relatively high. This implies that we expect a positive effect 

of incidence on the degree to which features are correctly realized. We made use of two 

different methods to operationalize the factor ‘incidence’ (see section 5.2.1.2), viz. we 

calculated the incidence of the dialect features involved on the basis of the Unanimity List 

(abbreviated as UL) and on the basis of Taeldeman’s List (abbreviated as TL). We showed 
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that both methods had their own merits and demerits. Since it is our aim to find the 

operationalization of incidence which best predicts the degree of success in second dialect 

acquisition, we decided to perform two separate analyses: one with incidence UL and the 

other with incidence TL as independent variables. The results of these analyses are presented 

in tables 7.2 and 7.3.  

___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

language(1)      -1.188   .000    

incidenceUL      .025    .000 

language(1)*incidenceUL
5
   -.009   .000 

constant       .190    .353 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  20422.962  

Nagelkerke R
2
  .328 

Model χ2
   5229.116 (df = 154, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.2: Binary logistic regression analysing the effects of incidence UL and home language on the 

probability of realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant 

 

_______________________________________________________ 

predictor      B    Significance  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

language(1)      -1.163   .000    

incidenceTL      .025    .000 

language(1)*incidenceTL   -.009   .000 

constant       .160    .436 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  20520.331 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .323 

Model χ2
   5131.747 (df = 154, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.3: Binary logistic regression analysing the effects of incidence TL and home language on the 

probability of realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant 

 

A comparison of tables 7.2 and 7.3 reveals a striking similarity between the results retrieved 

from the analysis with incidence UL and the results obtained from incidence TL. In both 

cases, there is a highly significant (p = .000), positive effect of incidence on the probability of 

realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant.
6
 Moreover, in both cases (tables 7.2 and 7.3) 

the dependent variable (i.e. the logit) increases with 2.5% (B = .025) for each one-unit 

increase of incidence. This implies that an increase of incidence from, for example, 50 to 60 

(= 10 units), causes an increase of 25% in the logit.
7
 There is a significant interaction between 

                                                 
5
 = interaction between the factors home language and incidence (UL).  

6
 In section 5.4.5, we argued that we use binary logistic regression in order to examine the influence of one or 

more independent variables on the probability that a particular respondent realizes the dialect variant in a 

specific word (i.e. success = 1) or not (i.e. failure = 0).  
7
 The dependent variable in a logistic regression analysis is called the logit. The logit is the natural logarithm of 

the odds, which in its turn is the ratio of the probability of success (Y = 1) to the probability of failure (Y = 0). 
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incidence and home language: the increase is smaller in the case of the second dialect learners 

(language = 1): the logit increases with 1.6% for each one-unit increase of incidence (i.e. B = 

.025 -.009 = .016). Both tables show that home language has a highly significant, negative 

effect on dialect proficiency (i.e. B = -1.188 in table 7.2 and B = -1.163 in table 7.3). This 

means that the dialect learners (i.e. home language = 1) have so far been less successful in 

acquiring the local dialect than the control group (i.e. home language = 0). Furthermore, the 

tables show that the model with incidence UL explains 33% of the variance (Nagelkerke R
2
 = 

.328), whereas the model with incidence TL explains 32% of the variance (Nagelkerke R
2
 = 

.323).
8
 This is an indication that incidence UL is a slightly better predictor of success in 

dialect acquisition. Another indication of this is the fact that the -2 log likelihood of the model 

in table 7.2 is somewhat smaller than the -2 log likelihood in table 7.3: the -2 log likelihood 

increases as the ‘fit’ between the model (i.e. the regression equation) and the data decreases.
9
  

 Apart from the regression coefficients for the independent variables and their interaction, 

tables 7.2 and 7.3 (as well as the other tables presented in this chapter) also contain a 

coefficient for the constant or intercept. This value indicates “the predicted response y� when 

the explanatory variable is x = 0. (…) This prediction is of no statistical use unless x can 

actually take values near 0” (Moore & McCabe 2006:145). The intercept is therefore only 

meaningful if x can be 0 (e.g. in the case of token frequency).  

 Because the notions of ‘logit’ and ‘odds’ mentioned above are rather vague, it is useful to 

compute the probabilities of success. For this purpose, we use the following formulas: 

 

 -For the second dialect learners (home language = 1): 

 

 p(success) = exp (Bconstant+ Blanguage(1)*lang.+ Blanguage(1)*incidence*inc.*lang.) 

    1 + exp (Bconstant+ Blanguage(1)*lang.+ Blanguage(1)*incidence*inc.*lang.) 

 

 -For the native dialect speakers (home language = 0) : 

 

p(success) = exp (Bconstant+ Blanguage(1)*lang.+ Bincidence*inc.) 

    1 + exp (Bconstant+ Blanguage(1)*lang.+ Bincidence*inc.) 

 

For example, the probability that a second dialect learner (home language = 1) realizes the 

correct dialect variant when the incidence (UL) is 50, can be calculated as follows: 

                                                 
8
 The Nagelkerke R

2
 indicates the amount of variance that is explained by all independent variables in the model. 

Its value ranges from .000, indicating that none of the variance is explained, to 1.00, indicating that the 

independent variables explain all variance in the data.   
9
 The -2 log likelihood may also increase with an increasing number of observations, but this is not the case for 

the models represented in tables 7.2 and 7.3. 
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 p(success) = exp (.190 -1.188*1 +(.025 -.009)*50*1)  = .45  

    1+ exp (.190 -1.188*1 +(.025 -.009)*50*1) 

 

So, a dialect learner has a probability of 45% to realize the dialect variant of a feature when 

that feature has an incidence of 50. 

 On the other hand, the probability that a native dialect speaker (home language = 0) 

realizes the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant of a dialect feature with an incidence (UL) of 

50 is calculated as follows: 

 

p(success) = exp (.190 -1.188*0 +.025*50)  = .81 

    1 + exp (.190 -1.188*0 +.025*50) 

 

We can conclude that a native dialect speaker has a probability of 81% of realizing the correct 

dialect variant when the incidence of the relevant feature is 50. These probabilities of the 

second dialect learners and the native dialect speakers are expressed in diagram 7.1. Diagram 

7.2 represents the results for incidence TL. 
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Diagram 7.1: Effects of incidence UL and home language on the probability of realizing the ‘correct’ 

Maldegem dialect variant 
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Diagram 7.2: Effects of incidence TL and home language on the probability of realizing the ‘correct’ 

Maldegem dialect variant 

 

The resemblance between diagrams 7.1 and 7.2 is striking. This indicates that both methods to 

calculate the incidence of dialect features (i.e. Unanimity List and Taeldeman’s List) yield 

comparable predictors of the degree to which different dialect features are acquired.
10

 The 

diagrams also show that the probability that the Maldegem dialect variant is realized is higher 

as the incidence increases. This implies that our hypothesis is confirmed.  

Remarkably, the effect of incidence is stronger in the case of the control group (B = .025 

vs. dialect learners: B = .025-.009 = .016). This can be seen from the fact that the black line 

has a steeper slope than the grey line. In section 7.2.1, we proposed that the native dialect 

speakers may still be in a process of acquisition themselves. The fact that their degree of 

dialect proficiency is influenced by the same factors as that of the second dialect learners 

seems to confirm this assumption. We discuss this result further in chapter 8. 

Diagrams 7.1 and 7.2 further reveal that the difference between the degree of dialect 

knowledge of the control group and the second dialect learners becomes smaller as the 

incidence increases. 

 In order to find out whether the effect of incidence on the degree of dialect 

proficiency/acquisition is moderated by age, we also performed a logistic analysis with age 

and incidence as independent variables. There appeared to be no significant interaction, 

however, between age and incidence (p > .05). We therefore cannot draw conclusions about 

the question whether the importance of incidence in the acquisition process is age-related. 

The interaction of incidence with other (feature-related) factors is discussed later on (see 

section 7.2.2.7). 

 

 

                                                 
10
 Recall from section 5.2.1.2 that there is a very strong correlation between incidence UL and incidence TL (r = 

.987; p < .01), indicating a high degree of overlap between both variables. 
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7.2.2.2. Effects of the number of competing variants  

 

7.2.2.2.1. Effects of the number of competing dialect variants 

 

Recall from section 4.2.2 that we hypothesized that dialect variants which are part of a small 

set of competing dialect variants (preferably with a one-to-one correspondence between 

Standard Dutch segment x and dialect variant y) will be acquired better than dialect variants 

which are part of a large(r) set of competing variants. Put differently, if the number of 

competing dialect variants involved is relatively large, dialect features will be acquired 

relatively badly. This implies that we expect a negative effect of the number of competing 

dialect variants on the degree to which dialect features are correctly realized. The results of a 

logistic regression analysis are given in table 7.4. 

___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

language(1)      -1.267   .000    

n DIAvar      .009    .750 

language(1)*n DIAvar   .024    .410 

constant       .859    .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  26158.057 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .277 

Model χ2
   5275.205 (df = 155, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.4: Binary logistic regression analysing the effects of number of competing dialect variants and 

home language on the probability of realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant 

 

Table 7.4 reveals that there is no significant (p > .05) effect of the number of competing 

dialect variants on the probability of realizing a feature correctly. There is no significant 

interaction effect with home language either (p > .05). Finally, there was no significant 

interaction between number of dialect variants and age (p > .05). In section 7.2.2.7, we will 

show that the number of dialect variants significantly interacts with other feature-related 

factors.  

 

7.2.2.2.2. Effects of the number of competing Standard Dutch variants 

 

In section 4.2.2, we hypothesized that a dialect variant will be acquired better if fewer 

Standard Dutch variants correspond to one dialect variant y. In other words, we assumed that 

a high number of competing Standard Dutch variants interferes with the degree of success in 

the acquisition of a feature. In order to find out whether there is indeed a negative effect of 

this factor on the degree of dialect proficiency, we performed a logistic regression analysis, 

the results of which are given in table 7.5. 
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___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

language(1)      -1.519   .000    

n SDVar       -.107   .000 

language(1)*n SDVar    .105    .000 

constant       1.229   .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  26148.025 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .277 

Model χ2
   5285.238 (df = 155, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.5: Binary logistic regression analysing the effects of number of competing Standard Dutch 

variants and home language on the probability of realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant 

 

Whereas we did not find a significant effect of the factor number of dialect variants (cf. the 

previous section), the number of Standard Dutch variants does have a highly significant (p = 

.000) negative effect on the probability that second dialect learners (home language = 1) 

realize the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant (B = -.107+.105 = -.002): for each one-unit 

increase of the number of Standard Dutch variants, the dependent variable decreases with 

0.2%. This implies that there is only a very weak negative effect of the number of Standard 

Dutch variants on the dialect proficiency of the second dialect learners. A 0.2% decrease of 

the dependent variable per unit increase of the independent variable is very small when 

dealing with an independent variable that has a very small range (1 is the minimum and 5 is 

the maximum number of competing Standard Dutch variants in the present study).
11

 As table 

7.5 shows, the negative effect of SD variants is much stronger in the case of the control group 

(B = -.107) (cf. the effect of incidence).  

The effect of the number of Standard Dutch variants on the probability of realizing the 

Maldegem dialect variant and its interaction with home language is represented in diagram 

7.3. 

 

                                                 
11
 The maximum number of competing Standard Dutch variants involved in the present study is five, the 

minimum number is one. The fact that in our study the values of this variable are limited, does not change the 

fact that we are dealing with a continuous variable. 
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Diagram 7.3: Effects of the number of competing Standard Dutch variants and home language on the 

probability of realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant 

 

The extremely small, negative effect of the number of Standard Dutch variants on the dialect 

proficiency of the second dialect learners is not visible in figure 7.3, whereas the diagram 

clearly reveals the negative effect of the number of Standard Dutch variants on the dialect 

proficiency of the control group: when there is a one-to-one correspondence between 

Maldegem dialect variant x and Standard Dutch variant y (i.e. when there is only one SD 

variant), a native dialect speaker has a probability of 75% of realizing the correct dialect 

variant, whereas this probability decreases to 67% in the case of a one-to-five 

correspondence.
12

  

The interaction of number of SD variants with age did not turn out to have a significant 

effect (p > .05).  

 

7.2.2.3. Effects of conditioning environment 

 

In section 4.2.4 we formulated the hypothesis that dialect features which are restricted to a 

specific conditioning environment will be acquired more successfully than features which are 

not environmentally conditioned. In order to test this hypothesis, we performed a binary 

logistic regression analysis with conditioning environment and home language as independent 

variables. Since the factor conditioning environment is coded ‘1’ if there is a conditioning 

environment and ‘0’ if there is not, we expect a positive effect of this factor on the dependent 

variable. The results of the analysis are given in table 7.6. 

 

 

                                                 
12
 These probabilities were calculated by means of the formulas given in section 7.2.2.1. For the second dialect 

learners, there is a probability of .427 in the case of a one-to-one relationship, and a probability of .425 in the 

case of a one-to-five relationship. So, the difference is negligible: both probabilities are rounded off to 43%. This 

explains why the negative effect of SD variants on the dialect knowledge of the second dialect learners is not 

visible in diagram 7.3.  
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___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

language(1)      -1.224   .000    

condEnv(1)      .929    .000 

language(1)*condEnv(1)   -.034   .700 

constant       .448    .016 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  25295.089 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .316 

Model χ2
   6138.174 (df = 155, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.6: Binary logistic regression analysing the effects of conditioning environment and home 

language on the probability of realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant 

 

Table 7.6 reveals that – as expected – conditioning environment has a highly significant (p = 

.000) positive effect (B = .929) on the odds of realizing the Maldegem dialect variant, both in 

the group of second dialect learners and in the control group: the logit or dependent variable 

increases with 93% for each one-unit increase of the independent variable, which in this case 

means an increase from 0 (i.e. no conditioning environment) to 1 (i.e. conditioning 

environment). Put differently, the probability of realizing the ‘correct’ dialect variant 

increases if there is a conditioning environment.  

Table 7.6 also shows that there is no significant interaction with home language (p > .05), 

which is an indication that the effect of conditioning environment on the dialect proficiency of 

second dialect learners does not differ significantly from that on the dialect proficiency of 

native dialect speakers. As a result, we can only draw conclusions about the effect of 

conditioning environment on the degree of dialect knowledge (i.e. the degree to which the 

dialect has been acquired) of nine- to fifteen-year-old children in Maldegem, but we cannot 

draw any conclusions about the effect on second dialect acquisition. 

The negative effect of language on dialect acquisition is clear from the table as well (B = 

-1.224): the second dialect learners have a lower degree of dialect knowledge than the control 

group. According to the Nagelkerke R
2
, the model explains 32% of the variance (R

2 
= .316). 

Probabilities can be computed by using the formulas given in section 7.2.2.1. Diagram 7.4 

represents these probabilities. 
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Diagram 7.4: Effects of conditioning environment and home language on the probability of realizing 

the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant 

 

Diagram 7.4 shows that home language has a negative effect on dialect proficiency: the bars 

representing the second dialect learners (i.e. lang1cond0 and lang1cond1) are shorter than the 

ones representing the control group (i.e. lang0cond0 and lang0cond1). The bars representing 

[+conditioning environment] (i.e. lang0cond1 and lang1cond1) exceed their counterparts 

representing [-conditioning environment] (i.e. lang0cond0 and lang1cond0, respectively), 

indicating the positive effect of conditioning environment on dialect proficiency. That is, the 

hypothesis is confirmed as far as the effect concerns the degree to which the local dialect has 

been acquired by nine- to fifteen-year-olds in general. Finally, no significant effect was found 

for the interaction between conditioning environment and home language; this is indicated by 

the fact that the difference between ‘lang0cond0’ and ‘lang0cond1’ on the one hand is not 

larger or smaller than the difference between ‘lang1cond0’ and ‘lang1cond1’ on the other 

hand. 

The interaction of conditioning environment with age did not appear to be significant (p > 

.05).   

 

7.2.2.4. Effects of token frequency 

 

In section 4.2.5, we proposed a twofold hypothesis with respect to the factor token frequency. 

In the first part of our hypothesis, we argued that the correct Maldegem dialect pronunciation 

of frequently used words is acquired better than that of infrequently used words. In the second 

part, we proposed that dialect features which, on average, occur mainly in frequently used 

words are acquired better than features which chiefly occur in infrequently used words. Both 

(sub)hypotheses boil down to a positive effect of token frequency on the degree of dialect 

acquisition, but the former concerns the acquisition of individual words, whereas the latter 

concerns the acquisition of dialect features. So, two different implementations of token 

frequency were used in this study (see section 5.2.1.4), resulting in the factors token 
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frequency (at the word level) and average token frequency per feature. Recall from section 

5.2.1.4 that the factor token frequency (on the level of the word) was implemented 

independently from the factor incidence. In fact, there appears to be a weak correlation 

between token frequency and incidence (Pearson correlation: r = .006; p > .05). On the other 

hand, the average token frequency per dialect feature is the average of the individual word 

frequencies corresponding to the words that were involved in the calculation of incidence (see 

appendix 1). However, a strong correlation between incidence and average token frequency 

was prevented by computing the average (r = .280; p < .01).  

 Below, we first discuss the effect of the token frequency of a word on the probability that 

this word is realized correctly (section 7.2.2.4.1). Next, we discuss the effect of the average 

token frequency per feature on the degree to which dialect features are acquired (section 

7.2.2.4.2).  

 

7.2.2.4.1. Effects of token frequency at the level of the word 

 

We expect a positive effect of the token frequency of the words from our word list on the 

degree to which these words were realized with their ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variants. In 

order to test this hypothesis, we performed a binary logistic regression analysis with token 

frequency and home language as independent variables. Because token frequency has an 

extremely large range as compared to the other factors involved in our study (viz. a range of 0 

to 2943), and because the values are not distributed evenly over this range (see appendix 3), 

we use the 10 logarithm (i.e. LG10(frequency)) of the values of this variable in our analysis. 

The results are given in table 7.7. 

___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

language(1)      -1.152   .000    

LG10(frequency)     .317    .000 

language(1)*LG10(frequency)  -.095   .105 

constant       .557    .007 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  24366.570 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .297 

Model χ2
   5408.579 (df = 155, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.7: Binary logistic regression analysing the effects of token frequency (10 logarithm) and home 

language on the probability of realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant 

 

The results in table 7.7 confirm our hypothesis: there is a highly significant, positive effect of 

token frequency. There is no significant interaction effect with home language, however, 

indicating that the effect of token frequency is as strong in the case of the second dialect 

learners as in the case of the native dialect speakers. The results are visualized in diagram 7.5. 
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This diagram clearly reveals the positive effect of token frequency on the degree of dialect 

proficiency of the second dialect learners and the native dialect speakers. 
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Diagram 7.5: Effects of token frequency and home language (10 logarithm) on the probability of 

realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant 

 

We also tested whether there is a significant interaction of token frequency with age, but this 

was not the case (p > .05). 

 

7.2.2.4.2. Effects of average token frequency per feature  

 

We expect a positive effect of the average token frequency per feature on the degree to which 

dialect features are realized correctly. Again, we are dealing with a variable that has a very 

large range as compared to the other factors involved in our study (viz. a range of 0 to 1945), 

whose values are not distributed evenly over this range (see appendix 1). Therefore, we use 

the 10 logarithm (i.e. LG10(average frequency)) of the values of this variable in our analysis. 

The results of a logistic regression analysis are presented in table 7.8. 

___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

language(1)      -.929   .002   

LG10(average frequency)   .619    .000 

language(1)*LG10(av.freq.)  -.195   .010 

constant       -.400   .089 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  21196.232 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .285 

Model χ2
   4455.846 (df = 154, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.8: Binary logistic regression analysing the effects of average token frequency (10 logarithm) 

and home language on the probability of realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant 
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Table 7.8 reveals that, as expected, there is a positive effect of the average token frequency on 

the degree of dialect acquisition of second dialect learners (B = .619-.195 = .424). There is a 

significant (p = .01) interaction with home language: the positive effect of average token 

frequency is stronger (B = .619) in the case of the native dialect speakers.  This becomes clear 

from the fact that in diagram 7.6, the line representing the control group has a steeper slope.  
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Diagram 7.6: Effects of average token frequency (10 logarithm) and home language on the probability 

of realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant 

 

We also tested whether the effect of average token frequency is moderated by age, but the 

interaction with age was not significant (p > .05). 

  

7.2.2.5. Effects of productivity 

 

In section 4.2.6, we formulated the hypothesis that productive dialect features (which in our 

case are all postlexical features), will be acquired better than features which are no longer 

productive (i.e. which are no longer applied to new words). In order to test this hypothesis, we 

performed an analysis with productivity and home language as independent variables. We 

expect a positive effect of the factor productivity on dialect proficiency. Results on the effects 

of this factor are presented in table 7.9. 
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___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

language(1)      -1.165   .000    

productivity(1)     1.109   .000 

language(1)* productivity(1)  -.352   .010 

constant       .725    .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  25755.921 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .295 

Model χ2
   5677.342 (df = 155, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.9: Binary logistic regression analysing the effects of productivity and home language on the 

probability of realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant 

 

As expected, we observe a highly significant, positive effect of productivity on the probability 

of realizing the Maldegem dialect variant. When the feature is productive, there is an increase 

of the dependent variable with 76% (B = 1.109-.352 = .757) in the case of the second dialect 

learners. Further, there is a significant (p = .01) interaction with home language: the positive 

effect of productivity is stronger among the native dialect speakers (B = 1.109) than among 

the second dialect learners. Recall that the effects of incidence, number of Standard Dutch 

variants, and average token frequency (and as we will see, of geographical distribution as 

well) are also stronger in the case of the control group. We will try to account for these results 

in chapter 8. The interaction of productivity with home language is shown in diagram 7.7. 
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Diagram 7.7: Effects of productivity and home language on the probability of realizing the ‘correct’ 

Maldegem dialect variant 

 

Diagram 7.7 shows that productive features are acquired better than unproductive ones: the 

bars representing ‘lang0prod1’ and ‘lang1prod1’ exceed the ones representing ‘lang0prod0’ 

and ‘lang1prod0’, respectively. The fact that productivity has a significantly stronger effect in 

the case of the native dialect speakers cannot easily be seen in the diagram: the difference 
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between the bars representing the control group (i.e. lang0prod0 and lang0prod1) is only a 

little bit larger than that between the bars representing the dialect learners (i.e. lang1prod0 and 

lang1prod1). 

We also tested whether productivity significantly interacts with age, but this was not the 

case (p > .05). 

Note that the levels of the factor productivity (i.e. [+productive] and [-productive]) were 

not evenly distributed over the dialect features that were involved in this study: there were 

only 3 productive (postlexical) features as opposed to 35 unproductive (lexical) features. 

Therefore, we should be cautious in drawing any firm conclusions about the effect of this 

factor. More research should be done to find out if our findings persist when a larger number 

of productive features is involved. 

 

7.2.2.6. Effects of geographical distribution 

 

In section 4.2.7, we suggested that dialect features with a small(er) geographical distribution 

may be acquired better than dialect features which are more widely distributed. We argued 

that one of the reasons for this assumption is the fact that there are indications that dialect 

features with the smallest degree of geographical distribution (cf. primary features) are often 

the most ‘salient’ ones (cf. Schirmunski 1930). We must be aware of the fact that the effects 

of geographical distribution may mask the effects of other (psycholinguistic) factors, such as 

perceptual salience (which, in turn, may be related to phonetic distance towards other dialects 

and Standard Dutch). 

Table 7.10 contains the results of a logistic regression testing the effects of geographical 

distribution on the degree to which dialect features are correctly realized. 

___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

language(1)      -1.399   .000    

geogr. distr.      -.053   .000 

language(1)* geogr. distr.   .017    .010 

constant       1.400   .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  23934.830 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .308 

Model χ2
   5603.483 (df = 155, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.10: Binary logistic regression analysing the effects of geographical distribution and home 

language on the probability of realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant 

 

As we expected, geographical distribution has a highly significant, negative effect on the 

probability of realizing the dialect variant, indicating that dialect features with a large 

geographical spread are less frequently realized with the Maldegem dialect variant. For each 

one-unit increase of geographical distribution, the dependent variable decreases with 4% (B = 
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-.053+.017 = -.036) in the case of the second dialect learners. There is a significant (p = .01) 

interaction effect with home language: the negative effect of geographical distribution is 

stronger in the control group, with a decrease of 5% (B = -.053). The effects are visualized in 

diagram 7.8. 
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Diagram 7.8: Effects of geographical distribution and home language on the probability of realizing 

the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant 

 

From diagram 7.8 we can deduce that the second dialect learners have a probability of 49% of 

correctly realizing the dialect variant in the case of a very small (i.e. 1) geographical 

distribution and a probability of 30% for a feature with a geographical distribution of 24. 

Under the same conditions, native dialect speakers have probabilities of 80% and 53%, 

respectively. So, both groups acquire geographically limited features better than widely 

distributed ones, but the negative effect of geographical distribution is stronger among the 

control group.  

 We also performed a logistic regression with geographical distribution and age as 

independent variables, in order to test whether the effect of geographical distribution on the 

degree to which features are correctly realized is age-related. There appeared to be a 

significant (p < .05) interaction effect between geographical distribution and age on the 

degree of dialect knowledge. This interaction is not significantly moderated by home 

language (i.e. the interaction geographical distribution*age*home language is not significant 

(p > .05)). This implies that we cannot draw conclusions on whether the interaction effects are 

different between second dialect learners and native dialect speakers. 

The results are given in table 7.11 and the interaction effect is visualized in figure 7.9.  
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___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

age        .231    .000    

geogr. distr.      -.060   .000 

age* geogr. distr.     .002    .011 

constant       -2.219   .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  30677.067 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .103 

Model χ2
   1903.101 (df = 3, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.11: Binary logistic regression analysing the effects of geographical distribution and age on the 

probability of realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant 
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Diagram 7.9: Interaction effects of geographical distribution with age on the probability of realizing 

the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant 

 

From figure 7.9, we can deduce that geographical distribution has a negative effect on all 

three age groups, but this effect is slightly weaker in the case of the fifteen-year-olds, which 

can be seen from the fact that the uppermost line is not parallel to the other lines (its slope is 

less steep). This result seems to indicate that the factor geographical distribution is probably 

(slightly) more important to the degree of dialect knowledge of nine- and twelve-year-old 

dialect children than to the dialect knowledge of fifteen-year-olds.  

 

7.2.2.7. Interaction effects between the factors contributing to the degree of 

predictability 

 

A significant interaction (A*B) between two feature-related factors means that the effect of 

one factor A (on the degree of dialect knowledge or acquisition) depends on the levels of the 

other factor B (e.g. the levels of the factor conditioning environment are 0 (= no conditioning 

environment) and 1 (= conditioning environment)). It is not possible to represent a three-way 

interaction in a single diagram, but the comparison of two (or more) relevant diagrams can 
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provide more insight into the nature of three-way interactions. We confine ourselves to 

interpreting three-way interactions, because the interpretation of interactions between more 

than three factors is extremely difficult. Nevertheless, we did calculate whether there are any 

higher-order interactions, in order to find out whether lower-order interactions (such as two- 

and three-way interactions) remain significant when more variables are added to the model. It 

is important to note that the most complex significant interaction provides the most complete 

picture. Some statisticians claim that the highest-order interaction is the only one that should 

be described. Another approach, however, has also been proposed: in this approach the effects 

of each single factor (i.e. the main effects) are described first, then the first order interaction 

(A*B) is described, and then the higher-order interactions (A*B*C, etc.), but only if there are 

specific expectations or hypotheses with respect to these higher-order interactions. The latter 

approach (i.e. describing the main effects first) is particularly useful when specific hypotheses 

about each single factor have been proposed, as is the case in this study.  

We have formulated clear expectations with respect to the main effects (see section 4.2). 

We argued that the factors which together constitute the degree of predictability of dialect 

features (i.e. incidence, number of competing dialect/Standard Dutch variants, conditioning 

environment, productivity, and average token frequency) probably interact with each other 

(cf. section 4.2.1). We suggested that these factors may enhance each other’s effects on the 

learnability of dialect features, but that it may also be the case that one factor interferes with 

the effect of another one. In other words, we did not make any predictions on these interaction 

effects. 

In order to find out if there are any significant interactions between the above variables, 

we performed a logistic regression analysis in which we entered the factors incidence (UL), 

number of competing dialect variants, number of Standard Dutch variants, conditioning 

environment, productivity, average token frequency, and all possible interactions between 

these variables. Since we want to find out whether these (possible) interactions play a role in 

second dialect acquisition, we must also enter the variable home language and all possible 

interactions with this variable in the model.  

The ‘full model’ involved 7 single factors (i.e. main effects), 21 two-way interactions, 35 

three-way interactions, 35 four-way interactions, 21 five-way interactions, 7 six-way-

interactions, and 1 seven-way interaction. Below, we list the interactions that appeared to be 

significant in the ‘full’ model:
13,14

  

 

*11 significant two-way interactions: 

 (a) incidence*home language
15

 

                                                 
13
 Interactions were eliminated from the model when they were not significant at the level of p < .05. 

14
 Since all productive dialect features involved in this study have missing values for incidence and average 

token frequency, there are no significant interactions between productivity on the one hand, and incidence or 

average frequency on the other. 
15
 We use the symbol ‘*’ to indicate the interaction of one variable with another. 
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 (b) n dialect variants*home language 

 (c) n SD variants*home language 

 (d) conditioning environment*home language 

 (e) productivity*home language 

 (f) average frequency*home language 

 (g) conditioning environment*incidence 

 (h) incidence*n SD variants 

 (i) conditioning environment*n dialect variants 

 (j) n dialect variants*n SD variants 

 (k) productivity*n SD variants 

 (l) average frequency*n dialect variants 

 (m) average frequency*conditioning environment 

 

*11 significant three-way interactions: 

 (n) conditioning environment*n dialect variants*home language 

 (o) n dialect variants*n SD variants*home language 

 (p) conditioning environment*n SD variants*home language 

 (q) conditioning environment*n dialect variants*incidence 

 (r) incidence* n dialect variants*n SD variants 

 (s) conditioning environment*incidence*n SD variants 

 (t) conditioning environment*n dialect variants*n SD variants 

 (u) productivity*n SD variants*home language 

 (v) average frequency*n dialect variants*home language 

 (w) average frequency*conditioning environment*home language 

 (x) conditioning environment*average frequency*incidence 

 

*3 significant four-way interactions: 

 (y) conditioning environment*incidence*n SD variants*home language 

 (z) conditioning environment*n dialect variants*n SD variants*home language 

 (a1) conditioning environment*n dialect variants*n SD variants*incidence 

  

The interactions (a)-(f) were already discussed in the previous sections. These interactions 

were discussed separately because we had clearly formulated hypotheses about the effects of 

the factors incidence, number of dialect variants, number of Standard Dutch variants, 

conditioning environment, productivity, and average token frequency on the degree of dialect 

acquisition. It should be noted that these two-way interactions only tell us part of the story, 

since there are also significant higher-order interactions (e.g. the three- and four-way 

interactions above). 
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The most complex significant interactions (i.e. y, z, and a1) give the most complete 

picture. Two of them involve the factor home language (i.e. y and z), which indicates that the 

interaction effects between the other variables involved in the four-way interaction for the 

second dialect learners differ significantly from those for the native dialect speakers. The 

interaction in (a1) does not significantly differ between the control group and the second 

dialect learners, which indicates that this interaction can only reveal something about the 

effect on dialect knowledge in general.  

Unfortunately, it is very difficult to interpret the three four-way interactions. However, we 

can gain more insight into the three-way interactions, by plotting them in two (or more) 

diagrams (see also Rietveld & Van Hout 2005:92-93). Subsequently, we compare these 

diagrams with each other. For example, for the interpretation of the interaction A*B*C, each 

of the diagrams that are compared represents the two-way interaction A*B for a single value 

of C. In the following sections, we use this method to interpret the three-way interactions (i.e. 

the interactions (n) to (x) above, except for (r), which would require the comparison of at least 

five different diagrams, and (x), which would require the comparison of a very large number 

of diagrams). We should be aware of the fact, however, that even these three-way interactions 

do not reveal the whole picture, since there are also significant four-way interactions. 

 

7.2.2.7.1. Conditioning environment*n dialect variants*home language 

 

The three-way interaction between conditioning environment, number of dialect variants, and 

home language can be interpreted by performing binary logistic regressions testing the 

interaction effects of conditioning environment and number of dialect variants separately for 

the native dialect speakers (home language = 0) and the second dialect learners (home 

language = 1). The results of these two analyses are presented in table 7.12.   

 

 Home language = 0 Home language = 1 

predictor B Significance B Significance 

n DIAvar 

condEnv(1) 

n DIAvar*condEnv(1) 

constant 

-.173 

-.569 

.445 

1.799 

.000 

.002 

.000 

.000 

-.251 

-.734 

.479 

.116 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.537 

 -2Log likelihood 

Nagelkerke R
2
  

Model χ2
 

df 

p 

5193.349 

.186 

718.562 

30 

.000 

-2Log likelihood 

Nagelkerke R
2
  

Model χ2
 

df 

p 

21098.971 

.301 

4800.803 

129 

.000 

Table 7.12: Comparison of the interaction effects between n dialect variants and conditioning 

environment for the control group (home language = 0) and the second dialect learners (home 

language = 1) 
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In order to gain more insight into the nature of the three-way interaction, we should compare 

diagrams 7.10A and 7.10B. 
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Diagram 7.10A: Interaction effect of number of dialect variants with conditioning environment for the 

control group 
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Diagram 7.10B: Interaction effect of number of dialect variants with conditioning environment for the 

group of second dialect learners 
 

Diagrams 7.10A and 7.10B show that there is a negative effect of the number of dialect 

variants on the degree of dialect knowledge or acquisition for dialect features without a 

conditioning environment (black line), whereas this factor has a positive effect in the case of 

dialect features with a conditioning environment (grey line). This interaction effect between n 

dialect variants and conditioning environment further depends on the levels of the factor home 

language, in that the opposite effects are stronger in the case of the second dialect learners 

than in the case of the control group (i.e. the slopes are steeper in diagram 7.10B).  

 

7.2.2.7.2. n dialect variants*n SD variants*home language 

 

The three-way interaction between number of dialect variants, number of SD variants, and 

home language, can be interpreted on the basis of the results given in table 7.13, and on the 

basis of a comparison of diagrams 7.11A and 7.11B.   
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 Home language = 0 Home language = 1 

predictor B Significance B Significance 

n DIAvar 

n SDvar 

n DIAvar*n SDvar 

constant 

-.797 

-1.003 

.275 

4.276 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

-.932 

-.929 

.294 

2.318 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

 -2Log likelihood 

Nagelkerke R
2
  

Model χ2
 

df 

p 

5193.619 

.186 

718.292 

30 

.000 

-2Log likelihood 

Nagelkerke R
2
  

Model χ2
 

df 

p 

21178.758 

.297 

4721.016 

129 

.000 

Table 7.13: Comparison of the interaction effects between n dialect variants and n SD variants for the 

control group (home language = 0) and the second dialect learners (home language = 1) 
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Diagram 7.11A: Interaction effect of n dialect variants with n SD variants for the control group 
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Diagram 7.11B: Interaction effect of n dialect variants with n SD variants for the group of second 

dialect learners 
 

The effect of number of dialect variants is moderated by the effect of number of SD variants, 

in the sense that the former factor has a positive effect on dialect knowledge/acquisition when 

the number of SD variants is 4 or 5, whereas it has a negative effect in the case of features 
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involving 1, 2, or 3 competing SD variants. This interaction also depends on the levels of the 

factor home language, in the sense that the effects are more pronounced in the group of 

second dialect learners (cf. the steeper slopes in diagram 7.11B). 

 In both diagrams, the best performance (i.e. the highest percentage of correct dialect 

realizations) occurs when 5 SD variants correspond to 6 dialect variants. The worst 

performance is achieved when 1 SD variant corresponds to 6 dialect variants.  

 Note that the turning point for the native dialect speakers (cf. figure 7.11A) corresponds 

to a higher value for probability of a dialect realization as well as a higher number of 

competing dialect variants, as compared to the turning point for the second dialect learners 

(cf. figure 7.11B).  

 

7.2.2.7.3. Conditioning environment*n SD variants*home language 

 

The three-way interaction between conditioning environment, number of SD variants, and 

home language, can be interpreted on the basis of the results given in table 7.14, and on the 

basis of a comparison of diagrams 7.12A and 7.12B.   

 

 Home language = 0 Home language = 1 

predictor B Significance B Significance 

condEnv(1) 

n SDvar 

condEnv(1)*n SDvar 

constant 

-.383 

-.279 

.389 

2.140 

.017 

.000 

.000 

.000 

-.172 

-.172 

.345 

-.201 

.023 

.000 

.000 

.266 

 -2Log likelihood 

Nagelkerke R
2
  

Model χ2
 

df 

p 

5186.029 

.188 

725.882 

30 

.000 

-2Log likelihood 

Nagelkerke R
2
  

Model χ2
 

df 

p 

21224.570 

.294 

4675.204 

129 

.000 

Table 7.14: Comparison of the interaction effects between conditioning environment and n SD 

variants for the control group (home language = 0) and the second dialect learners (home language =1) 
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Diagram 7.12A: Interaction effect of n SD variants with conditioning environment for the control 

group 
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Diagram 7.12B: Interaction effect of n SD variants with conditioning environment for the group of 

second dialect learners 
 

Diagrams 7.12A and 7.12B reveal that number of SD variants has a negative effect on the 

degree of dialect knowledge/acquisition in the case of dialect features without a conditioning 

environment (black line), but it has a positive effect for dialect features with a conditioning 

environment (grey line). This two-way interaction is further enhanced by the factor home 

language, in that the effects are more pronounced for the second dialect learners (cf. steeper 

slopes in diagram 7.12B). 

 

7.2.2.7.4. Conditioning environment*n dialect variants*incidence 

 

We can gain more insight into the three-way interaction between conditioning environment, 

number of dialect variants, and incidence, by performing two regression analyses testing for 

the interaction effects between incidence and number of dialect variants for features without a 

conditioning environment (= 0) and with a conditioning environment (= 1) separately. The 

results of these analyses are given in table 7.15, and visualized in diagrams 7.13A and 7.13B.   

 

 Without conditioning 

environment = 0 

With conditioning 

environment = 1 

predictor B Significance B Significance 

incidence 

n DIAvar 

incidence*n DIAvar 

constant 

-.140 

-.403 

.050 

.095 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.746 

-.048 

.034 

.014 

-.749 

.000 

.399 

.000 

.032 

 -2Log likelihood 

Nagelkerke R
2
  

Model χ2
 

df 

p 

11769.580 

.335 

3142.941 

155 

.000 

-2Log likelihood 

Nagelkerke R
2
  

Model χ2
 

df 

p 

7401.644 

.431 

2922.292 

155 

.000 

Table 7.15: Comparison of the interaction effects between incidence and n dialect variants for features 

without a conditioning environment (= 0) and with a conditioning environment (= 1) 
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Diagram 7.13A: Interaction effect of incidence and n dialect variants for dialect features without a 

conditioning environment 
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Diagram 7.13B: Interaction effect of incidence and n dialect variants for dialect features with a 

conditioning environment 

 

Diagram 7.13A reveals that for dialect features that are not restricted to a conditioning 

environment, the effect of incidence on the degree of dialect knowledge/acquisition is positive 

in the case of features involving 3, 4, 5 or 6 competing dialect variants. This positive effect 

grows stronger when there is an increasing number of dialect variants. Only in the case of 2 

dialect variants is the effect of incidence negative. This is somewhat different for dialect 

features with a conditioning environment (see figure 7.13B): in this case, there is not only a 

negative effect of incidence for features involving 2 dialect variants, but also for features with 

3 dialect variants. These results are rather difficult to account for (see chapter 8). The most 

important observation that can be made on the basis of a comparison of both diagrams is that 

the positive effects of incidence are more pronounced in the absence of a conditioning 

environment (cf. the steeper slopes in figure 7.13A). Note, furthermore, that there is a highly 

significant main effect of n dialect variants in the case of features without a conditioning 

environment (B = -.403; p = .000), whereas there is no significant main effect in the case of 

features with a conditioning environment (B = .034; p = .399) (see table 7.15). 
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7.2.2.7.5. Conditioning environment*n SD variants*incidence 

 

The three-way interaction between conditioning environment, number of SD variants, and 

incidence, can be interpreted on the basis of the results given in table 7.16, which are 

visualized in diagram 7.14.  

 

 Without conditioning 

environment = 0 

With conditioning 

environment = 1 

predictor B Significance B Significance 

incidence 

n SDvar 

incidence*n SDvar 

constant 

.008 

-.121 

.001 

-.825 

.000 

.000 

.131 

.003 

-.110 

.010 

.027 

-.425 

.000 

.769 

.000 

.223 

 -2Log likelihood 

Nagelkerke R
2
  

Model χ2
 

df 

p 

11864.437 

.326 

3048.084 

155 

.000 

-2Log likelihood 

Nagelkerke R
2
  

Model χ2
 

df 

p 

7416.811 

.429 

2907.125 

155 

.000 

Table 7.16: Comparison of the interaction effects between incidence and n SD variants for features 

without a conditioning environment (= 0) and with a conditioning environment (= 1) 
 

Since the interaction of incidence with number of SD variants is not significant in the case of 

dialect features without a conditioning environment (p > .05), we only represent the results for 

features with a conditioning environment graphically (see diagram 7.14).
16
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Diagram 7.14: Interaction effect of incidence and n dialect variants for dialect features with a 

conditioning environment 

 

Diagram 7.14 reveals that the effect of incidence is (strongly) positive in the case of dialect 

features involving 5 competing SD variants, but the effect becomes increasingly negative as 

                                                 
16
 A diagram of the results for features without a conditioning environment would not display any lines crossing 

each other (i.e. interactions). 
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there are fewer SD variants. The interaction with conditioning environment is based on the 

fact that there is no significant interaction of these two factors in the case of features without a 

conditioning environment. On the other hand, there is a significant (negative) main effect of n 

SD variants for features without a conditioning environment (B = -.121; p = .000), but not for 

features with a conditioning environment (B = .010; p = .769) (see table 7.16). 

 

7.2.2.7.6. Conditioning environment*n dialect variants*n SD variants 

 

The three-way interaction between conditioning environment, number of dialect variants, and 

number of SD variants, can be interpreted on the basis of the results given in table 7.17, which 

are visualized in diagrams 7.15A and 7.15B.  

 

 Without conditioning 

environment = 0 

With conditioning 

environment = 1 

predictor B Significance B Significance 

n DIAvar 

n SDvar 

n DIAvar*n SDvar 

constant 

-.065 

.051 

-.099 

.295 

.343 

.516 

.000 

.401 

-2.104 

-1.297 

.540 

4.503 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

 -2Log likelihood 

Nagelkerke R
2
  

Model χ2
 

df 

p 

11783.712 

.334 

3128.810 

155 

.000 

-2Log likelihood 

Nagelkerke R
2
  

Model χ2
 

df 

p 

12083.333 

.370 

3751.508 

156 

.000 

Table 7.17: Comparison of the interaction effects between n dialect variants and n SD variants for 

features without a conditioning environment (= 0) and with a conditioning environment (= 1) 
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Diagram 7.15A: Interaction effect of n dialect variants and n SD variants for dialect features without a 

conditioning environment 
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Diagram 7.15B: Interaction effect of n dialect variants and n SD variants for dialect features with a 

conditioning environment 

 

Diagram 7.15A reveals that in the case of dialect features without a conditioning environment, 

the number of competing dialect variants has an overall negative effect. This negative effect is 

stronger as the number of SD variants increases.  

 For features with a conditioning environment, however (see figure 7.15B), there is a 

negative effect of number of dialect variants in the case of 1, 2, or 3 SD variants, but the 

effect is positive in the case of 4 or 5 SD variants. These positive effects are not expected and 

are rather difficult to account for.  

 

7.2.2.7.7.  Average token frequency*n dialect variants*home language 

 

The three-way interaction between average token frequency, number of dialect variants, and 

home language, can be interpreted by performing binary logistic regressions testing the 

interaction effects of average token frequency and number of dialect variants separately for 

the native dialect speakers and the second dialect learners. The results of these two analyses 

are represented in table 7.18 and visualized in diagrams 7.16A and 7.16B. 

 

 Home language = 0 Home language = 1 

predictor B Significance B Significance 

LG10(average freq) 

n DIAvar 

LG10(freq)*n DIAvar 

constant 

-.251 

-.302 

.214 

1.486 

.139 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.127 

.007 

.061 

-1.234 

.143 

.886 

.004 

.000 

 -2Log likelihood 

Nagelkerke R
2
  

Model χ2
 

df 

p 

4544.846 

.171 

553.182 

30 

.000 

-2Log likelihood 

Nagelkerke R
2
  

Model χ2
 

df 

p 

17782.832 

.250 

3167.739 

128 

.000 

Table 7.18: Comparison of the interaction effects between average frequency and n dialect variants for 

the control group (home language = 0) and the second dialect learners (home language = 1) 
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Diagram 7.16A: Interaction effect of average frequency and n dialect variants for the native dialect 

speakers (home language = 0) 
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Diagram 7.16B: Interaction effect of average frequency and n dialect variants for the second dialect 

learners (home language = 1) 

 

A comparison of figures 7.16A and 7.16B makes clear that the positive effect of average 

token frequency on the degree of dialect knowledge or acquisition is strongest in the case of 

features involving 6 competing dialect variants (i.e. the blue line has the steepest slope), 

whereas the effect is weakest in the case of features with 2 competing dialect variants. In the 

case of the native dialect speakers (home language = 0), there is a clear turning point: for 

dialect features with a relatively higher average token frequency (i.e. LG10(freq) > 1.4 ~ 

average frequency > 26) it holds that the ones with the highest number of competing dialect 

variants are acquired most successfully, whereas it is the other way around for features with a 

lower average frequency (i.e. LG10(freq) > 1.4 ~ average frequency > 26).  
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7.2.2.7.8. Productivity*n SD variants*home language 

 

Table 7.19 gives the results of logistic regression analyses testing the interaction effect of 

productivity with number of SD variants for the control group and the second dialect learners 

separately.  

 

 Home language = 0 Home language = 1 

predictor B Significance B Significance 

n SDvar 

productivity(1) 

n SDvar*productivity(1) 

constant 

-.005 

-.113 

.980 

1.426 

.848 

.753 

.001 

.000 

.135 

.954 

.086 

-.921 

.000 

.000 

.319 

.000 

 -2Log likelihood 

Nagelkerke R
2
  

Model χ2
 

df 

p 

5309,537 

.157 

602,375 

30 

.000 

-2Log likelihood 

Nagelkerke R
2
  

Model χ2
 

df 

p 

21786,421 

.263 

4113,352 

129 

.000 

Table 7.19: Comparison of the interaction effects between productivity and n SD variants for the 

control group (home language = 0) and the second dialect learners (home language = 1) 

 

Table 7.19 reveals that there is only a significant interaction between productivity and n SD 

variants in the case of the native dialect speakers (home language = 0), but not in the case of 

the second dialect learners. On the other hand, n SD variants and productivity have no 

significant main effects in the case of the native speakers, whereas the main effects are 

significant in the case of the dialect learners. The interaction between productivity and n SD 

variants for the control group is represented in figure 7.17.  
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Diagram 7.17: Interaction effect of productivity and n SD variants for the native dialect speakers 

(home language = 0) 
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Diagram 7.17 reveals that number of competing SD variants has a significant positive effect 

on the degree of knowledge of productive dialect features. However, in the case of 

unproductive features, the effect of n SD variants is slightly negative (i.e. B = -.005; see table 

7.19). 

 

7.2.2.7.9. Average token frequency*conditioning environment*home language 

 

With regard to the interaction between average token frequency and conditioning 

environment, we had specific expectations (see section 4.2.4). We argued that the 

conditioning environment of a dialect feature, as implemented in this study, can be 

represented by ‘A_B’ in a traditional rule-based framework, such as X → Y/A_B. From an 

exemplar-based perspective, the concept of a conditioning environment can be related to the 

concept of phonological neighbourhoods. The basic prediction of rule-based and exemplar-

based models was that features which are restricted to a conditioning environment are 

acquired better than features without a conditioning environment. However, we argued that 

the exemplar-based prediction is complicated by a number of factors, one of which is average 

token frequency. We suggested that phonological neighbourhoods which mainly consist of 

frequently used words may have a stronger positive effect on acquisition than neighbourhoods 

which mainly consist of infrequently used words. Therefore, we argued that it would be 

appropriate to analyse interaction effects between average token frequency and conditioning 

environment.  

 The expectation with regard to this interaction is that the positive effect of conditioning 

environment on the degree of dialect acquisition (see section 7.2.2.3) is stronger as the 

average token frequency per feature is higher, i.e. as the phonological neighbourhood 

determined by the relevant conditioning environment tends to contain a higher proportion of 

frequently used words.  

 From section 7.2.2.7, it appeared that there was a significant interaction between average 

token frequency and conditioning environment, which was further moderated by the effect of 

home language (conditioning environment*average frequency*home language is significant 

(p < .01)), and by the effect of incidence (conditioning environment*average 

frequency*incidence(UL) is highly significant (p = .000)).
17

 For practical reasons, we cannot 

graphically display the latter interaction (i.e. conditioning environment*average 

frequency*incidence), and as a result, we cannot interpret it. So, we confine ourselves to a 

discussion of the three-way interaction between average token frequency, conditioning 

environment, and home language. For this purpose, we performed regression analyses testing 

for the interaction of token frequency with conditioning environment, for the control group 

(home language = 0) and the second dialect learners (home language = 1) separately. The 

                                                 
17
 The two-way interaction between incidence and average token frequency, however, is not significant (p > .05). 
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results of these analyses are given in table 7.20 and represented graphically in diagrams 7.18A 

and 7.18B. 

 

 Home language = 0 Home language = 1 

Predictor B Significance B Significance 

LG10(average frequency) 

condEnv(1) 

LG10(av.freq.)*condEnv(1) 

Constant 

.808 

2.252 

-.836 

-.342 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.019 

.544 

1.454 

-.340 

-1.915 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

 -2Log likelihood 

Nagelkerke R
2
  

Model χ2
 

df 

p 

4473.599 

.191 

624.429 

30 

.000 

-2Log likelihood 

Nagelkerke R
2
  

Model χ2
 

df 

p 

17408.139 

.277 

3542.432 

128 

.000 

Table 7.20: Comparison of the interaction effects between average token frequency (10 logarithm) and 

conditioning environment for the control group (home language = 0) and the second dialect learners 

(home language = 1) 
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Diagram 7.18A: Interaction effect between average token frequency and conditioning environment for 

the control group 
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Diagram 7.18B: Interaction effect between average token frequency and conditioning environment for 

the group of second dialect learners 
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Diagram 7.18A reveals that, among the native dialect speakers, average token frequency has a 

positive effect on the degree to which dialect features without a conditioning environment 

(grey line) are known. However, in the case of dialect features with a conditioning 

environment (black line), there is a (very weak) negative effect of token frequency. This latter 

finding contradicts the exemplar-based prediction that phonological neighbourhoods which 

largely consist of frequently used words have stronger positive effects on acquisition than 

neighbourhoods which mainly consist of infrequently used words.  

The interaction between token frequency and conditioning environment depends on the 

levels of the variable home language, in that the effects are different when home language = 

1, i.e. in the group of second dialect learners. In that case, the effect of average token 

frequency is positive for features without a conditioning environment as well as for features 

with a conditioning environment. The positive effect of average token frequeny is even 

stronger in the case of dialect features that are not environmentally conditioned (cf. the 

steeper slope of the grey line). In the case of the second dialect learners, the exemplar-based 

prediction that the conditioning environment can have a stronger positive effect when the 

average token frequency is high, is therefore confirmed. However, when the average token 

frequency is high, the dialect features without a conditioning environment are also acquired 

better (and even to a larger extent than the features with a conditioning environment). We 

discuss these effects in more detail in chapter 8. 

 

The interaction effects discussed in the previous sections are often rather difficult to account 

for. This will become clear in chapter 8. The problems of interpretation are partly due to the 

fact that the three-way interactions are not the highest-order interactions. Only the four-way 

interactions observed in section 7.2.2.7 can give a complete insight into the way in which the 

feature-related factors interact with each other.  

 

7.2.2.8 Which feature-related factor is the best predictor of success in dialect 

proficiency?  

 

In the previous sections it was demonstrated that almost all feature-related factors involved in 

this study (except for number of dialect variants) have significant effects on the degree to 

which the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant was realized by our respondents. Not all of these 

factors interacted significantly with home language. In these cases, the relevant factor had a 

similar effect on the acquisition of a dialect as a first and as a second language. 

In this section, we try to establish which of the feature-related factors has the largest 

relative effect on the degree of dialect proficiency. Therefore, we performed a stepwise 

logistic regression (Forward Wald). By this procedure, the independent variables are entered 

in the model step by step and in order of importance. For all variables in the model, it is tested 
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whether their contribution is significant after a new variable has been added.
18

 The 

significance criterion for inclusion in the model was set at .05 (i.e. p < .05).  

Given the object of our study, we would want to know which factor is most important to 

the degree of second dialect acquisition in particular. In order to be able to draw conclusions 

about the relative weight of the feature-related factors on the degree of success in second 

dialect acquisition (and not merely the degree of dialect knowledge), we should enter the 

interactions of the feature-related factors with home language (e.g. incidence*home language, 

frequency*home language, etc.) in the stepwise analysis. However, this leads to the following 

problem(s). Including the interaction terms requires that we include the main effects (e.g. 

home language, incidence, etc.) as well, since otherwise the product terms are not really 

interaction terms and are uninterpretable. The problem is that the inclusion of main effects 

and their interactions leads to problems of multicollinearity, i.e. a bias in the results due to a 

very strong interdependence between two independent variables (i.e. strong correlations 

between independent variables).
19

 Multicollinearity may result in wrong signs and magnitudes 

of regression coefficients (i.e. B). When entering the interactions with home language, there 

appeared to be, for example, multicollinearity between incidence and the interaction 

incidence*language, between home language and n SD variants*language, and between 

conditioning environment and conditioning environment*language. Because of this problem, 

we decided to perform a stepwise analysis for the main effects alone.
20

 Consequently, this 

analysis can only be relied upon to say something about the relative effect of factors on the 

degree of dialect proficiency in general. In order to gain some insight into the differences 

between the native dialect speakers and the second dialect learners, we performed two 

separate analyses while keeping the factor home language constant: one for home language = 

0 (i.e. native speakers), and one for home language = 1 (i.e. second dialect learners), i.e. for 

each of the two groups separately. 

The following main effects were entered as independent variables in the stepwise 

analyses: incidence, number of dialect variants, number of Standard Dutch variants, 

conditioning environment, average token frequency (10 logarithm), and geographical 

distribution. We chose to enter the average token frequency (and not token frequency at the 

level of the word), because this variable concerns the level of dialect features, just like all 

other variables included in the analyses. We also had to decide whether to enter incidence UL 

or incidence TL in the models, because the inclusion of both variables in one model would 

also cause problems of multicollinearity. Because incidence UL and incidence TL exhibit a 

very strong overlap (r = .987, p < .01), one of the two variables had to be left out of the 

                                                 
18
 This may result in the elimination of a variable that had first been selected, if this variable had become 

redundant because of its relationship to the other variables in the model. 
19
 We tested for multicollinearity by using multicollinearity diagnostic statistics produced by linear regression 

analysis. If the value for Tolerance is smaller than .400 and if the Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) is high, we 

may conclude with certainty that there is a problem of multicollinearity. 
20
 Actually, automatic stepwise regression is not a very suitable method to analyse the relative effect of main 

effects and interactions.  
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stepwise regression analyses.
21

 We decided to remove incidence TL from the models, since 

we obtained a slightly better fit with incidence UL (see section 7.2.2.1).  

We also excluded the factor productivity from the analyses, because the inclusion of this 

variable in a model which also contains the variables incidence and average token frequency 

is useless. The reason is that only the postlexical features involved in this study are 

productive, but these postlexical features have missing values for incidence (see section 

5.2.1.2), as well as for average token frequency. So, when entering incidence and average 

token frequency in the models, the data on the postlexical features were automatically left out 

because of missing values. Since productivity has constant values for the remaining 

(lexicalized) features (namely 0 = not productive), this variable was excluded from the 

analysis. The exclusion of productivity from the model is the most obvious option, since the 

levels of this variable (i.e. [+ productive] and [-productive]) are not evenly distributed over 

the dialect features involved: there is a distorted proportion of productive features (i.e. only 3, 

as opposed to 31 unproductive features). 

The results of the stepwise analyses for the native dialect speakers and the second dialect 

learners are given in tables 7.21A and 7.21B, respectively.  

_________________________________________________________________________ 
Step   predictor   B     Wald    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1   incidence   .019     145.532    .000    

constant    .733     216.181    .000 

 

2   incidence   .019     142.780    .000 

   cond.env.   .763     88.185    .000 

   constant    .452     62.422    .000 

 

3   incidence   .019     141.068    .000 

   cond.env.   .785     90.604    .000 

   n DIAvar   .167     33.882    .000 

   constant    -.156    1.724    .189 

 

4   incidence   .018     129.853    .000 

   cond.env   .779     88.346    .000 

   n DIAvar   .144     23.402    .000 

   geogr.distr.   -.018    11.806    .001 

   constant    .111     .593     .441 

 

5   incidence   .018     122.698    .000 

   cond.env.   .754     82.040    .000 

   n DIAvar   .144     23.502    .000 

   geogr.distr.   -.021    15.097    .000 

   n SDvar    -.058    4.497    .034 

   constant    .357     3.728    .054 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Step 1  -2 Log likelihood  4298.869 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .067 

                                                 
21
 The other variables in the model are not strongly correlated and hence do not cause multicollinearity. 
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   Model χ2
   189.451  (df = 1, p = .000) 

Step 2  -2 Log likelihood  4205.804 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .099 

   Model χ2
   282.515  (df = 2, p = .000) 

Step 3  -2 Log likelihood  4170.284 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .111 

   Model χ2
   318.035  (df = 3, p = .000) 

Step 4  -2 Log likelihood  4158.556 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .115 

   Model χ2
   329.763  (df = 4, p = .000) 

Step 5  -2 Log likelihood  4154.015 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .117 

   Model χ2
   334.305  (df = 5, p = .000) 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Table 7.21A: Stepwise logistic regression (Forward Wald) analysing the effects of the feature-related 

factors on the probability of realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant for the group of native 

dialect speakers alone 

 

_________________________________________________________________________ 
Step   predictor   B     Wald    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1   incidence   .013     552.535    .000    

constant    -.611    684.764    .000 

 

2   incidence   .013     559.276    .000 

   cond.env.   .673     382.294    .000 

   constant    -.905    1017.045   .000 

 

3   incidence   .012     519.464    .000 

   cond.env.   .625     319.243    .000 

   n DIAvar   .115     90.775    .000 

   constant    -1.299    662.245    .000 

 

4   incidence   .012     533.015    .000 

   cond.env   .609     299.774    .000 

   n DIAvar   .095     55.705    .000 

   n SDvar    .070     36.070    .000 

   constant    -1.470    .635.958    .000 

 

5   incidence   .013     441.932    .000 

   cond.env.   .598     281.662    .000 

   n DIAvar   .108     57.190    .000 

   n SDvar    .063     26.541    .000 

   LG10(av.freq.)  -.082    4.182    .041 

   constant    -1.345    254.139    .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Step 1  -2 Log likelihood  19805.746 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .052 

   Model χ2
   589.724  (df = 1, p = .000) 

Step 2  -2 Log likelihood  19418.829 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .085 

   Model χ2
   976.641  (df = 2, p = .000) 

Step 3  -2 Log likelihood  19328.256 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .093 
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   Model χ2
   1067.215 (df = 3, p = .000) 

Step 4  -2 Log likelihood  19292.130 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .096 

   Model χ2
   1103.341 (df = 4, p = .000) 

Step 5  -2 Log likelihood  19287.947 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .096 

   Model χ2
   1107.524 (df = 5, p = .000) 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Table 7.21B: Stepwise logistic regression (Forward Wald) analysing the effects of the feature-related 

factors on the probability of realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant for the group of second 

dialect learners alone 

 

In tables 7.21A and 7.21B, the relative weight of each variable can be deduced from the order 

in which the variables are entered in the model (the best predictor is entered first), as well as 

from the Wald statistic (the best predictor has the highest Wald statistic).  

A comparison of the stepwise analyses for the native dialect speakers (7.21A) and the 

second dialect learners (7.21B) reveals that the relative importance of the feature-related 

factors to the degree of dialect proficiency is roughly similar for both groups: for both groups, 

incidence is the most important factor in determining the degree of dialect proficiency 

(entered on step 1, highest Wald statistic), the second most important factor is conditioning 

environment (entered on step 2), followed by the number of competing dialect variants (step 

3). With respect to steps 4 and 5, however, the second dialect learners deviate from the native 

dialect speakers: on step 4, number of Standard Dutch variants is included in the model for the 

dialect learners, whereas geographical distribution is included in the model for the native 

speakers. On step 5, average token frequency is entered for the dialect learners, whereas 

number of Standard Dutch variants is entered for the native speakers. In the final model for 

the native speakers (7.21A), average token frequency is not included, whereas geographical 

distribution is not included in the model for the second dialect learners. This indicates that the 

significance criterion for inclusion of this factor (i.e. p < .05) was not fulfilled.  

 Note that the variable entered on step 3 (in both models), i.e. number of competing dialect 

variants, did not turn out to have a significant effect when entered in a regression model with 

home language (see section 7.2.2.2.1). However, we have shown that this factor significantly 

interacts with some of the other factors that are supposed to determine the degree of 

predictability of dialect features (see section 7.2.2.7). As appears from the above stepwise 

analyses, number of dialect variants has a significant effect when entered in a model with the 

other feature-related variables.  

The Nagelkerke R
2
 values in tables 7.21A and 7.21B are lower in the stepwise analyses 

than in the models discussed in the previous sections. This is due to the fact that the 163 

dummy variables, which indicated that we are dealing with data of 164 different informants, 

could not be entered in the stepwise models because of practical reasons. Still, the R
2
 values 

of the stepwise models give some impression of the relative amount of explained variance 

added in each step: the variance explained by the model for the native dialect speakers runs 
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from 6.7% to 11.7%, whereas the variance explained by the model for the second dialect 

learners runs from 5.2% to 9.6%. 

Summarizing, we may say that the stepwise analyses reveal that the internal directionality 

of second dialect acquisition does not deviate very much from the internal directionality of 

first dialect acquisition, in that the three most important factors determining the degree of 

proficiency in the usage of lexicalized (i.e. unproductive) dialect features are similar (i.e. 

incidence, conditioning environment, and n dialect variants). 

 

In this section, we have discussed the effects of feature-related factors on the degree to which 

dialect features are correctly realized. In the next section, we concentrate on the effects of 

speaker-related factors on the degree of dialect knowledge and/or acquisition. 

 

7.2.3. Effects of speaker-related factors on the individual degree of dialect 

knowledge/acquisition 

 

In section 4.3, we argued that not only feature-related but also speaker-related factors play a 

role in the process of (second) dialect acquisition. We proposed hypotheses on the roles of 

age, gender, attitude, and origin of the mother and father. In this section, we present the 

results of the analyses involving these variables. We discuss the results on age (section 

7.2.3.1), gender (section 7.2.3.2), attitude (section 7.2.3.3) and origin of the parents (section 

7.2.3.4). Again, we conclude (section 7.2.3.5) by analysing which of the speaker-related 

factors is the best predictor of the degree of dialect knowledge/acquisition.  

 

7.2.3.1. Effects of age  

 

In section 4.3.1, we suggested that the degree to which children are successful in (second) 

dialect acquisition is age-related, in the sense that there may be a critical age after which the 

degree of acquisition slows down. We believe that until this critical age, the degree of 

proficiency in the target variety increases. We want to find out whether the degree of dialect 

proficiency of the second dialect learners and the native dialect speakers continues to increase 

(at the same rate) between the ages of nine and fifteen.
22

 The results of a logistic regression 

analysis are represented in table 7.22.  

                                                 
22
 Recall that all informants had lived in Maldegem for their entire lives.  
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___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

language(1)      -1.354   .000 

age        .202    .000 

age*language(1)     .009    .602 

constant       -1.201   .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  31718,574 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .151

23
 

Model χ2
   3009,105 (df = 3, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.22: Binary logistic regression analysing the effects of age and home language on the 

probability of realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant 

 

Table 7.22 makes clear that there is a highly significant, positive effect of age on the degree of 

dialect knowledge of the native dialect speakers as well as the second dialect learners. This 

means that the degree of dialect proficiency (i.e. the number of ‘correct’ realizations per 

informant) continues to increase between the ages of nine and fifteen.  

 The interaction of age with home language is not significant (p > .05), which implies that 

the effect of age on the degree of dialect knowledge of the second dialect learners does not 

deviate significantly from the effect of age on the degree of dialect knowledge of native 

dialect speakers. Therefore, we cannot draw any conclusions that are specific for second 

dialect acquisition alone. The effect of age is visualized in figure 7.19. 
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Diagram 7.19: Effects of age and home language on the probability of realizing the ‘correct’ 

Maldegem dialect variant 

 

Figure 7.19 clearly shows that the degree of dialect proficiency continues to increase between 

the ages of nine and fifteen, both in the case of the native dialect speakers and of the second 

                                                 
23
 The R

2 
value is low because the dummy variables to indicate that we are dealing with data from 164 

informants could not be entered in the model because of technical reasons. Therefore, this R
2
 value should not be 

compared to the values of the models presented in section 7.2. 
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dialect learners. A closer look at the figure reveals that the increase of the degree of dialect 

proficiency of the second dialect learners (grey line) is a little bit larger between the ages of 

twelve and fifteen than between the ages of nine and twelve. The opposite holds for the 

degree of dialect proficiency of the native dialect speakers (black line), which increases a little 

less between the ages of twelve and fifteen than between the ages of nine and twelve. 

However, these findings are negligible since there was no significant interaction between age 

and home language (see table 7.22). Actually, one might have expected that the native dialect 

speakers would have made significantly less progress between the ages of twelve and fifteen 

than the second dialect learners, because the native speakers are expected to reach their 

ceiling sooner than the second dialect learners. Probably, the results indicate that the native 

dialect speakers involved in our study were still in the process of acquiring the local dialect 

(i.e. they did not have a ‘perfect’ knowledge of the Maldegem dialect (yet)). Note that there 

are no indications that there is a critical age after which acquisition drastically slows down, at 

least not between the ages of nine and fifteen. We should be careful in drawing any firm 

conclusions concerning a critical age, however, since we measured the effect of age cross-

sectionally and not longitudinally (as would be desirable).  

  

7.2.3.2. Effects of gender 

 

Recall from section 4.3.2 that we hypothesized that girls are less successful in (second) dialect 

acquisition than boys. However, there was evidence from the literature (cf. Vousten 1995) 

that gender does not affect the process of second dialect acquisition. Since Vousten was the 

only one to investigate the effect of gender on second dialect acquisition, we decided to test 

whether we could support (or refute) his findings. For this purpose, we performed a logistic 

regression analysis testing the effect of gender. The results are shown in table 7.23. 

___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

language(1)      -1.210   .000    

gender(1)      .133    .054 

language(1)*gender(1)   -.454   .000 

constant       1.177   .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  32767.417 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .100 

Model χ2
   1960.262 (df = 3, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.23: Binary logistic regression analysing the effects of gender and home language on the 

probability of realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant 

 

Table 7.23 reveals that there is a highly significant, negative effect of gender on the degree  of 

dialect acquisition of the second dialect learners (B = .133 -.454 = -.321; p = .000), which 

implies that the dialect learning girls (i.e. gender = 1) are less successful in dialect acquisition 
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than the boys (i.e. gender = 0). These results therefore contradict Vousten’s findings. The 

interaction with home language is significant, indicating that gender has a different effect on 

the degree of dialect acquisition of the second dialect learners than on the degree of dialect 

proficiency of the control group. Actually, the effect of gender is not significant (p > .05) in 

the case of the native dialect speakers.
24

 

The effects are represented graphically in diagram 7.20.  
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Diagram 7.20 Effects of gender and home language on the probability of realizing the ‘correct’ 

Maldegem dialect variant 

 

Diagram 7.20 shows that gender has a negative effect on the degree of dialect acquisition of 

the second dialect learners: the bar representing the dialect-learning girls (lang1gender1) is 

shorter than the one representing the dialect-learning boys (lang1gender0). The small 

difference between the boys and girls from the control group (lang0gender0 and 

lang0gender1, respectively) is, according to table 7.23, not significant.  

There appeared to be a significant interaction between gender and age, as can be seen 

from table 7.24. 

                                                 
24
 These results were checked by performing logistic regression analyses testing for the effect of gender for the 

native dialect speakers and the second dialect learners separately. From these analyses, we obtained exactly the 

same results as in table 7.23: gender has a highly significant negative effect among the second dialect learners (B 

= -.321, p = .000), but has no significant effect among the native dialect speakers (B = .133, p = .054). 
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___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

age        .262    .000    

gender(1)      .015    .913 

age*gender(1)     -.037   .002 

constant       -2.712   .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  32819.620 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .098 

Model χ2
   1908.059 (df = 3, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.24: Binary logistic regression analysing the effects of gender and age on the probability of 

realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant 

  

Table 7.24 reveals that the positive effect of age on dialect acquisition is significantly stronger 

for boys (i.e. gender = 0) (B = .262; p = .000) than for girls (i.e. gender = 1) (B = .262-.037 = 

.225). This interaction effect is visualized in diagram 7.21. 
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Diagram 7.21: Interaction effect of gender with age on the probability of realizing the ‘correct’ 

Maldegem dialect variant 

 

The fact that age has a stronger (positive) effect on the dialect proficiency of boys than on that 

of girls is clear from the fact that the black line (representing the boys) has a slightly steeper 

slope than the grey line (representing the girls).  

 

7.2.3.3. Effects of attitudinal factors 

 

We proposed (see section 4.3.3) the hypothesis that a positive attitude towards dialect 

(speakers) and a strong motivation to learn the local dialect enhances the degree of success in 

second dialect acquisition. This means that we expect a positive effect of attitude/motivation 

on the probability of realizing the dialect variant. The results on the effect of this variable are 

given in table 7.25.  
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___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

language(1)      -1.422   .000    

attitude/motivation    .098    .000 

language(1)*attitude/motivation .024    .103 

constant       .297    .019 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  31350.182 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .123 

Model χ2
   2344.565 (df = 3, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.25: Binary logistic regression analysing the effects of attitude/motivation and home language 

on the probability of realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant 

 

Table 7.25 reveals that attitude/motivation has a positive effect on the degree of dialect 

knowledge of second dialect learners and native dialect speakers (the interaction with home 

language is not significant (p > .05)): a one-unit increase of attitude/motivation causes an 

increase of the dependent variable with 10% (B = .098). Since there is no significant 

interaction of attitude/motivation with home language (p > .05), we cannot draw any 

conclusions about the effect of attitude/motivation on the degree of success in second dialect 

acquisition specifically. The fact that attitude/motivation has an equally strong effect on the 

degree of dialect knowledge of the second dialect learners and the native dialect speakers is 

rather surprising, since we would expect that attitudinal factors are more decisive in the case 

of second language learning. We will try to account for this result in chapter 8. Diagram 7.22 

illustrates the effects.  
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Diagram 7.22: Effects of attitude/motivation and home language on the probability of realizing the 

‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant 

 

From diagram 7.22 it is clear that speakers’ knowledge of the dialect is positively correlated 

with their attitude towards the Maldegem dialect and dialect use in general and the strength of 

their motivation to learn this dialect.  
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 There was no significant interaction between attitude and age (p > .05). 

 

7.2.3.4. Effects of origin of the parents 

 

In section 4.3.4, we hypothesized that children whose mother or father was born and raised in 

Maldegem will acquire the Maldegem dialect better than children whose parents come from 

elsewhere. Since we coded both ‘origin mother’ and ‘origin father’ as ‘1’ if the mother or 

father is from Maldegem, we expect positive effects of ‘origin mother’ as well as of ‘origin 

father’.  

We had to leave out the data of the control group for the logistic regressions analysing 

‘origin mother’ and ‘origin father’, since these variables have constant values among the 

control group: all native dialect speakers have two Maldegem parents. Since the control group 

scores significantly better than the second dialect learners, adding the data of this group would 

cause bias in the results on the effects of the origin of the parents. The results are presented in 

tables 7.26 and 7.27. 

___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

origin mother(1)     -.151   .000 

constant       -.117   .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  26956.258 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .002 

Model χ2
   27.256 (df = 1, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.26: Binary logistic regression analysing the effect of origin of the mother on the probability of 

realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant in the group of second dialect learners alone 
 

___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

origin father(1)     .226    .000 

constant       -.291   .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  26921.914 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .004 

Model χ2
   61.600 (df = 1, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.27: Binary logistic regression analysing the effect of origin of the father on the probability of 

realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant in the group of second dialect learners alone 

 

The factors ‘origin mother’ and ‘origin father’ both have highly significant effects. Rather 

surprisingly, the effect of ‘origin mother’ is negative (see table 7.26, B = -.151, p = .000). 

This implies that second dialect learners whose mother comes from Maldegem have lower 

probabilities (i.e. an average decrease of the dependent variable with 15%) of realizing the 
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‘correct’ dialect variant than learners whose mother comes from elsewhere. The origin of the 

father, however, does have the expected positive effect (B = .226, p = .000). When the dialect 

learner’s father comes from Maldegem, the dependent variable increases with 23% on 

average. 

 There was no significant interaction of origin mother with age (p > .05), and neither was 

there a significant interaction between origin father and age (p > .05). 

 In section 4.3.4, we argued that there is reason to assume that the origin of the mother will 

be more important to the child’s degree of dialect proficiency than that of the father, since 

mothers generally play a more important role in the raising of their children (cf. Taeldeman 

1986; Labov 1990; Roberts 2001). In order to examine the relative importance of the 

independent variables origin mother and origin father, we entered these variables in a 

stepwise logistic regression model (Forward Wald). The results are given in table 7.28. 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

Step   predictor   B     Wald    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1   father    .226     61.525    .000    

constant    -.291    215.319    .000 

 

2   father    .238     67.985    .000 

   mother    -.169    33.693    .000 

   constant    -.222    92.462    .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Step 1  -2 Log likelihood  26921.914 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .004 

   Model χ2
   61.600 (df = 1, p = .000) 

Step 2  -2 Log likelihood  26888.162 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .006 

   Model χ2
   95.351 (df = 2, p = .000) 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

Table 7.28: Stepwise logistic regression (Forward Wald) analysing the effects of origin of the mother 

and father on the probability of realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant in the group of second 

dialect learners alone 

 

Recall that in a forward stepwise analysis, the relative weight of the factors is indicated by the 

order in which these factors are entered in the model, as well as by the Wald statistic. Table 

7.28 reveals that the factor ‘origin of the father’ is entered on the first step, whereas ‘origin 

mother’ is entered on the second step. This indicates that origin of the father explains a larger 

amount of variance than origin of the mother. So, the (positive) effect of having a father who 

was born in Maldegem is more important to a child’s degree of dialect knowledge than the 

(negative) effect of having a mother who was born in Maldegem. This result refutes our 

hypothesis that the mother exerts more influence than the father on the child’s degree of 

dialect proficiency. Together, both factors only explain a very small amount of variance (R
2
 = 

.006), which indicates that they are certainly not the most important speaker-related factors.  
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 We should note, however, that in the case of a strong correlation between origin of the 

father and origin of the mother, a small deviation in the population of the fathers would lead 

to a more significant influence of the origin of the father. We therefore had to test whether 

origin father and origin mother are strongly correlated. The correlation between two nominal 

variables is indicated by the Phi coefficient (cf. the option Phi and Cramér’s V in a Crosstabs 

analysis). For the correlation between origin father and origin mother, we obtained a Phi 

coefficient of .072 (�2
 = 101.129, df = 1, p = .000). Hence, there is a positive correlation 

between the two variables, but this correlation is very weak (Phi = .072 approximates 0).
25

 

Therefore, it is not very plausible that this correlation will affect the results given in table 

7.28, and we may thus conclude that the origin of the father does have a more important effect 

than the origin of the mother. 

 

7.2.3.5. Which speaker-related factor is the best predictor of the degree of dialect 

proficiency? 

 

In the previous sections, we showed that all speaker-related variables involved have 

significant effects on the degree of dialect proficiency of second dialect learners and native 

dialect speakers. We found that the factor gender significantly interacts with home language, 

but that this is not the case for the factors age and attitude/motivation.  

In order to find out which of the speaker-related factors is the best predictor of the degree 

of dialect knowledge for the native dialect speakers and the second dialect learners, 

respectively, we carried out two stepwise logistic regression analyses (Forward Wald) with 

age, gender, and attitude/motivation as independent variables. Because origin mother and 

origin father are only relevant factors in the case of the second dialect learners (these variables 

have constant values as far as the control group is concerned, in that all native dialect speakers 

have two parents from Maldegem), we performed an extra stepwise analysis including these 

factors for the second dialect learners alone. The results of the stepwise analyses for the native 

speakers and the dialect learners are presented in tables 7.29A and 7.29B, respectively. Table 

7.29C represents the results of the analysis including origin mother and origin father. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Step   predictor   B     Wald    Significance 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

1   age     .209     167.305    .000    

constant    -1.279    44.971    .000 

 

2   age     .193     133.798    .000 

   attitude/motivation .056     16.374    .000 

   constant    -1.600    60.240    .000 

 

                                                 
25
 Like the Pearson correlation coefficient (r), the Phi coefficient indicates a weak correlation as it approximates 

0, and a strong correlation as it approximates 1. 
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3   age     .192     130.478    .000 

   attitude/motivation .056     16.189    .000 

   gender    .157     4.603    .032 

   constant    -1.636    62.433    .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Step 1  -2 Log likelihood  5453.917 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .050 

   Model χ2
   174.874  (df = 1, p = .000) 

Step 2  -2 Log likelihood  5437.570 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .055 

   Model χ2
   191.221  (df = 2, p = .000) 

Step 3  -2 Log likelihood  5432.917 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .056 

   Model χ2
   195.874  (df = 3, p = .000) 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Table 7.29A: Stepwise logistic regression (Forward Wald) analysing the effects of the speaker-related 

factors on the probability of realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant in the group of native 

dialect speakers alone 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Step   predictor   B     Wald    Significance 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

1   age     .210     878.735    .000    

constant    -2.545    1000.217   .000 

 

2   age     .183     637.195    .000 

   attitude/motivation .091     273.390    .000 

   constant    -2.939    1193.067   .000 

 

3   age     .190     660.068    .000 

   attitude/motivation .076     148.865    .000 

   gender    -.171    24.957    .000 

   constant    -2.824    1031.820   .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Step 1  -2 Log likelihood  25396.706 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .063 

   Model χ2
   918.026  (df = 1, p = .000) 

Step 2  -2 Log likelihood  25119.318 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .081 

   Model χ2
   1195.414 (df = 2, p = .000) 

Step 3  -2 Log likelihood  25094.360 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .083 

   Model χ2
   1220.372 (df = 3, p = .000) 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Table 7.29B: Stepwise logistic regression (Forward Wald) analysing the effects of the speaker-related 

factors on the probability of realizing the ‘correct’ Maldegem dialect variant in the group of second 

dialect learners alone 
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______________________________________________________________________ 

Step   predictor   B     Wald    Significance 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

1   age     210     878.735    .000    

constant    -2.545    1000.217   .000 

 

2   age     .183     637.195    .000 

   attitude/motivation .091     273.390    .000 

   constant    -2.939    1193.067   .000 

 

3   age     .186     650.451    .000 

   attitude/motivation .090     264.995    .000 

   origin father   .287     90.804    .000 

   constant    -3.097    1262.214   .000 

 

4   age     .191     662.980    .000 

   attitude/motivation .079     157.389    .000 

   origin father   .272     80.483    .000 

   gender    -.132    14.558    .000 

   constant    -3.000    1095.777   .000 

 

5   age     .195     650.846    .000 

   attitude/motivation .077     149.499    .000 

   origin father   .267     76.842    .000 

   gender    -.146    17.256    .000 

   origin mother  .072     5.249    .022 

   constant    -3.058    1053.306   .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Step 1  -2 Log likelihood  25396.706 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .063 

   Model χ2
   918.026  (df = 1, p = .000) 

Step 2  -2 Log likelihood  25119.318 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .081 

   Model χ2
   1195.414 (df = 2, p = .000) 

Step 3  -2 Log likelihood  25028.262 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .087 

   Model χ2
   1286.470 (df = 3, p = .000) 

Step 4  -2 Log likelihood  25013.706 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .088 

   Model χ2
   1301.026 (df = 4, p = .000) 

Step 5  -2 Log likelihood  25008.453 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .088 

   Model χ2
   1306.279 (df = 5, p = .000) 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Table 7.29C: Stepwise logistic regression (Forward Wald) analysing the effects of the speaker-related 

factors (including origin mother and origin father) on the probability of realizing the ‘correct’ 

Maldegem dialect variant in the group of second dialect learners alone 

 

A comparison of tables 7.29A and 7.29B reveals that the relative importance of the speaker-

related factors for the native dialect speakers and the second dialect learners is exactly the 

same: for both groups, age is the most important variable in determining the degree of dialect 
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proficiency (entered on step 1), followed by the factor attitude/motivation (entered on step 2), 

and then followed by gender (entered on step 3).  

 Recall that gender did not have a significant effect in the case of the control group (see 

section 7.2.3.2). However, the factor is included (and thus significant at the level of p < .05) 

in the model represented in table 7.29A (the factor is not highly significant, however: p = 

.032). This indicates that gender does have a significant effect on the degree of dialect 

knowledge of the native speakers when included in a model that also contains the variables 

age and attitude. 

 When the variables origin mother and origin father are included in the model for the 

second dialect learners (see table 7.29C), the order in which the variables are entered changes 

just a little. Instead of gender, origin father is entered on step 3. Gender follows on step 4, and 

finally, origin mother is included (step 5). So, age and attitude remain the two most important 

factors. 

 Again we can conclude that the factors that guide second dialect acquisition generally act 

in the same way for first dialect acquisition: age and attitude are the most decisive factors 

influencing the degree of dialect proficiency in both groups. 

 

So far, we have discussed the effects of the factors which play a role in the degree to which 

dialect features are correctly realized by the Maldegem children. As we argued in previous 

chapters, a relatively large number of overgeneralization errors were found in our data. In the 

next section, we discuss the degree to which different overgeneralizations occurred, as well as 

the effects of feature-related factors on the degree to which features are overgeneralized.  

 

7.3. Degree of overgeneralization 

 

In this section, we discuss the results with respect to overgeneralization. In section 4.4.4, we 

formulated a number of hypotheses with respect to the effects of feature-related factors on the 

degree to which dialect features are overgeneralized. In section 7.3.2, the results of the 

analyses testing these hypotheses will be discussed. In section 7.3.3, we briefly discuss the 

role of speaker-related factors in the process of overgeneralization. First, we give an overview 

of the degree to which the second dialect learners and the native dialect speakers produced 

overgeneralizations of different types (section 7.3.1). 

 

7.3.1. Degree of overgeneralization: native dialect speakers vs. second dialect learners 

 

In this section we discuss the degree to which each type of overgeneralization occurred in the 

dialect of the native dialect speakers (home language = 0) on the one hand, and the second 

dialect learners (home language = 1) on the other. The results are presented in table 7.30. This 

table gives an overview of the types of overgeneralization that occurred in our data, the 
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number of times each type occurred (N) for the control group and the dialect learners 

separately, the total number of times that the relevant overgeneralization would have been 

possible (total), the mean score (in percent) for each overgeneralization type, and the F 

statistic, its significance level (p), and the degrees of freedom, to indicate whether there is a 

significant difference between the degree of overgeneralization of the control group and of the 

second dialect learners.
26

 

 

Overgeneralization of feature X at 

the expense of  (i.e. ‘>>’) feature Y 

Home 

language 

$ Total Mean 

(%) 

F, p, df 

 

�i-paradigm 

 

     

�i → ø >> �i → e control 12 180 7 F = 202.5 

 learners 164 640 26 df = 818 

p = .000 

�i → ø >> �i → i� control 4 144 3 F = 16.8 

 learners 37 512 7 df = 654 

p = .000 

�i → ø >> �i → æ�i control 9 252 4 F = 7.4 

 learners 51 896 6 df = 1146 

p = .007 

�i → ø >> �i → i (in lex. exc. control 0 36 0 F = 12.6 

tijger) learners 9 128 7 df = 162 

p = .001 

�i → e >> �i → i� control 10 144 7 F = 2.5 

 learners 46 512 9 df = 654 

p = .117 

�i → e >> �i → i (in lex. exc. control 0 36 0 F = 12.6 

tijger) learners 9 128 7 df = 162 

p = .001 

�i → e >> �i → ø control 3 360 1 F = 30.0 

 learners 45 1280 4 df = 1638 

p = .000 

�i → e >> �i → æ�i control 6 252 2 F = .792 

 learners 26 896 3 df = 1146 

p = .374 

�i → æ�i >> �i → �
i control 6 72 8 F = 4.1 

 learners 32 256 13 df = 326 

p = .044 

�i → æ�i >> �i → i (in lex. exc. control 4 36 11 F = .822 

bij) learners 11 128 9 df = 162 

p = .366 

                                                 
26
 When testing the effects of the feature-related factors on the degree of overgeneralization (see section 7.3.2), it 

is the incidence, number of competing variants, average frequency, etc. of the dialect feature which is 

overgeneralized that is taken into account. The behaviour of each dialect feature with respect to these factors was 

already discussed in table 7.1. 
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�i → æ�i >> �i → i� control 5 144 3 F = 2.1 

 learners 25 512 5 df = 654 

p = .149 

�i → æ�i >> �i → ø control 8 360 2 F = 5.5 

 learners 44 1280 3 df = 1638 

p = .019 

�i → æ�i >> �i → e control 1 180 1 F = 2.5 

 learners 8 640 1 df = 818 

p = .113 

�i → i� >> �i → ø control 1 360 0 F = 6.3 

 learners 12 1280 1 df = 1638 

p = .012 

�i → æ�i >> �i → i (in lex. exc. control 1 36 3 F = 2.7 

tijger) learners 8 128 6 df = 162 

p = .099 

�i → i� >> �i → e control 1 180 1 F = 5.4 

 learners 11 640 2 df = 818 

p = .021 

�i → e >> �i → �
i control 0 72 0 F = 2.3 

 learners 2 256 1 df = 326 

p = .131 

Overall difference between control control 71 2844 2 F = 168.0 

group and dialect learners with 

respect to overgeneralizations in the 

/�i/-paradigm 

learners 540 10112 5 df = 12954 

p = .000 

Other paradigms 

 

     

a� → ��c >> a� → �  control 66 72 92 F = 196.0 

(in laatste, schaatsen) learners 165 256 64 df = 326 

p = .000 

œy → ø >> œy → i control 19 36 53 F = .843 

(in kuiken) learners 75 128 59 df = 162 

p = .360 

œy → ø >> œy → æ�i control 16 36 44 F = .190 

(in spuit) learners 74 128 58 df = 162 

p = .663 

o� → u� >> o� → ø control 31 252 12 F = 8.5 

 learners 82 896 9 df = 1146 

p = .004 

o� → ø >> o� → u� control 3 288 1 F = 21.1 

 learners 37 1024 4 df = 1310 

p = .000 

a� → ��c >> a� → �
 control 24 144 17 F = 7.1 

 learners 110 512 21 df = 654 

p = .008 

a� → �
 >> a� → ��c control 2 108 2 F = 38.4 

 learners 40 384 10 df = 490 

p = .000 
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�u → �i >> �u → �u control 5 108 5 F = 11.8 

 learners 37 384 10 df = 490 

p = .001 

Overall difference between control control 166 1044 16 F = 1.5 

group and dialect learners with 

respect to overgeneralizations in the 

other paradigms 

learners 620 3712 17 df = 4754 

p = .215 

Overall difference between control control 237 3888 6 F = 91.3 

group and dialect learners in general learners 1160 13824 8 df = 17710 

p = .000 

Table 7.30: Degree of overgeneralization per type: control group vs. second dialect learners 

 

Table 7.30 reveals that there are 25 different types of overgeneralization in our data, 17 of 

which concern the /�i/-paradigm. In 16 cases, there is a significant difference between the 

control group and the second dialect learners.  

Within the /�i/-paradigm, there are 10 cases in which the control group produces 

significantly fewer overgeneralizations than the dialect learners, whereas there are 7 cases in 

which the difference between both groups is not significant (p > .05). A t-test for all the 

overgeneralizations within the /�i/-paradigm together reveals that the overall difference 

between the degree of overgeneralization of the control group and that of the dialect learners 

is highly significant (F = 168.0, df = 12954, p = .000). Within the other paradigms, there are 6 

cases in which the difference between the control group and the second dialect learners is 

significant. However, a t-test for all the overgeneralizations within the other paradigms 

together reveals that the overall difference between the control group and the dialect learners 

is not significant (F = 2.5, df = 5574, p = .112). In general, there is a highly significant 

difference between the degree to which the control group produces overgeneralizations and 

the degree to which the dialect learners produce them (F = 91.3, df = 17710, p = .000). 

In section 4.4.3, we argued why we only focus on the overgeneralizations within the 

/�i/-paradigm. The fact that the overall difference between the control group and the native 

dialect speakers with respect to the overgeneralizations within this paradigm is highly 

significant, whereas the overall difference between both groups is not significant with respect 

to the other overgeneralizations, is an additional argument to focus only on the  

overgeneralizations within the /�i/-paradigm. The analyses in the following sections are 

therefore solely based on these overgeneralizations.
27

 

  

                                                 
27
 By selecting only the overgeneralizations within the /�i/-paradigm, there is less variation between the 

feature-related factors than if all overgeneralizations had been analysed. This may result in fewer significant 

effects of these feature-related factors. However, in section 4.4.3, we argued that the six dialect features which 

are involved in the /�i/-paradigm differ from each other with respect to incidence, conditioning environment, n 

SD variants, (average) token frequency, and geographical distribution. The only variable that has a constant 

value for all six features is n dialect variants. 
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7.3.2. Role of feature-related factors in the process of overgeneralization 

 

7.3.2.1. Introduction 

 

In section 4.4, we hypothesized that some of the feature-related factors affecting the degree to 

which dialect features are acquired also play a role in the production of overgeneralization 

errors. We suggested that between the point at which a child has no knowledge of a dialect 

feature and the point at which it has a perfect knowledge of it, there is a transitional phase in 

which overgeneralization of such a feature is possible. We have also made clear that it is 

perfectly possible that some dialect features score well for dialect acquisition, in the sense that 

they are applied where they must be applied, and at the same time are overgeneralized (at the 

expense of other features) in words where they should not be applied. Suppose, for example, 

that a particular child applies the feature SD /�i/ ~ DIA /e/ in all words from our word list 

where it should be applied, i.e. in strijken ‘to iron’, kijken ‘to look’, slijk ‘mud’, rijk ‘rich’, 

and zwijgen ‘to be silent’. However, this does not exclude the possibility that this child also 

applies this feature overgenerally, in the words reiger ‘heron’ (at the expense of the feature 

SD /�i/ ~ DIA /æi/) and tijger ‘tiger’ (at the expense of the feature SD /�i/ ~ DIA 

/i/). It is therefore plausible that a factor which enhances the degree to which a feature is 

correctly realized at the same time enhances the degree to which that feature is 

overgeneralized, or vice versa. However, we do not necessarily expect parallel effects of the 

feature-related factors on the degree of dialect knowledge/acquisition on the one hand, and on 

the degree of overgeneralization on the other. 

 Under these assumptions, we proposed a number of hypotheses with respect to the effects 

of feature-related factors on overgeneralization (see section 4.4.4). In this section, we test 

these hypotheses by performing a number of logistic regression analyses. 

 Recall from section 4.4.3 that we performed these analyses only on a selection of the data, 

i.e. all overgeneralizations within the /�i/-paradigm (which are rather numerous; see table 

7.30). The /�i/-paradigm is the set of competing dialect variants which all correspond to 

Standard Dutch /�i/. This paradigm contains six competing dialect variants. This implies 

that it is useless to test the effect of the factor ‘number of dialect variants’, since this factor is 

constant in all instances of overgeneralizations involved. However, in section 4.4.3 we 

suggested that this factor most likely plays a role in the production of overgeneralizations. An 

argument in favour of this assumption is that within the /�i/-paradigm, which is the 

paradigm consisting of the highest number of competing variants (in the present study), 17 

different overgeneralizations occur.  

 A second factor which is not taken into account when analysing the degree of 

overgeneralization is productivity. This is because the only productive features involved in 
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this study are postlexical features. Typical of postlexical features, however, is that they cannot 

be overgeneralized. Hence, no overgeneralizations involving productive features occur in our 

data. As a result, all overgeneralizations that are analysed involve dialect features which have 

a constant value for productivity, i.e. [-productive]. 

In each analysis, we systematically tested for the interaction effect with home language, 

in order to be able to distinguish between the effect of the relevant factor on the group of 

second dialect learners and on the control group. The overall effect of home language on the 

degree of overgeneralization is positive (B = .790; df = 1; p = .000), indicating that second 

dialect learners (home language = 1) produce significantly more overgeneralizations (within 

the /�i/-paradigm) than native dialect speakers (home language = 0). ‘Home language = 1’ 

was thus selected as the reference category.  

We also performed analyses testing the interaction of the feature-related factors with age. 

Because in most cases there was no significant interaction of the relevant feature-related 

factor with age, it was useless to systematically include age in the analyses. We only report 

the analyses testing the interaction between the feature-related factor and age in the case of 

significant interaction effects.  

 In the next sections, we test the effects of the following factors on the process of 

overgeneralization: incidence (section 7.3.2.1), conditioning environment (section 7.3.2.2), 

number of Standard Dutch variants (7.3.2.3), geographical distribution (section 7.3.2.4), and 

(average) token frequency (section 7.3.2.5). Finally, we will discuss which feature-related 

factor is the best predictor of the degree of overgeneralization (section 7.3.2.6).  

 

7.3.2.2. Effects of incidence  

 

In section 4.4.4.2, we hypothesized that – under the assumption that dialect features are likely 

to be overgeneralized before they are acquired perfectly – dialect features with a high 

incidence (i.e. type frequency) are more frequently overgeneralized (at the expense of other 

features) than features with a low incidence. So, we expect a positive effect of incidence on 

the degree to which dialect features are overgeneralized. Note that we are concerned with the 

incidence of the ‘winning’ feature, and not of the feature which is repressed by the 

overgeneralization of another feature.  

In order to test this hypothesis, we performed a binary logistic regression with incidence 

and home language as independent variables, and with the binary variable 

‘overgeneralization: yes (= 1) or no (= 0)’ as dependent variable. Because of the high degree 

of overlap between incidence UL and incidence TL (see section 7.2.2.1), we only performed 

an analysis with incidence UL as an independent variable. The results of this analysis are 

given in table 7.31. 
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___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

language(1)      .442    .027    

incidence (UL)     .025    .001 

language(1)*incidence   .017    .028 

constant       -4.179   .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  4790.406 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .068 

Model χ2
   294.370  (df = 3, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.31: Binary logistic regression analysing the effects of incidence UL and home language on the 

probability of producing an overgeneralization 

 

Table 7.31 shows that incidence (UL) has a positive effect on the degree to which a dialect 

feature is overgeneralized by the second dialect learners as well as the native dialect speakers. 

This positive effect is much stronger in the case of the second dialect learners, i.e. there is an 

increase of 4% (B = .025 + .017 = .042; p < .05) of the dependent variable for each one-unit 

increase of incidence, as opposed to an increase of 3% among the native dialect speakers (B = 

.025; p = .001). So, the effect of incidence on the degree of overgeneralization is different for 

the second dialect learners than for the control group (i.e. there is a significant interaction 

term). On the whole, we may conclude that dialect features with a high(er) incidence are more 

frequently overgeneralized than ones with a low(er) incidence. This confirms our hypothesis. 

 As far as the interaction home language*incidence is concerned, diagram 7.23 shows the 

effects of incidence UL on the probability of producing an overgeneralization. 
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Diagram 7.23: Effects of incidence and home language on the probability of producing an 

overgeneralization 

 

From diagram 7.23, it is clear that incidence has a positive effect on the production of 

overgeneralizations. The effect is stronger in the case of the second dialect learners: the line 
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representing the second dialect learners has a steeper slope than the one representing the 

control group.  

 We also tested whether there is a significant interaction effect of incidence with age on 

the degree of overgeneralization. This is, however, not the case (p > .05). The three-way 

interaction incidence*home language*age is not significant either (p > .05). 

 

7.3.2.3. Effects of conditioning environment 

 

In section 4.4.4.3, we argued that rule-based theory eventually predicts a negative effect of 

conditioning environment on the degree to which features are overgeneralized. The idea is 

that knowing the restrictions on the applicability of a dialect feature (i.e. its conditioning 

environment) leads to a lower degree of overgeneralization of the feature. However, under the 

assumption that the environmental restrictions on a feature are not acquired right away, a 

positive effect of conditioning environment on the degree of overgeneralization may be 

initially expected, as a result of trial and error. 

Exemplar-based models more straightforwardly predict a positive effect of conditioning 

environment on the degree of overgeneralization. Such models predict that dialect features 

with a conditioning environment are overgeneralized more frequently than features without a 

conditioning environment, because the former generally involve (strong) phonological 

neighbourhoods, which can attract new words and thus create overgeneralization errors.  

In order to find out whether conditioning environment has a significant effect on the 

degree of overgeneralization we performed a binary logistic regression. The results are 

represented in table 7.32.  

___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

language(1)      .463    .028  

condEnv (1)      .546    .027 

language(1)*condEnv(1)   .504    .058 

constant       -4.078   .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  4904.250 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .042 

Model χ2
   180.527  (df = 3, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.32: Binary logistic regression analysing the effects of conditioning environment and home 

language on the probability of producing an overgeneralization 

 

Table 7.32 reveals that the effect of conditioning environment on the probability of producing 

overgeneralizations is positive (B = .546; p < .05).
28

 Dialect features with a conditioning 

environment are therefore overgeneralized more frequently than features without a 

                                                 
28
 The interaction term is not modelled since it is not significant (p > .05).  
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conditioning environment. The table also shows that home language has a significant (p < 

.05), positive effect on the degree of overgeneralization (i.e. second dialect learners 

overgeneralize more frequently), but that there is no significant interaction effect of home 

language with conditioning environment (p > .05), which implies that the effect of 

conditioning environment does not differ between the second dialect learners and the control 

group. The effects are represented in diagram 7.24. 
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Diagram 7.24: Effects of conditioning environment and home language on the probability of 

producing an overgeneralization 

 

Diagram 7.24 visualizes the probabilities of the dialect learners and control group to 

overgeneralize dialect features with and without a conditioning environment. The positive 

effect of conditioning environment on the degree to which features are overgeneralized 

(among the second dialect learners as well as the control group) is indicated by the fact that 

the bars representing the overgeneralization of dialect features with a conditioning 

environment (i.e. lang0cond1 and lang1cond1) are longer than the bars representing the 

overgeneralization of features without a conditioning environment (i.e. lang0cond0 and 

lang1cond0, respectively). The fact that the difference between the two bars representing the 

second dialect learners (i.e. lang1cond0 and lang1cond1) is larger than the difference between 

the bars representing the control group (i.e. lang0cond0 and lang0cond1) must not be 

interpreted as a significant difference (p > .05; see table 7.32). 

 So, the positive effect of conditioning environment on the degree of overgeneralization 

can, in principle, be accounted for from an exemplar-based as well as a rule-based 

perspective. However – as was argued in section 4.4.4.3 – rule-based models only predict this 

positive effect with respect to the initial stages of acquisition. Since the rule-based prediction 

is that a feature will be less often overgeneralized if the restrictions on the application of a 

feature (i.e. the conditioning environment) are better known (and integrated into a 

correspondence rule), we might expect that conditioning environment starts to have a weaker 

(positive) effect on the degree of overgeneralization as children grow older. Therefore, we 
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tested for the main effect of conditioning environment for the nine-, twelve-, and fifteen-year-

olds separately. The results of these analyses are given in tables 7.33A, 7.33B, and 7.33C, 

respectively. 

___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

condEnv(1)      .601    .000  

constant       -3.052   .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  2312.446 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .013 

Model χ2
   25.197  (df = 1, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.33A: Binary logistic regression analysing the effect of conditioning environment on the 

probability of producing an overgeneralization for the nine-year-olds 

 

___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

condEnv(1)      1.125   .000  

constant       -3.810   .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  1863.780 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .037 

Model χ2
   60.417  (df = 1, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.33B: Binary logistic regression analysing the effect of conditioning environment on the 

probability of producing an overgeneralization for the twelve-year-olds 
 

___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

condEnv(1)      1.223   .000  

constant       -4.484   .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  581.639 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .036 

Model χ2
   19.282  (df = 1, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.33C: Binary logistic regression analysing the effect of conditioning environment on the 

probability of producing an overgeneralization for the fifteen-year-olds 

 

A comparison of tables 7.33A, 7.33B and 7.33C reveals that the positive effect of 

conditioning environment is stronger among the fifteen-year-olds (B = 1.223) than among the 

twelve-year-olds (B = 1.125), which in turn is stronger than the effect among the nine-year-

olds (B = .601). So, the positive effect of conditioning environment grows stronger as 

acquisition proceeds. This contradicts the rule-based idea that the positive effect of 

conditioning environment on the degree of overgeneralization will weaken as children gain an 

increased command of the environmental restrictions on features. 
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There appeared to be a significant interaction effect of age with conditioning 

environment, as can be seen from table 7.34. 

___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

age        -.244   .000  

condEnv(1)      -.489   .327 

age*condEnv(1)     .126    .007 

constant       -.859   .043 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  4760.243 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .040 

Model χ2
   164.732  (df = 3, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.34: Binary logistic regression analysing the effects of conditioning environment and age on 

the probability of producing an overgeneralization 
 

Table 7.34 shows that there is a significant interaction effect between age and conditioning 

environment on the degree of overgeneralization (p < .01).
29

 This interaction effect is 

visualized in figure 7.25.  
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Diagram 7.25: Interaction effect of conditioning environment with age on the probability of producing 

an overgeneralization 

 

From diagram 7.25 we can conclude that the negative effect of age on the degree of 

overgeneralization (i.e. as the child gets older, fewer overgeneralizations are made) is equally 

strong (cf. parallel lines) for features with and without a conditioning environment between 

the ages of nine and twelve. Between the ages of twelve and fifteen, the negative effect of age 

starts to weaken. This effect is stronger in the case of features without a conditioning 

environment. After the age of twelve, the number of overgeneralizations decreases to a 

smaller extent in the case of features without a conditioning environment than for features 

                                                 
29
 The three-way interaction conditioning environment*home language*age is not significant (p > .05). 
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with a conditioning environment. Note that diagram 7.25 reveals something about the way in 

which the (negative) effect of age depends on the value of the factor conditioning 

environment (i.e. 0 or 1), but it does not say anything about the basic effect of conditioning 

environment, since this factor has no significant main effect in the model (p = 327), according 

to table 7.34.  

 

7.3.2.4. Effects of number of Standard Dutch variants 

 

With respect to the factor ‘number of Standard Dutch variants’, we did not formulate a 

hypothesis (see section 4.4.4.4). Still, we tested for the effect of this factor by performing a 

binary logistic regression. The results of this analysis are given in table 7.35. 

___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

language(1)      -.474   .294  

n SDvar       .151    .171 

n SDvar*language(1)    .336    .005 

constant       -4.307   .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  4899.195 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .043 

Model χ2
   185.582  (df = 3, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.35: Binary logistic regression analysing the effects of number of Standard Dutch variants and 

home language on the probability of producing an overgeneralization 
 

Table 7.35 reveals that there is a significant positive effect of the number of Standard Dutch 

variants on the degree to which dialect features are overgeneralized by the second dialect 

learners (i.e. language = 1) (B = .151+.336 = .487; p = .005). This indicates that dialect 

features involving a large(r) number of competing SD variants are overgeneralized more often 

than features with a small(er) number of competing SD variants. The interaction with home 

language is significant, indicating that the effect of number of SD variants is different for the 

second dialect learners than for the control group. Actually, the effect of this variable is not 

significant in the case of the native dialect speakers (p = .171).
30

 The effects are visualized in 

diagram 7.26. 

 

                                                 
30
 These results were checked by testing for the effect of number of SD variants on overgeneralization for the 

second dialect learners and the native dialect speakers separately. We obtained exactly the same results from 

these analyses: SD variants has a highly significant positive effect in the case of the second dialect learners (B = 

.487, p = .000), but has no significant effect in the case of the native dialect speakers (B = .151, p = .171). 
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Diagram 7.26: Effects of number of competing Standard Dutch variants and home language on the 

probability of producing an overgeneralization 

 

Diagram 7.26 clearly shows a strong positive effect of the number of SD variants on the 

degree of overgeneralization among the second dialect learners. However, the positive effect 

of this factor on the degree of overgeneralization among the native dialect speakers should not 

be considered as significant (see table 7.35).  

 Neither the two-way interaction of number of Standard Dutch variants with age, nor the 

three-way interaction n SD variants*home language*age are significant (p > .05). 

 

7.3.2.5. Effects of geographical distribution  

 

In section 4.4.4.5, we suggested that there may be an effect of geographical distribution on the 

degree to which features are overgeneralized. This suggestion was (partly) based on the 

assumption that geographically limited (or primary) dialect features are generally the more 

salient ones. We assumed that children may be inclined to overgeneralize the more salient 

features of a dialect at the expense of other (less salient) features. Under this account, it might 

be expected that geographical distribution has a negative effect on the degree to which 

features are overgeneralized. We tested this assumption by performing a logistic regression 

analysis. The results are presented in table 7.36.  
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_______________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

language(1)      1.102   .000 

geogr. distr.      -.153   .000 

language(1)*geogr. distr.   -.068   .072 

constant       -2.935   .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  4728.099 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .082 

Model χ2
   356.678  (df = 3, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.36: Binary logistic regression analysing the effects of geographical distribution and home 

language on the probability of producing an overgeneralization 

 

As can be seen from table 7.36, there is indeed a highly significant negative effect of 

geographical distribution on the probability of overgeneralizing dialect features: for each one-

unit increase of geographical distribution, the dependent variable decreases with 15% (B = 

-.153). This result is in accordance with the assumption made in section 4.4.4.5. The 

interaction of geographical distribution with home language is not significant (p > .05), 

indicating that both groups react similarly on this variable. This implies that we cannot draw 

any conclusions which are specific for second dialect acquisition.  

Diagram 7.27 illustrates the effects. 
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Diagram 7.27: Effects of geographical distribution and home language on the probability of producing 

an overgeneralization 

 

An obvious conclusion that can be drawn from diagram 7.27 is that a feature is less often 

overgeneralized if it has a wider geographical distribution. It is the most local dialect features 

(and probably the most salient ones) that have the highest probabilities of overgeneralization.  

Since table 7.36 shows that the interaction effect between geographical distribution and 

home language is not significant, we should not interpret the steeper slope of the line 

representing the dialect learners as significant.  
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The interaction of geographical distribution with age did not turn out to be significant (p > 

.05), and neither did the three-way interaction geographical distribution*home language*age 

(p > .05). 

 

7.3.2.6. Effects of token frequency 

 

7.3.2.6.1. Token frequency at the level of the word 

 

In section 4.4.4.6.1, we hypothesized that infrequently used words are more liable to 

overgeneralization than frequently used words. This would imply that the overgeneralization 

of a particular dialect feature (at the expense of another feature) occurs more often in 

infrequently used words. So, we expect a negative effect of the token frequency of individual 

words to the degree to which the relevant words display overgeneralization errors. This 

hypothesis was tested by means of a logistic regression with the factors ‘token frequency’ (on 

the level of the word) and ‘home language’ as independent variables.
31

 The results are given 

in table 7.37. 

_______________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

language(1)      .838    .001  

LG10(frequency)     -.170   .209 

language(1)*LG10(frequency)  .041    .774 

constant       -3.526   .000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  4604.524 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .016 

Model χ2
   62.252  (df = 3, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.37: Binary logistic regression analysing the effects of token frequency (10 logarithm) and 

home language on the probability of producing an overgeneralization 

 

Table 7.37 shows that token frequency does not have a significant effect on the probability of 

an overgeneralization error (p > .05). The interaction of token frequency with home language 

is not significant either (p > .05). Finally, the interaction of token frequency with age did not 

turn out to be significant (p > .05).  

 

7.3.2.6.2. Average token frequency per feature 

 

In section 4.4.4.6.2, we hypothesized that dialect features which mainly apply to frequently 

used words are overgeneralized more often than features which mainly apply to infrequently 

used words, because dialect learners are exposed more often to the former features in the 

                                                 
31
 Because of the large range of token frequencies as compared to the range of the other variables in this study, 

we used the 10 logarithm of the values of token frequency. 
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input. We tested this hypothesis by performing a binary logistic regression analysis with 

average token frequency (the 10 logarithm) and home language as independent variables. The 

results of this analysis are given in table 7.38.  

_______________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

language(1)      -.141   .871  

LG10(averagefrequency)   -.721   .034 

language(1)*LG10(av.freq.)  .392    .282 

constant       -1.937   .017 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  4868.177 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .014 

Model χ2
   56.798  (df = 3, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.38: Binary logistic regression analysing the effects of average token frequency (10 logarithm) 

and home language on the probability of producing an overgeneralization 

 

As can be seen from table 7.38, average token frequency has a significant (p < .05) effect on 

the degree of overgeneralization. However, against our expectations, this effect is negative (B 

= -.721). This means that dialect features which mainly apply to frequently used words are 

overgeneralized less often than features which mainly apply to infrequently used words.
32

 In 

chapter 8, we will try to account for this result. 

 The interaction with home language is not significant (p = .282), which means that the 

negative effect of average frequency on the degree of overgeneralization is as strong among 

the second dialect learners as among the native dialect speakers.  

 The results are visualized in figure 7.28. 
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Diagram 7.28: Effects of average token frequency and home language on the probability of producing 

an overgeneralization 

 

                                                 
32
 Note that we are only concerned here with the dialect features (either with a high or a low average token 

frequency) that are involved in the /�i/-paradigm. 
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Diagram 7.28 clearly shows that there are fewer overgeneralizations as the average token 

frequency becomes higher. The fact that there is no interaction with home language is clear 

from the fact that the line representing the control group and the one representing the second 

dialect learners are almost parallel.  

 There was no significant interaction of average token frequency with age (p > .05). 

 

7.3.2.7. Which factor is the best predictor of the degree of overgeneralization? 

 

In the preceding sections, we showed that the factors incidence, conditioning environment, 

number of Standard Dutch variants, geographical distribution, and average token frequency 

all play a role in the production of overgeneralization errors. Only one of these factors, 

however, significantly interacted with home language, viz. incidence. This implies that this is 

the only factor about which we can draw conclusions that are specific for the second dialect 

learners only. All other factors can only reveal something about the degree of 

overgeneralization by the Maldegem children in general (i.e. native dialect speakers and 

second dialect learners).  

 In this section, we try to determine which of the feature-related factors is the best 

predictor of the degree to which dialect features are overgeneralized. For this purpose, we 

performed separate stepwise logistic regression analyses (Forward Wald) for the native dialect 

speakers (home language = 0) and for the second dialect learners (home language = 1), 

respectively. However, there appeared to be problems of multicollinearity when incidence and 

geographical distribution were entered in the same model.
33

 Therefore, we had to perform 

separate stepwise analyses, i.e. analyses from which we excluded geographical distribution, 

and analyses from which we excluded incidence. The results of the stepwise analyses 

excluding geographical distribution are given in tables 7.39A (native speakers) and 7.39B 

(dialect learners), and the results of the analyses excluding incidence are given in tables 7.40A 

and 7.40B. 

_________________________________________________________________________ 
Step   predictor   B     Wald    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1   incidence   .024     10.296    .001    

constant    -4.064    467.145    .000 

 

2   incidence   .025     10.451    .001 

   LG10(av.freq.)  -.815    4.609    .032 

   constant    -2.125    5.635    .018 

 

3   incidence   -.012    .561     .454 

   LG10(av.freq.)  -2.955    7.329    .007 

                                                 
33
 Note that the problem of multicollinearity, caused by the interdependence of incidence and geographical 

distribution, did not occur in the analyses discussed in section 7.2.2. Hence, there is only overlap between both 

variables in the case of the overgeneralizations within the /�i/-paradigm. 
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   cond.env.   2.109    5.252    .022 

   constant    2.375    1.074    .300 

 

4   LG10(av.freq.)  -2.350    14.303    .000 

   cond.env.   1.536    13.766    .000 

   constant    1.066    .702     .402 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Step 1  -2 Log likelihood  654.680 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .016 

   Model χ2
   9.553  (df = 1, p = .002) 

Step 2  -2 Log likelihood  650.101 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .024 

   Model χ2
   14.132  (df = 2, p = .001) 

Step 3  -2 Log likelihood  642.118 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .037 

   Model χ2
   22.115  (df = 3, p = .000) 

Step 4  -2 Log likelihood  642.710 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .036 

   Model χ2
   21.523  (df = 2, p = .000) 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Table 7.39A: Stepwise logistic regression (Forward Wald) analysing the effects of the feature-related 

factors (except for geographical distribution) on the probability of producing an overgeneralization in 

the group of native dialect speakers alone 
 

_________________________________________________________________________ 
Step   predictor   B     Wald    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1   incidence   .042     233.664    .000    

constant    -3.630    2267.312   .000 

 

2   incidence   .042     232.009    .000 

   LG10(av.freq.)  -.354    5.208    .022 

   constant    -2.774    53.862    .000 

 

3   incidence   .019     11.913    .001 

   LG10(av.freq.)  -1.625    23.001    .000 

   cond.env.   1.268    20.089    .000 

   constant    -.083    .013     .910 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Step 1  -2 Log likelihood  4656.894 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .065 

   Model χ2
   268.081  (df = 1, p = .000) 

Step 2  -2 Log likelihood  4648.300 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .067 

   Model χ2
   276.675  (df = 2, p = .000) 

Step 3  -2 Log likelihood  4614.361 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .075 

   Model χ2
   310.614  (df = 3, p = .000) 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Table 7.39B: Stepwise logistic regression (Forward Wald) analysing the effects of the feature-related 

factors (except for geographical distribution) on the probability of producing an overgeneralization in 

the group of second dialect learners alone 
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The comparison of tables 7.39A and 7.39B reveals that the relative importance of the factors 

determining the degree of overgeneralization is comparable for the second dialect learners and 

the native dialect speakers. For both groups, incidence is the most important factor (entered 

on step 1), followed by average token frequency (step 2), and by conditioning environment 

(step 3). However, also in both groups, the effect of incidence becomes less important or even 

redundant when the variable ‘conditioning environment’ is included in the model. In the case 

of the control group (7.39A), incidence is removed from the model after the factor 

conditioning environment has been added, because it is no longer significant at the level of p 

< .05. The inclusion of conditioning environment causes the effect of incidence to lose its 

significance (p > .05). This is possible in a stepwise regression, because on each step all 

variables are tested again. If the contribution of a variable that was already included is no 

longer significant after a new variable has been added, the former variable becomes 

redundant. This is the case for incidence. In the case of the second dialect learners, incidence 

is retained in the model after conditioning environment has been added, but its Wald value 

decreases, indicating that the relative effect of incidence declines by adding conditioning 

environment.  

 The variable n SD variants was not included in the stepwise model, which indicates that 

the effect of this factor on the degree of overgeneralization is not significant at p < .05, when 

entered in a model that also contains the variables incidence, average frequency, and 

conditioning environment. 

 

Tables 7.40A and 7.40B represent the results of stepwise regression including geographical 

distribution but excluding incidence. 

_________________________________________________________________________ 
Step   predictor   B     Wald    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1   geo     -.146    15.125    .000    

constant    -2.885    187.247    .000 

 

2   geo     -.246    14.592    .000 

   n SDvar    -.324    4.780    .029 

   constant    -1.220    2.337    .126 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Step 1  -2 Log likelihood  648.477 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .027 

   Model χ2
   15.756  (df = 1, p = .000) 

Step 2  -2 Log likelihood  643.717 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .035 

   Model χ2
   20.516  (df = 2, p = .000) 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Table 7.40A: Stepwise logistic regression (Forward Wald) analysing the effects of the feature-related 

factors (except for incidence) on the probability of producing an overgeneralization in the group of 

native dialect speakers 
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_________________________________________________________________________ 
Step   predictor   B     Wald    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1   geo     -.220    228.242    .000    

constant    -1.764    564.794    .000 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Step 1  -2 Log likelihood  3964.783 

   Nagelkerke R
2
  .072 

   Model χ2
   250.155  (df = 1, p = .000) 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Table 7.40B: Stepwise logistic regression (Forward Wald) analysing the effects of the feature-related 

factors (except for incidence) on the probability of producing an overgeneralization in the group of 

second dialect learners 

 

Tables 7.40A and 7.40B reveal that geographical distribution is the most important factor 

determining the degree of overgeneralization both in the group of second dialect learners and 

native dialect speakers. In the case of the control group (7.40B), the factor n SD variants is 

included in the model as well. However, the factors average token frequency and conditioning 

environment are not included in stepwise analyses which contain the factor geographical 

distribution. Note that these factors were included in the models represented in tables 7.39A 

and 7.39B. 

 Since we cannot include incidence and geographical distribution in one model (because of 

multicollinearity), we cannot conclude that geographical distribution is the best predictor of 

the degree of overgeneralization, but neither can we conclude that incidence has the largest 

relative effect. 

 

7.3.3. Role of speaker-related factors in the process of overgeneralization 

 

In chapter 4, we did not propose any hypotheses with respect to the effects of the speaker-

related factors on the degree of overgeneralization, since it is difficult to predict whether these 

factors have an effect on the degree of overgeneralization and if this is the case, which effects 

might be expected. Still, we performed logistic regression analyses with the speaker-related 

factors as independent variables. The only factor which turned out to have a significant effect 

on the degree of overgeneralization was age. There were no significant effects of gender (p > 

.05), attitude (p > .05), origin of the mother (p > .05), or origin of the father (p > .05), and 

neither were there significant interaction effects of these factors with home language. The 

results on the effects of age and home language on overgeneralization are given in table 7.41.  
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___________________________________________________ 
predictor      B    Significance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

age        -.328   .000 

language(1)      -1.834   .010 

age*language(1)     .223    .001 

constant       .118    .860 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-2 Log likelihood  4821.458 

Nagelkerke R
2
  .025 

Model χ2
   103.517  (df = 3, p = .000) 

_______________________________________________________ 

Table 7.41: Binary logistic regression analysing the effects of age and home language on the 

probability of producing an overgeneralization 

 

Table 7.41 reveals that age has a significant negative effect on the degree of 

overgeneralization among the native dialect speakers (B = -.328) as well as the second dialect 

learners (B = -.328+.223 = -.105), indicating that as children become older, they produce 

fewer overgeneralizations. This negative effect is stronger among the native speakers than 

among the dialect learners. The effects are visualized in figure 7.29.  
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Diagram 7.29: Effects of age and home language on the probability of producing an overgeneralization 

 

Figure 7.29 clearly shows that there is a negative effect of age on the degree of 

overgeneralization: the fifteen-year-olds make fewer overgeneralization errors than the 

twelve-year-olds, who in turn make fewer errors than the nine-year-olds. It can also be seen 

that the negative effect of age is stronger in the case of the native dialect speakers: the black 

line descends more strongly than the grey line. Note that in the case of the native dialect 

speakers, the negative effect of age is stronger between the ages of nine and twelve than 

between the ages of twelve and fifteen. This is not the case for the second dialect learners: 

there is a steady decrease of the number of overgeneralizations between the ages of nine and 

fifteen. Recall from table 7.22 and figure 7.19 that we did not find – as might have been 

expected – that the native dialect speakers reach their ceiling sooner than the second dialect 
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learners with respect to dialect acquisition. However, the results (cf. figure 7.29) indicate that 

there is a significant discrepancy between the native speakers and the dialect learners with 

respect to overgeneralization errors. 

 

7.4. Summary 

 

In this chapter, we have presented the results of binary logistic regressions analysing the 

effects of feature-related and speaker-related factors on the degree of success in dialect 

proficiency and/or acquisition and on the degree of overgeneralization. The aim of performing 

these analyses was to test the hypotheses and assumptions proposed in chapter 4. In this 

chapter, only a brief description of the results was given. A more detailed discussion of the 

results can be found in chapter 8. 

 In section 7.2.2, we discussed the effects of several feature-related factors on the degree 

to which dialect features are realized with the ‘correct’ dialect variant, and in section 7.2.3 we 

concentrated on the effects of speaker-related factors. The main findings from these sections 

are summarized in table 7.42.
34

 

 

Factor Significant? 

 

Direction 

of the 

effect 

 

$ature of the 

effect 

Significant 

interaction 

with home 

language? 

$ature of the 

interaction 

effect 

Incidence (UL) yes + high inc. > low inc. yes stronger for 

control group 

Incidence (TL) yes + high inc. > low inc. yes stronger for 

control group 

n dialect variants no N.A. N.A. no N.A. 

n SD variants yes - fewer SD variants 

> more SD var. 

yes stronger for 

control group 

Conditioning 

environment 

yes + with cond.env. > 

without cond. env. 

no N.A. 

Token frequency yes + high freq. > low 

freq. 

no N.A. 

Average 

frequency 

yes + high freq. > low 

freq. 

yes stronger for 

control group 

Productivity yes + productive > 

unproductive 

yes stronger for 

control group 

Geographical 

distribution* 

yes - narrow distribution 

> wide distr. 

yes stronger for 

control group 

Age 

 

yes + older > younger no N.A. 

Gender*  yes - boys > girls yes no significant 

effect on control 

group 

                                                 
34
 In table 7.42, the symbol ‘>’ is used to indicate ‘more correct dialect realizations than …’ (i.e. known/acquired 

better than …). The asterisk (*) is used to indicate a significant interaction with age. ‘N.A.’ means ‘not 

applicable’. 
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Attitude  yes + positive attitude > 

negative attitude 

no N.A. 

Origin mother yes - mother elsewhere > 

mother Maldegem 

N.A. N.A. 

Origin father yes + father Maldegem > 

father elsewhere 

N.A. N.A. 

Home language yes - control group > 

dialect learners 

N.A. N.A. 

Table 7.42: Main findings with respect to the factors affecting the degree of dialect 

proficiency/acquisition 
 

As indicated in table 7.42, geographical distribution was the only feature-related factor which 

significantly interacted with age. This interaction was such that the negative effect of 

geographical distribution was stronger in the case of nine- and twelve-year-olds than in the 

case of fifteen-year-olds (see section 7.2.2.6).  

 We have also shown that there are significant two-, three- and four-way interactions 

between the feature-related factors (and home language). The most complex interactions (i.e. 

four-way interactions) yield the most complete picture of the nature of the effects and the way 

in which these factors interact with each other. However, the interpretation of interactions 

between more than three variables appeared to be extremely difficult. 

Table 7.42 shows that in most cases the feature-related factors significantly interacted 

with home language. A significant interaction with home language is a prerequisite to be able 

to draw conclusions about the effect of the relevant factor on the second dialect learners as 

opposed to the native dialect speakers. In all cases where there was a significant interaction, 

there were similar effects for both groups, except that the relevant effects were stronger in the 

case of the control group. This may indicate that the native dialect speakers are still in a 

process of dialect acquisition themselves and that the effects of the feature-related factors are 

relevant to typical characteristics of language learners in general, independent of the task at 

hand (i.e. acquisition of a dialect as a first or as a second language). We return to this issue in 

chapter 8.  

A stepwise analysis proved that incidence had the largest relative effect in determining 

the degree of dialect proficiency, both for the second dialect learners and for the native dialect 

speakers. 

Of the speaker-related factors, only gender exhibited a significant interaction with home 

language. This means that the effects of the other factors only reveal something about the 

level of dialect knowledge that has been achieved by the Maldegem children in general (i.e. 

native speakers and learners), but that nothing can be said that is specific for second dialect 

acquisition alone. Gender was also the only speaker-related factor that significantly interacted 

with age, in the sense that the positive effect of age on the degree of dialect 

knowledge/acquisition was stronger for boys than for girls. 

A stepwise analysis also showed that age has the largest relative effect on the degree of 

dialect knowledge. With respect to the effect of age, we found that there was a steady increase 
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of the level of dialect knowledge between the ages of nine and fifteen. Hence, there were no 

indications of a critical age of dialect acquisition. 

In section 7.3, we discussed the effects of feature-related and speaker-related factors on 

the degree of overgeneralization. In table 7.43, we summarize the main findings from this 

section.
35

 

 

Factor Significant? 

 

Direction of 

the effect 

 

$ature of the 

effect 

Significant 

interaction 

with home 

language? 

$ature of the 

interaction 

effect 

Incidence yes + high inc. > 

low inc. 

yes stronger for 

dialect 

learners 

Conditioning 

environment* 

yes + with cond. 

env. > 

without cond. 

env. 

no N.A. 

n SD variants yes + more SD 

variants > 

fewer SD 

variants 

yes no significant 

effect on 

control group 

Geographical 

distribution 

yes - narrow 

distribution > 

wide distr. 

no N.A. 

Token frequency 

 

no N.A. N.A. no N.A. 

Average token 

frequency 

yes - low average 

freq. > high 

average freq. 

no N.A. 

Age yes - younger 

children > 

older children 

yes stronger for 

control group 

Gender 

 

no N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 

Attitude/motivation 

 

no N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 

Origin mother 

 

no N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 

Origin father 

 

no N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 

Home language yes + learners > 

control group 

N.A. N.A. 

Table 7.43: Main findings with respect to the factors affecting the degree of overgeneralization 

 

There was one feature-related factor which displayed a significant interaction with age, i.e. 

conditioning environment: the negative effect of age on the degree of overgeneralization 

weakened after the age of twelve, and this effect appeared to be stronger in the case of dialect 

features with a conditioning environment.  

                                                 
35
 In table 7.43, the symbol ‘>’ indicates ‘more overgeneralizations than …’. 
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 Age appeared to be the only speaker-related factor which significantly affected the degree 

of overgeneralization: as children become older, they make fewer overgeneralization errors. 

 Stepwise regression analyses revealed that again, there is a large degree of similarity 

between the control group and the dialect learners with respect to the importance of feature-

related factors to the degree of overgeneralization. The stepwise analyses excluding 

geographical distribution made clear that incidence was the most important factor determining 

the degree of overgeneralization, both in the case of the native dialect speakers and in the case 

of the second dialect learners. Finally, geographical distribution had the largest relative effect 

on the degree of overgeneralization among the native speakers as well as the dialect learners 

in a model excluding incidence. Because of multicollinearity problems, however, we could 

not compare the relative weight of the factors incidence and geographical distribution.  

 Perhaps the most important conclusion that can be drawn from this chapter is the fact that 

second dialect acquisition and first dialect acquisition generally follow the same direction. 

 A further discussion of the results and possible explanations are presented in chapter 8. 


